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Abstract 
The design of metallic lightweight structural materials requires the improvement of the key 
parameters strength, stiffness, ductility and density, which are typically mutually exclusive. 
Composite steels in contrast allow by the blend of tough and ductile metallic matrices with 
stiff and low density particles the increase of materials’ stiffness while reducing its density. 
However, the assessment of suitable alloys and the possibility of controlled liquid metallurgy 
synthesis of these relatively novel materials is complex and often not well investigated. 
 The present work focusses on research of steel composites regarding (i) the design of 
alloys and compositions and (ii) the in-situ liquid metallurgy synthesis methods to optimise 
performance and production costs of composite steels. 
 The alloy design of composite steels comprised an extensive literature review to 
determine potential particles based on their intrinsic properties. As the intrinsic properties of 
particles alone are not sufficient to determine their suitability and impact on the composite 
steels, a bulk quasi-combinatorial screening was carried out to determine the possibility of in-
situ synthesis of different borides within steel matrices and their effects on composites’ 
performance. The Fe – B – Ti system seemed to be especially attractive due to the outstanding 
performance obtained for the resulting Fe – TiB2 composites. Therefore this system was 
chosen to study the effect of Mn and C alloying on particles and matrix. Alloying of Mn to Fe 
– B – Ti melts led to a vast array of matrix microstructures and properties, while C strongly 
interfered with Ti and resulted in the formation of TiC particles besides TiB2 particles within 
the steel matrices. 
 By adapting the liquid metallurgy synthesis techniques, steel composites’ performance 
and cost-efficiency was improved. Here, coarse and sharp edged particles formed in of Fe – B 
based composites were refined by remelting of the alloys followed by subsequent rapid 
solidification utilising laser remelting or the spray compaction technique. The cost-efficient 
synthesis of Fe – TiB2 based composites was realised by the reduction of Ti-oxide filled wires 
in liquid melts to replace costly Ti. A lab-scale continuous caster was built to study the 
possibility of composite synthesis towards its mass production. Lastly an innovative semi-
continuous additive synthesis method was developed, which utilises atmospheric reactions to 
form particles within a metallic matrices. 
 The derived knowledge provides detailed insights into the role of alloy compositions 
and liquid metallurgy synthesis on performance and cost-efficient design of steel composites.  
Zusammenfassung 
Die Entwicklung von Leichtbau-Konstruktionswerkstoffen erfordert die Verbesserung der 
Schlüsselparameter Festigkeit, Steifigkeit, Duktilität und Dichte, welche sich aber 
typischerweise gegenseitig ausschließen. Stahl-Verbundwerkstoffe dagegen ermöglichen 
durch die Kombination von zäher und duktiler metallischer Matrizen mit steifen Partikeln 
niedriger Dichte, die Erhöhung der Materialsteifigkeit bei gleichzeitiger und Abnahme der 
Dichte. Die Beurteilung von geeigneten Legierungen und die kontrollierte 
flüssigmetallurgische Herstellung dieser relativ neuartigen Materialien ist komplex und wenig 
erforscht. 
 In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden Stahl-Verbundwerkstoffen untersucht, 
insbesondere (i) die Entwicklung von Legierungen und deren Zusammensetzungen sowie (ii) 
verschiedene flüssigmetallurgische in-situ Synthesemethoden zur Optimierung von 
Materialeigenschaften und Produktionskosten. 
 Die Legierungsentwicklung von Stahl-Verbundwerkstoffen umfasste eine 
weitreichende Literaturstudie zur Bestimmung potentieller Partikel, basierend auf deren 
spezifischen Eigenschaften. Da diese alleine nicht ausreichend sind um die Eignung und 
Auswirkung auf Stahl-Verbundwerkstoffe zu bestimmen, wurde ein quasi-kombinatorisches 
Screening an gegossenen Halbzeugen durchgeführt. In dieser wurde die Möglichkeit der in-
situ Synthese verschiedener Boride in Stahl Matrizen und deren Effekte auf das Verhalten des 
Verbundwerkstoffes untersucht. Das Fe – B – Ti System stach durch die ausgezeichneten 
Eigenschaften des resultierenden Fe – TiB2 Verbundwerkstoffs besonders hervor. Deshalb 
wurde es ausgewählt um den Effekt der Legierungselemente Mn und C auf Partikel und 
Matrizen zu untersuchen. Das Legieren mit Mn zu Fe – B – Ti Schmelzen führte zu einer 
breiten Palette an Matrix- und Eigenschaftsvariationen, wohingegen C stark mit Ti 
interagierte und TiC Partikel neben TiB2 Partikeln in der Stahlmatrix bildete. 
 Des Weiteren konnte durch Anpassung der flüssigmetallurgischen Synthesemethoden 
Stahl-Verbundwerkstoffe effizienter hergestellt und die Materialeigenschaften verbessert 
werden. Grobe und scharfkantige Partikel, gebildet in Fe – B basierten Verbundwerkstoffen, 
wurden erneut aufgeschmolzen und durch rasche Erstarrung aus der Flüssigphase verfeinert. 
Dies geschah unter Anwendung von Laserumschmelzen beziehungsweise Sprühkompaktieren. 
Die kosteneffektive Herstellung von Fe – TiB2 basierten Verbundwerkstoffen wurde durch 
den Ersatz von Ti durch die Reduktion von Ti-Oxiden in flüssigen Schmelzen realisiert. Die 
Möglichkeit der großtechnischen Synthese von Verbundwerkstoffen wurde mittels einer 
eigens entwickelten Stranggussanlage im Labormaßstab untersucht. Zusätzlich wurde ein 
  
innovatives, semi-kontinuierliches, additives Syntheseverfahren entwickelt, welches 
atmosphärische Reaktionen ausnutzt um Partikel in metallischen Matrizen zu erzeugen. 
 Das erlangte Wissen gibt Aufschluss über die Rolle von Legierungszusammensetzung 
und flüssigmetallurgischer Herstellung auf die Leistungsfähigkeit sowie die kosteneffiziente 
Entwicklung von Stahl-Verbundwerkstoffen. 
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1 Introduction 
 
1.1. Motivation 
As early as 8000 B.C. [1] metals have been developed into most versatile structural materials 
owing to their ductility and strength at low material costs [2]. Todays structural material 
design is mainly challenged by vanishing resources shifting frontiers towards efficient 
material use and lightweight design [3-5]. Thus, for the last decade, efforts were mainly 
focussed on increasing materials’ yield strength (YS) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) 
utilising alloying or processing. Steels, with their primary constituent iron (Fe), represent the 
most common high performance materials. Their potential is exploited in several high 
performance alloys for applications in road and air transportation, such as hot-stamping steels 
(UTS > 1.5 GPa [6]) for the body in white, maraging steels (UTS > 2.5GPa [7]) for missile 
skins or ultra-high strength pearlitic wires (UTS > 6.3 GPa [8]) utilised in tires or cords. 
 Density (ρ) reduction in steel design only recently has been considered as lightweight 
design criteria in the so termed 3
rd
 generation of high strength steels. Here, the reduction of ρ 
is achieved by alloying of up to 10 wt.% aluminium (Al) to manganese-carbon (Mn-C) based 
steels resulting in high UTS (> 1 GPa), ultra-high ductility ε (> 60 %) and significantly 
reduced ρ down to 6.8 g cm-3 [3]. Another important design factor, namely the stiffness of 
materials expressed by its Young's modulus (E) was often neglected. It defines the 
deformation a material in its elastic regime irrespective of its strength, and thus for example 
deflection of a transmission part in vehicles or the buckling resistance of a door panel or an 
aeroplane wing [2]. E is often simply taken as a given intrinsic material property, which only 
can be affected marginally, e.g. by alloying additions [9, 10], or mechanical processing 
resulting typically in a reduced stiffness or anisotropic material properties respectively [11-
13]. Most applications however, e.g. in transportation (road, water, air), machine construction 
(robotics, machinery) or civil engineering (windmills, bridges), are usually almost entirely 
operated in materials’ elastic regime and plastic deformation is unwanted. 
 Thus, lightweight structural material design does not only aim at improving materials’ 
mechanical properties, strength and ductility, but also its physical performance density and 
stiffness. These properties are typically mutually exclusive, however, the concept of 
composites enables to overcome this trade-off by combining the typical characteristics of two 
chemically and physically diverging constitutes, without accentuating their shortcomings [14, 
15]. In composites the load is shared between e.g. a ductile matrix and a stiffer reinforcement, 
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both carrying a certain proportion of an applied load. The response of the composite on an 
applied load can be adjusted by numerous factors such as the matrix, the particulate (fraction, 
shape and orientation), their elastic properties and the production method [14]. In the context 
of composites for lightweight design the objective is to combine the excellent ductility and 
formability of a matrix with the stiffness and load-bearing capacity of a lower density phase to 
improve materials’ ‘efficiency’, expressed by its stiffness-to-weight ratio, also named specific 
modulus (E/ρ) [2]. Composites with a metal matrix are termed metal matrix composites 
(MMCs). The use of Fe-based matrices is especially attractive because of the possibility to 
exploit numerous phase transformations to tune the mechanical performance, while keeping 
the raw material and production costs to a minimum [16], offering the potential to create a 
mass compatible next generation of light and stiff steels. 
 
1.2. High modulus steels 
High modulus steels (HMS) are a new class of novel iron based MMCs mainly concerned 
increasing materials’ elastic modulus. The blend of strong, ductile and tough iron-based 
matrices with 10 vol.% – 25 vol.% stiff and low density particulates [5] allows major weight 
savings, improved elevated temperature stability (i.e. creep resistance) [15] and exceptional 
unidirectional dimensional stability and stiffness. A comparison of E and ρ (Table 1.2.1) of 
different steel grades, here a quenched and tempered steel (42CrMo4), a triplex steel (30Mn – 
1C – 10Al) and a Fe based composite with TiB2 particles, reveals the composite as most 
‘effective’ material. MMCs however are yet only utilised a limited range of ultra-high 
performance applications in aerospace-, automotive- or power generation industries [17, 18]. 
 The syntheses of such composites is complex and the choice of eligible particle / 
matrix combinations proves to be difficult as it is theoretically only possible by utilising 
material property charts [2]. Obviously, these charts may only be available for a limited range 
of materials. The vast variety of steel grades (matrix) and particles (e.g. oxides, nitrides, 
carbides or borides) available, together with often unknown thermodynamics, formation 
Table 1.2.1 Comparism of the Young’s modulus E and density ρ of a quenched and tempered steel (42CrMo4), 
a triplex steel (30Mn – 1C – 10Al) and a Fe based composite (Fe + 13 vol.% TiB2).The composite reveals the 
highest specific modulus (E/ρ).Values taken from [19-21]. 
Material E / GPa ρ / g cm-3 (E/ρ) / GPa g–1 cm3 
42CrMo4 210 7.85 26.5 
30Mn–1C–10Al 160 – 165 6.6 – 6.9 23.9 
Fe + 13 vol.% TiB2 232 7.18 32.3 
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kinetics, interaction and their consequences for co-deformation processes further impede their 
selection, but must be taken into account at the selection stage. 
 
1.3. Elasticity, Young’s modulus and stiffness 
Elasticity is a material property describing the deformation of a material in its elastic regime. 
The material stiffness E, is a material constant which describes the linear-elastic relationship 
of a material during elastic deformation. To determine the stiffness of a part or assembly, 
additionally its geometry has to be taken into account. The correlation of these terminologies 
might be illustrated as followed: By changing the shape of an object or part, its stiffness - 
depending on the loading direction - can be influenced, while its E remains unchanged as it is 
a material constant [22, 23]. 
 According to [24], materials’ elasticity is controlled by interaction of attractive 
(Uattractive) and repulsive (Urepulsive) potentials between atoms. These potentials can be summed 
up and are then termed Lennard-Jones-Potential (Usum) as expressed in equation (1.1) as a 
function of the interatomic distance r. 
 𝑈𝑠𝑢𝑚(𝑟) = − 𝑈𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑟) + 𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑟)   (1.1) 
By convention, Uattractive is taken as negative and Urepulsive as positive. The interaction of two 
atoms (white) surrounded by charge carriers (yellow) in equilibrium conditions is illustrated 
in Fig. 1.3.1a. Uattractive and Urepulsive are indicated by the black arrows. The interatomic 
distance in equilibrium conditions is termed r0 and the de-bonding distance rd. 
When a material is elastically deformed, interatomic spacing and thus its corresponding 
potential is changed but can be regained upon unloading [24]. Fig. 1.3.1b schematically 
 
Fig. 1.3.1 Schematic illustration of (a) the interaction between two atoms (white) surrounded by charge carriers 
(yellow) in equilibrium conditions and (b) of the potential progression as a function of the interatomic distance. 
r0 rdebond
+ U
(a) (b)
r0
0
repulsion
attraction
sum
r
repulsion attraction 
- U
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illustrates the potential progression Uattractive (dashed line), Urepulsive (dashed-and-dotted line) 
and Usum (bold line) versus the interatomic distance r for two atoms [17, 24, 25]. Lowest 
possible superimposed potential (equilibrium condition) will be reached for the interatomic 
distance r0 [24], usually around 0.1 nm [26], where maximum binding energy is reached. 
Provoked by external forces or temperature the interatomic distances in a material will change 
and thus the potentials. If the applied force is too large and rdebonding transcended, the 
interatomic bond fails. 
By differentiation of Usum as a function of r, the interatomic forces 𝐹𝑖 
 𝐹𝑖(𝑟) = −
𝑑𝑈(𝑟)
𝑑𝑟
   (1.2) 
can be determined. A second differentiation of equation (1.1) as a function of r gives materials’ 
Young’s modulus E in equation (1.3). 
 𝐸 = −
𝑑2𝑈(𝑟)
𝑑𝑟2
   (1.3) 
E is highly sensitive to the bonding type (metallic, ionic and covalent). Different bonding 
types reveal strongly diverging r in equilibrium conditions. The r of ionic and covalent bonds 
is typically smaller than the r of metallic bonds, which explains their higher E values 
compared to metallic materials [24]. 
 Crystallinity is the thermodynamically most stable solid state. Structural metallic 
materials are usually crystalline and inhere anisotropic properties due to their characteristic 
lattice arrangement differing among materials This direction-dependence has to be considered 
when designing e.g. rather small untextured polycrystalline components with only a limited 
number of grains, or large grain / single crystal materials such as turbine blades [24, 27]. 
Untextured polycrystalline materials can be considered quasi-isotropic. 
 
1.4. Selection of matrix materials for metal matrix composites 
The optimum matrix material for HMS design is strong and tough but also sufficiently stiff 
and ductile, as the matrix is required to compensate the ductility decrease caused by 
incorporation of stiff particles. Metals inhere all these properties owing to their electronic 
configuration. Bonds in metals are predominantly of metallic character forming crystal 
lattices by periodical arrangement of positively charged metal ions surrounded by delocalised 
electrons (‘electron cloud’) [17, 25]. The metallic bond strength is relatively low compared to 
other bonding types (e.g. ionic, covalent) and inheres larger interatomic distances [24], 
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allowing the interaction with crystallographic defects, which is one reason for metals’ good 
formability [25].  
 Fe (E 208 GPa, ρ 7.8 g cm-3 [2]) is especially attractive as matrix material as it 
combines aforementioned properties and allows utilising a multitude equilibrium and non-
equilibrium phases such as ferrite (α), austenite (γ), martensite or combinations of different 
phases to tailor its mechanical performance. Fe not only reveals similar E/ρ of about 26 GPa / 
g
-1
 cm
3
 [2, 28] as established lightweight materials such as Al, magnesium (Mg) or titanium 
(Ti) (Fig. 1.4.1a), but is also of low cost [29]. 
 Even though the mechanical performance of Fe can be tailored, its impact on materials’ 
E might be detrimental. According to [12], E may be influenced by several factors such as 
temperature, texture, plastic deformation, heat treatments, alloying and precipitations. Fig. 
1.4.1b shows the progressive decrease of E of pure Fe with increasing temperature, which is 
based on the change of the interatomic spacing and potentials away from the equilibrium 
conditions (cf. chapter 1.3). Although the austenitic (γ) lattice is closer-packed than the 
ferritic (α), greater E values for the γ lattice may only be reached above the Curie temperature 
(TC), due to strong interatomic interaction [12]. As aforementioned, the crystallographic 
orientation strongly influences materials’ isotropy. The E of an Fe single crystal amounts 290 
GPa in [111] direction, whereas in [110] only 217 GPa or in [100] direction 137 GPa were 
obtained [12]. By provoking a preferential direction of crystals in a polycrystalline material a 
texture can be created, causing anisotropic properties [11]. The texture formed after e.g. cold 
rolling of a high strength steel not only causes an E but also a YS change of about 7 % 
depending on the loading direction [11]. This direction dependence might be attenuated by 
downstream heat treatments resulting in slightly lower E values than the initial untextured 
 
Fig. 1.4.1 Plot of (a) the Young’s modulus E as a function of the density ρ among common engineering 
materials [2] and (b) the temperature dependence of the Young‘s modulus E of pure iron [12]. 
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microstructure, only for special cases e.g. bake-hardening steels an E increase can be 
observed. Alloying distorts Fe’s crystal lattices and electron distribution, which influences its 
physical properties. According to [9, 12, 21], a distortion of the ideal crystal lattice in 
equilibrium conditions (ferrite, body-centred cubic lattice) usually decreases materials E as 
shown in (Fig. 1.4.2a), whereas with certain elements (Cr, Co, Re) slightly increases it [9]. A 
screening of physical- and mechanical properties of Fe (Armco) and different Fe based 
materials (Fig. 1.4.2b) [11, 24, 29-36] reveals that pure Fe (right upper corner) is exceeding 
both E and elongation of low- and high-alloyed steels and grey cast, which is often referred to 
as a composite itself. In grey cast graphite (E 4.1GPa – 27.6 GPa [37]) forms precipitates and 
acts due to its extremely low stiffness in the opposite way as intended for HMS.  
 
1.5. Selection of particles for metal matrix composites 
The design of MMC aiming for isotropic properties requires the eligible choice of particles. 
Bonds in particles are predominantly ionic-covalent bonds with diverging ionic character [38] 
forming oxides, carbides, nitrides borides, carbo-borides or intermetallics [5] as exemplarily 
shown in the Van Arkel-Ketelaar triangle [39] (Fig. 1.5.1). An ionic bond is formed through 
heteropolar electrostatic attraction between cations (electron depleted metal atoms) and anions 
(electron receiving non-metal atoms) caused by electron transfer (e.g. NaCl). A covalent bond 
on the other hand is formed between non-metals of low electronegativity difference by 
sharing of electron pairs (e.g. H2, N2). Materials in solid state of these two bond types are 
usually stiff, hard, brittle, insulative and have high melting points [17].  
 
Fig. 1.4.2 Plot of (a) the effect of alloying on the Young’s modulu Es of iron [9] and (b) the Young’s modulus E 
as a function of the total elongation among common iron based materials. Values are taken from [11, 24, 29-36]. 
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 The choice of suitable particles for the HMS is difficult due to the vast variety of 
possible candidates and the often not readily available property data. Furthermore, the 
relevant properties and parameters have to be derived, to fit the desired application. For HMS 
design, the following particle properties are most desired: high E and low ρ, sufficient 
ductility and thermal stability. 
 Thermal stability has to be considered, e.g. to avoid decomposition or unwanted 
particle growth, but also if particles e.g. should be dissolved at later stage. A carbide such as 
cementite (Fe3C) might be dissolved in a steel matrix by a heat treatment, as performed for 
bearing steals [40], whereas e.g. TiB2 most likely not. Table 1.5.1 shows a selection of 
particles and some of their corresponding properties and determined ratios. The melting point 
of Fe2B is 1389 °C, whereas TiB2 melts after exceeding 3225 °C. Fe2B forms a continuous 
phase network after in-situ syntheses in a Fe – B melt, but can be spherodised after a later-
stage thermomechanical treatment [41]. The dissolution, spheroidisation or refinement of 
TiB2 on the other hand, is not possible utilising conventional heat treatments or 
thermomechanical treatment; instead the particles break (cf. Fig. 1.6.6b). 
 Particles’ ‘ductility’ highly affects composites’ co-deformation, as fracture of HMS is 
often controlled by particle cracking or interfacial decohesion [42]. If a particle is ‘more 
brittle’ or ‘less brittle’ can be determined by division of the bulk modulus B by the shear 
modulus G; values above 1.75 are considered as ‘less brittle’ [43, 44]. In Table 1.5.1 most of 
the particles which may be used for the HMS design are considered as rather brittle, only 
Fe2B and NiAl reveal B/G values above 1.75. Therefore it is aimed to keep the particle 
content in the matrix as low to avoid premature material embrittlement. 
 
Fig. 1.5.1 Classification of particles according to the Van Arkel-Ketelaar triangle [39]. 
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 Keeping the particle content low on the other hand requires a sufficiently high particle 
E/ρ to realise the desired material E increase. Some particles (Fe2B, NiAl) in Table 1.5.1 
reveal values close to the E of the Fe based matrix (~ 26 GPa [2, 28]), depending on the 
literature source. These particles possibly won’t have major impact on composites’ E/ρ, but 
also won’t reduce it. Other particles e.g. TiB2, Al2O3 or c-BN reveal extremely high E/ρ 
values and thus might be utilised in HMS, but are rather brittle. 
 To determine the suitable of various particles for HMS design, a comprehensive 
literature review into their physical properties was carried out. Their melting points, bulk 
moduli, shear moduli, Young’s moduli, densities, hardness, Poisson’s ratio’s, space groups 
and their determined ratios E/ρ and B/G are listed in the appendix (chapter 8). From these 
values, a plot of particles’ B/G versus the specific modulus (E/ρ) can be derived (Fig. 1.5.2). 
The plot indicates as aforementioned that particles (oxides, carbides, nitrides, borides and 
intermetallics) are either ‘less brittle’ (above B/G 1.75) but not effective or highly effective 
but brittle.  
 Intrinsic properties and ratios alone (i.e. Young’s modulus or specific modulus) are 
not sufficient selecting suitable particles for HMS design. Other aspects of critical importance 
are e.g. their producibility (possibility of liquid metallurgy syntheses), thermodynamic 
stability (prevention of dissolution in the matrix), formation kinetics (possibility of particle – 
matrix separation), interfacial properties (wetting of particles by the liquid), as well as the 
availability and costs of the constituting elements. 
 
Table 1.5.1 Selection of particles based on their physical properties and ratios determined. Values are taken from 
[27, 45-63]. 
Particle Melting point / °C B/G E/ρ / GPa g-1 cm3 
Fe2B 1389 2.17 – 4.15 25.7 – 41.4 
TiB2 3225 0.94 81.0 – 129.9 
ZrB2 3040 0.92 – 1.15 55.6 – 104.8 
B4C 2450 1.24 177.8 – 191.1 
TiC 3140 1.28 64.8 – 110.2 
Al2O3 2050 0.83 – 1.69 99.2 – 104.1 
TiO2 1855 1.86 64.2 – 70.8 
c-BN 2973 0.99 261.2 – 263.5 
NiAl 1638 2.37 31.5 
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1.6. Cohesive and mechanical matrix - particle interaction 
Interface 
Metal matrix composites are crystalline multiphase systems and the interaction of particles 
and matrix has major influence on materials’ mechanical performance. In crystallography, 
interfaces can be described by their coherency, the fit between lattice planes, from fitting to 
not fitting in descending order as coherent, semi-coherent or incoherent [15]. Coherent 
interfaces are e.g. observed between precipitates and the metallic matrix (e.g. copper in 
ferritic iron [64, 65]) with small lattice parameter mismatch [15]. Composites usually show 
certain incoherency between particle and matrix, except eutectic composites with semi-
coherent interfaces e.g. Al – Al3Li [15] or Fe – TiB2 [15, 66, 67]. Particle – matrix systems 
can be classified as follows: metal – ionic bonds (e.g. metal and oxides), metal – covalent 
bonds (e.g. metal and diamond, carbides, nitrides) and metal – metal bonds (e.g. metal – 
metallic precipitate). These systems are typically not in thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e. 
driving forces between phases are supporting interfacial reactions aiming for thermodynamic 
equilibrium conditions. 
 The interaction of different particle / matrix systems varies greatly. The degree of their 
compatibility is described by the so-termed wettability. [68]. Fig. 1.6.1 schematically 
illustrates the contact between a solid and a liquid. For a contact angle (θ) below 90°  the solid 
is wetted (Fig. 1.6.1 left), above this value it is not wetted (Fig. 1.6.1 right) [69]. 
.  
Fig. 1.5.2 Plot of the ‘brittleness’ (B/G) as a function of the specific modulus (E/ρ) of different particle kinds 
(oxides, carbides, nitrides, borides and intermetallics). Values are taken from the literature survey (appendix 
(chapter 8)). 
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 The degree of wetting described by the interplay of surface energies σ proposed by 
Young [70] (i) the contact angle θ 
 cos 𝜃 =
𝜎𝑠𝑣 − 𝜎𝑠𝑙
𝜎𝑙𝑣
 (1.4) 
and (ii) the work of adhesion (wa) representing the adhesion strength [69], 
 𝑤𝑎 = 𝜎𝑙𝑣 ∗ (1 + cos 𝜃) (1.5) 
where σsv, σsl and σlv, are the specific surface energies at the interfaces solid – vapour, solid – 
liquid and liquid – vapour respectively (cf. Fig. 1.6.1). θ can be influenced by individual 
processing methods, solutes or individual temperatures, as surface tensions may differs [15, 
62, 71-74]. Based on general considerations, it can be expected: the stronger the 
intermolecular bonds, the less intensive is the interaction between solid and liquid [69]. This 
agrees well with trends obtained in Fig. 1.6.2, showing a plot of θ of compounds (particles) in 
vacuum in liquid iron (filled symbols) and nickel (unfilled symbols) versus the formation 
enthalpy. Particles with mostly covalent character (e.g. carbides and borides) are wetted and 
highly stable ionic compounds (oxides) are not wetted. As aforementioned, certain thermal 
stability of particles is required, to prevent dissolution of particles in the matrix. Diamond e.g. 
shows outstanding physical performance (E > 1000 GPa; ρ 3.51 g cm-3) [63]), but will 
dissolve to C after addition to a liquid Fe based melt. Based on Fig. 1.6.2, most of the carbides 
(blue) and borides (red), especially titanium- and zirconium carbides, borides and nitrides, 
reveal adequate stability with high wettability by liquid iron and nickel [62, 69, 75-78]. 
 The knowledge about particle and matrix itself however is still not sufficient to draw 
conclusions about composites’ mechanical performance. Other parameters have to be 
considered such as composites’ microstructure and particle distribution, morphology and size, 
as well as the mechanical-, chemical- and thermal characteristic of both phases [15]. In 
absence of this data, experiments need to be conducted to determine compatibility of the 
 
Fig. 1.6.1 Schematic illustration of the contact between a solid and a liquid. For a contact angle θ below 90° 
(left) the solid is wetted, above this value it is not wetted (right) [69]. σsv, σsl and σlv, are the specific surface 
energies at the interfaces solid – vapour, solid – liquid and liquid – vapour respectively. 
 𝑙𝑣
 𝑠𝑣  𝑠𝑙 
 𝑙𝑣
 𝑠𝑣  𝑠𝑙 liquid
solid
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components. 
 
Co-deformation 
Deformation describes the change in shape or size of an object after an applied force. In 
multiphase systems, deformation is referred to as co-deformation, based on the concept of 
 
Fig. 1.6.2 Overview plot of the contact angle θ of particles in vacuum or inert atmosphere as a function of the 
formation enthalpy ∆Gf in Fe (filled symbols) and Ni (unfilled symbols), exhibiting in upper right corner not 
wetted but highly thermodynamically stable compounds and wetted but thermodynamically less stable 
compounds (bottom left). Individual phases wetted by liquid Fe are exemplary labelled [62, 69, 75-78]. 
 
Fig. 1.6.3 SEM micrograph (SE mode) exemplary showing interface decohesion at the Al2O3 / Fe matrix 
interface after tensile testing. 
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load sharing between matrix and particles [14]. In case of insufficient interfacial bonding 
between particle and matrix, decohesion occurs (Fig. 1.6.3) and applied load may not be 
carried by the particles. Assuming strong particle / matrix interfaces, its response mainly 
depends on volume, shape, distribution and orientation and elastic properties of both 
constituents [14]. These factors affect the interplay of (i) E, (ii) strength and (iii) ductility of 
the MMC during co-deformation. 
 (i) In theory, MMCs’ E is scalable via particle content [15, 79] based on the rule of 
mixture developed for continuous reinforcements. Its modification for particulate MMCs is 
e.g. the Tsai-Halpin model [15, 80, 81]. The model not only depends on the elasticity and 
volume fraction of matrix and particle, but also on the particle shape [15, 79, 82], termed 
aspect ratio. For particulate MMCs typically aspect ratios of around 1–5:1 are assumed [14, 
79]. Fig. 1.6.4 exemplary shows the application of the Tsai-Halpin model for the pseudo-
binary Fe – TiB2 system with the reverse trend of E and ρ with increasing particle fraction. 
The particle fraction is according to that theory the dominant factor in controlling E. However, 
the model does not consider aligned or elongated particles which might result in anisotropic 
physical and mechanical properties [14, 15, 79]. Angular and elongated particles are exposed 
to higher stress than spherical particles, which indicates a higher load transfer to the angular 
particles [81]. This higher load on particles possibly increase their likeliness to fracture, which 
might also reduce MMCs’ E, as applied load cannot be transferred properly [83]. 
 (ii) The strength of a MMC is attributed to a large extend to the elastic-plastic 
interaction of the particle with the matrix. Depending on what kind of strengthening phase 
utilised, controlling strengthening mechanisms might vary. Composites can be assigned to 
two main categories, direct and indirect strengthened. Direct strengthening is referred to 
mostly continuous fibre reinforced composites, where most of the load is carried by the fibre. 
 
Fig. 1.6.4 Prediction of Young‘s modulus E (Halpin-Tsai model [80]) and density ρ of Fe for different volume 
fractions of TiB2 (rule of mixture). 
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Indirect strengthening is attributed to particle composites, referring to diverging matrix 
strengthening effects often identical to those happening in conventional steels [84]. The 
particles used for MMCs are typically not shearable, which means that these particles cannot 
be cut by dislocations upon deformation [84]. The interface shear strength in particle MMCs 
is usually quite high, thus deformation will most likely cause a yielding of the matrix [15] and 
thus the interaction with dislocations.  
 The following multitude of strengthening mechanisms in MMCs can take place to 
different extend [79]: e.g., Orowan strengthening, grain and substructure strengthening, 
strengthening by work hardening or strengthening by internal stresses caused by diverging 
thermal expansion. Orowan strengthening, is typically attributed below 10 nm in diameter 
particle diameter [14], which is not often the case in MMCs. However, if a composite inheres 
nanometre sized particles, these might impede recrystallization by inhibiting the mobility 
pinning (Zener pinning) [14, 15, 25, 84]. Utilising larger particles from 1 µm to several µm in 
diameter, much finer matrix grain sizes compared to an alloy without particles can be 
designed, as particles possibly act as nucleation sites (particle stimulated nucleation) [25]. 
Based on the Hall-Petch relationship, materials’ strength is increasing with decreasing 
grainsize [25, 29, 84]. Most of the metals allow strengthening by work hardening, e.g. by cold 
rolling. By increased straining of a metal, the dislocation density increases and therefore the 
flow stress increases up until the UTS is reached [84]. This intensity of the mechanism might 
be increased by the interference of dislocations with particles. Furthermore, MMCs can be 
strengthened by the so termed dislocation punching, caused by diverging thermal expansion 
of constituents [15, 85]. Dislocation punching describes a pile up of dislocations with 
increasing distance between dislocations by progressing away from the particle / matrix 
interface [85]. The mechanism was found to be directly proportional to the particle volume 
fraction, but inversely proportional to the particle size [85] Therefore, considering a typical 
MMC with a particle size around 5 µm, the strength most strongly depends on the particle 
fraction, but to some extend also on the particle size [79].  
 (iii) The mechanisms controlling MMCs’ strength are also partially interfering with its 
ductility. The ductility of a MMC is typically gradually decreasing with increasing particle 
content as shown in Fig. 1.6.5 [14, 15], being relatively insensitive to particle shape and size 
[79]. However, to maximise its ductility for a particular particle fraction the aforementioned 
parameters have to be solely controlled. Material failure is often associated with the particle 
clusters and can be attributed to a high stress triaxiality in these regions, leading to enhanced 
particle cracking and void formation and growth in the matrix within the particle clusters [79] 
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Fig. 1.6.6. As aforementioned, larger particles are carrying during co-deformation a lager 
fraction of the load than smaller particles, therefore particles below 10 µm in diameter are 
preferred [79] to avoid premature cracking. As stress is concentrating at sharp edges of 
elongated or rectangular particles, spherical particles are preferred [15, 81]. If particles in the 
MMC are not spherical in the present case, the morphology can be influenced by 
solidification [86-88] or alloying [89]. Furthermore, alloying e.g. with elements such as C, Al, 
Mn, Ni should be considered to enhance MMCs’ ductility, to f.i. change the initial ferritic 
microstructure, depending on the cooling conditions, to a martensitic, austenitic or multiphase 
microstructure [21]. 
 
 
Fig. 1.6.5 Effect of the volume fraction of second-phase particles on composites’ ductility. Reprinted from [84]; 
trend also observed elsewhere [14, 15]. 
 
Fig. 1.6.6 SEM micrograph (SE mode) exemplary showing particle breaking of TiB2 particles in Fe matrix [88] 
after tensile testing. 
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1.7. Synthesis and processing of metal matrix composites 
Synthesis routes for MMCs can be classified in ex-situ (blending of constituents) and in-situ 
routes (reactive synthesis), depending on application and constitutes [15, 90]. Ex-situ routes 
are e.g. solid state processes (powder metallurgy) such as hot isostatic pressing and / or hot 
extrusion [91-107], spark plasma sintering [108], pressure infiltration [109], or liquid metal 
processes such as melt steering [110, 111]. Composites processed via powder metallurgy 
routes benefit from precise particle distribution control [42, 112], but typically suffer from 
weaker particle-matrix interfaces compared to in-situ synthesised composites, e.g. due to 
oxidation of particles [18], are limited in final dimensions and require several processing steps 
[113] causing high production costs and low production efficiency. Liquid metallurgy ex-situ 
synthesis requires mixing of particles and matrix, which might cause inhomogeneous particle 
distribution and clustering or gas bubble entrapments [14, 79]. 
 In in-situ routes the particle is formed either by a reaction during synthesis or by 
controlled solidification of a eutectic alloy [15]. MMCs produced via liquid metallurgy in-situ 
synthesis such as conventional melting (e.g. arc or induction) and casting typically benefit 
from low porosity, strong particle-matrix interfaces and readily available raw materials 
enabling cost-effective material design, especially towards efficient volume production [14, 
15]. However, eligible systems for in-situ synthesis are limited [15] and the solidification 
kinetics have to be precisely controlled, to control the particle kind, size, shape and 
distribution [15, 74, 86]. 
Typical in-situ reactions are e.g. 
𝐹𝑒 + 𝑇𝑖 + 𝐶 → 𝐹𝑒 + 𝑇𝑖𝐶 
or 
𝐹𝑒 + 𝑇𝑖 + 2𝐵 → 𝐹𝑒 + 𝑇𝑖𝐵2 
Even though, that in-situ synthesised MMCs. e.g. by redox reaction of oxides, are affiliated to 
form strong interfaces, the selection of an eligible system is crucial. A MMC in-situ 
synthesised as followed: 
𝐹𝑒 + 4𝐴𝑙 + 3𝑇𝑖𝑂2 → 𝐹𝑒 + 3𝑇𝑖 + 2𝐴𝑙2𝑂3 
forms Al2O3 particles, which are most likely not wetted by the Fe based matrix (cf. chapter 
1.6) and a separation of both constituents is likely to occur due their great density differences 
[41]. The in-situ synthesis of e.g. an Al – Al2O3 composite on the other hand is readily 
controllable and frequently performed [114-116]. 
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 The aforementioned eutectic alloys are characterised by an eutectic point in their 
phase diagrams. Here, the constitutes mixing ratio reaches its the lowest distinct melting 
temperature at the liquid - solid phase transition in equilibrium conditions. The pseudo-binary 
Fe – TiB2 system is a eutectic system. According to its diagram (Fig. 1.7.1), the eutectic point 
is situated around 12 vol. % TiB2 content. On the left side of the eutectic (dashed line), also 
termed ‘hypo-eutectic composition’, rather small eutectic particles precipitate besides ferrite. 
In ‘hyper-eutectic composition’ (right of the eutectic), larger primary particles precipitate 
directly from the liquid. By controlling the solidification, the primary- and eutectic particles in 
the iron matrix can either be separated (slow cooling rate ~ 1 K min
-1
) [88, 117, 118] or the 
matrix itself super-saturated with the homogeneous precipitation of nano-sized particles 
during subsequent annealing [86]. The cooling rates in industrial scale are often extremely 
slow [119], possibly causing aforementioned particle – matrix separation. Accordingly, for 
industrial scale production, the solidification rate has to be strictly controlled as in e.g. 
continuous processes such as continuous casting. 
 
1.8. State of the art: Metal matix composites and high modulus steels 
Among the first MMCs to attracted scientific attention were dispersion hardened metals such 
as the Al with Al2O3 particles produced via powder metallurgy routes, which lead to extensive 
research in 1950s to 60s [14]. Later research was carried out also for fibre composites, but 
waned largely for the reason of high costs and production limitations. Around the 1970s and 
 
Fig. 1.7.1 Plot of the pseudo-binary Fe – TiB2 phase diagram (temperature versus mole fraction TiB2) calculated 
with Thermocalc 2015a. Database provided by Thermocalc Software AB. 
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80s studies on liquid metallurgy in-situ syntheses and the phase diagrams of Fe based systems 
(Fe – TiB2, – ZrB2, – HfB2, – VC ) were established, mainly focussing on its application for 
wear resistant steels [120, 121]. Around 2000, several authors [100, 101, 122-124] initially 
investigated the aspect of increasing the E of Fe based MMCs by increasing TiB2 fraction via 
powder metallurgy routes [100, 101], and by increasing TiB2, MoB, and TiC fractions via 
liquid metallurgy routes [122-124]. At that time, this type of steels was initially termed high 
modulus steels. The powder metallurgical production approach of Fe – TiB2 HMS was at later 
stage patented for a limited range of compositions [125]. In following studies [5, 126] the 
intensively investigated the pseudo-binary Fe – TiB2 system (Fig. 1.7.1) is mainly emphasised 
due to the outstanding properties of TiB2 (cf.Table 1.5.1) and the possibility of liquid 
metallurgy synthesis (cf. chapter 1.7). A liquid metallurgy in-situ synthesised Fe – TiB2 HMS 
is exemplary shown by SEM micrographs (backscatter electron contrast; BSE) for hypo- and 
hyper-eutectic concentrations in Fig. 1.8.1a and Fig. 1.8.1b respectively. 
 Recent studies are concerned with the growth and properties of TiB2 particles [48, 51, 
127, 128], the influence of their TiB2s’ morphology in Fe based matrices by alloying 
additions [89, 129] or controlling the solidification kinetics [86, 88, 117, 118], their interfaces 
with the Fe based matrix [66, 67, 130], the co-deformation of Fe – TiB2 HMS [88, 100, 101, 
131-134], HMS synthesis [135-139] and alternative systems to the Fe – TiB2 or particle 
combinations [45, 112, 140-145]. 
 Even though, reviews [5, 30, 126] reveal great potential for HMS utilisation in 
transportation, its mass application is not yet in sight as mechanical performance is still not on 
the level of commonly used structural materials, its syntheses not readily controllable and 
production costs still high. 
 
Fig. 1.8.1 SEM micrographs in backscatter electron contrast of Fe – TiB2 alloy in (a) hypo-eutectic and (b) 
hyper-eutectic composition. 
(a) (b)
10 µm10 µm
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2 Objectives and approach 
Steel composites are especially attractive for structural lightweight design as highly stiff but at 
the same time low density materials can be created. Most preceding experiments are 
concerned with the powder metallurgic synthesis of steel composites, but only limited 
experimental data exists towards the liquid metallurgy production, especially for in-situ 
synthesis approaches (chapter 1.7). The choice of eligible systems for the in-situ synthesis of 
steel composites is difficult as kinetic and thermodynamic data is often lacking, but needed to 
control particle kind, size, shape and distribution. The Fe − TiB2 systems recently received 
considerable attention due to the outstanding properties of TiB2 (cf. Table 1.5.1) and the 
possibility of in-situ synthesis from Fe − B − Ti melts. However, these composites are often 
facing the problem of drastically reduced ductility due to the formation of coarse primary 
particulates. Furthermore its synthesis is rather costly and requires elevated contents of Ti. 
 Therefore the objective of this work is concerned with the design of alloys and 
compositions (chapter 5) and in-situ liquid metallurgy synthesis methods (chapter 6) to 
optimise performance and production costs of composite steels. 
 In order to attain to the aforementioned objectives, several approaches were carried 
out. A literature review based on intrinsic particle properties was executed to generate an 
overview of possibly suitable particles for composite design (chapter 8). The suitability of 
different borides for composite design and their possibility of in-situ synthesis were 
determined via a bulk quasi-combinatorial screening (chapter 5.3). To improve the 
mechanical performance of composites formed from Fe – Ti – B melts the effect of C (chapter 
5.1) and Mn (chapter 5.2) alloying on matrices and particles was studied. The interaction of C 
with Ti was utilised to synthesise multi-type particle composites via in-situ liquid metallurgy 
routes, followed by studying of their performance (chapter 5.4). To improve co-deformation 
processes of steel composites, solidification experiments were performed to refine particles 
formed in Fe – B based composites; therefore laser remelting (chapter 6.1) and spray 
compaction (chapter 6.2) were utilised. Cost efficient Fe – TiB2 composite design was 
realised by the reduction of titanium oxides within Fe – B based melts (chapter 6.3), rather 
than utilising costly Ti. To demonstrate the feasibility of the mass compatible steel composite 
synthesis, a continuous caster was developed and synthesis performed (chapter 6.4). 
Additionally, an additive manufacturing method for the liquid metallurgy synthesis of particle 
strengthened composites utilising atmospheric reactions was developed (chapter 6.5).   
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3.1. Vacuum induction melting 
The technique of vacuum induction melting (VIM) can be described as followed: Metal 
prepared for melting is placed in the Al2O3 crucible surrounded by the water-cooled coil 
embedded in MgO sand. Both are placed in a vacuum vessel which is evacuated and flood 
with preferably inert gas (e.g. Ar) prior to the melting process (Fig. 3.1.1). The solid material 
is subsequently molten and thereafter cast into forms, so called moulds (e.g. Cu, grey cast, 
steel). 
 Induction melting conforms to the same principle as the electric transformer, which 
consists of two separated coils, a primary- and a secondary coil [146]. The principle can be 
described as followed: A transformer supplies alternating current (several kHz) at high 
voltage (up to several kV) on the primary coil, which is subsequently generating a strong 
oriented alternating magnetic field [146] around it and in metallic material placed in a 
crucible (core). The electromagnetic field then generates a torus shaped current (eddy current) 
in the core in planes perpendicular to the magnetic field due to the Lorentz force. The 
electrons at basis potential of the metallic material placed in the crucible are excited by the 
magnetic field to a higher potential (Fig. 1.3.1). As the system aims for the ground state 
(lower potential), energy is released by relaxation of electrons i.e. in the form of heat (e.g. 
transported by quantized lattice vibration / phonons), which progresses with further energy 
 
Fig. 3.1.1 Photograph into the vacuum chamber of a lab-scale vacuum induction furnace. 
70 mm
primary winding
water-cooled 
copper mold
Al2O3 crucible
MgO sand
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intake until the metallic material melts. The magnetic field ensures constant steering of the 
liquid melt and thus enables optimum mixing of alloying additions. The process allows 
melting in distinct atmospheres, beneficial for special steel grades or oxidation affine melts. 
However, diffusion in the crucible and from the crucible to the melt has to be considered. 
 
3.2. Arc melting 
Arc melting is the besides induction melting another important electronic melting process 
[146]. The technique utilising direct current a lab scale arc melting furnace (Fig. 3.2.1) is 
based on the principle of thermal energy transport via an arc and can be described as 
followed: Metal is placed on a water cooled cooper plate, placed in a vacuum vessel. The 
vessel is subsequently flood with inert gas (e.g. Ar) and the metal molten with an electric arc 
transferred via a wolfram or graphite electrode through the material to the plate. The molten 
material is subsequently is cast into moulds (e.g. Cu, grey cast). 
 The electric arc melting principle can be described as followed: A transformer 
supplies direct current which is passed through an electrode (cathode) to a vessel (anode). The 
potential difference leads to the formation of an arc between the cathode and the anode by 
free charge carriers (positive and negative charge ions and electrons). The free charge carriers 
built up a plasma (ionised gas), e.g. Ar as it inheres low ionization energy or on the cathode 
surface (emission). The charge carriers release energy by relaxation from higher potential 
energy to a lower one due to the electric resistance in the form of phonons (heat and light). 
 
Fig. 3.2.1 Photograph into the vacuum chamber of a direct current lab-scale arc melting furnace. 
70 mm
water-cooled 
copper plate
W electrode
copper mold
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Generated heat is incorporated by the metal until it melts. The crucible free melting allows 
production of high quality melt products with a high efficiency [147]. When preparing an arc 
melt, high energy intake from the arc realizing melting temperatures up to 1800 °C have to be 
considered [147] as it might causes increased premature evaporation of alloying elements. 
 
3.3. Gas metal arc welding  
Metal active gas welding (GMAW) describes the a semi-continuous additive manufacturing 
technique [113] as also utilised in deposition welding [147]. The principle of GMAW is based 
to the electric arc melting described above (chapter 3.2), with the variation of a melting 
electrode (anode) in form of a metallic wire. An arc is generated between a base material and 
an electrode - a wire which is subsequently pushed into the arc and molten. The resulting 
liquid droplets detach from the solid wire and deposits on the base material. By controlling 
the drop height, the arc intensity or the atmospheric pressure e.g. the droplets size can be 
influenced. By controlling the gaseous atmosphere, distinct atmospheric reactions for example 
with O2 or N2 can be pronounced and thus particles formed utilisable for material 
strengthening. As sketched in Fig. 3.3.1, atmospheric reactions during liquid metal deposition 
possibly lead to several types of phenomena, for example in a process atmosphere with O 
present: (i) The metal to be deposited is liquefied by the heat source provided by the process 
and is then dispersed into droplets (e.g. by electromagnetic forces in arc-processes), whose 
surfaces oxidise during flight to the base material. While very small particles may transform 
entirely into metal oxide, the oxide shells of larger ones are broken up as the (liquid or still 
hot and soft) particle hits the surface and solidifies there. (ii) Due to strongly reduced 
solubility of O in solid metal compared to liquid, micro-pores are formed during solidification 
of the droplets (or the melt pool if present, as for example in transferred arc processes) whose 
inner surface is coated by thin oxide films. (iii) Larger pores are formed when the chosen 
processing parameters lead to overlapped deposition of droplets, trapping atmospheric gas.  
 The process is characterised by a rather small liquid zone compared to bulk casting 
(fractions of mm up to tenths of mm compared to several cm or even meters) and its 
solidification proceeds much quicker and thus no pronounced floatation of oxides can be 
observed. In some liquid metal deposition processes, convection in the melt pool may be 
substantial, helping further to keep the oxides evenly distributed in the melt. These ´trapped` 
oxides together with the porosity are the reasons for the deteriorated mechanical performance 
of as-deposited materials. 
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 The development of an innovative wrought material production method and its 
application on syntheses of oxide- / nitride dispersed strengthened steels (ODS / NDS) by 
GMAW and a similar process, the Laser deposition is described in detail in chapter 6.5. 
 
3.4. Laser remelting 
In laser remelting solid materials is partially remolten by a laser beam. The generated laser 
light (4 kW continuous wave ytterbium fibre laser) is guided with the help of an optic (Fig. 
3.4.1a) in a focus point (diameter 100 - 500 µm) [148] close to remeltable material which is 
clamped to a table. To melt a material sufficient heat quantity per area and time has to be 
supplied, also called power density. The higher the power density, the higher surface 
temperatures can be reached, until the material melts or evaporates [148]. The absorbed part 
of supplied laser light is transformed into heat (cf. chapter 3.1) progresses with further energy 
intake until the metallic material melts. The small melt-pool generated in the material, allows 
the material to solidify quickly as shown in the schematic sketch in Fig. 3.4.1b. Here, the laser 
is moving from right to left to remelt upon a certain penetration depth controlled by the focus 
point and the applied laser power. The schematically illustrated coarse grains (dark grey) and 
particles (black) of the initial material are partially remolten leaving behind smaller particles 
 
Fig. 3.3.1 Schematic sketch of the gas metal arc welding technique. 
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and grains (light grey). Remelting to certain depth can be applied to both material sides, or 
performed from one side by through welding with even higher power density. 
 
3.5. Spray compaction 
Spray compaction experiments were performed by the Institute für Werkstofftechnik (IWT) 
Bremen. In spray compaction, also known as spray forming or spray deposition, liquid metal 
is, with the help of via high velocity gas jets, finely dispersed and emerging liquid droplets 
sprayed on a substrate (Fig. 3.5.1 [149]). Liquid droplets are subsequently solidifying during 
depositing on the preform e.g. a plate or a tube, similar to the GMAW process described in 
chapter 3.2. Spraying takes place either in inert atmospheres (e.g. Ar) or in reactive 
atmospheres such as O2 and N2, then also termed reactive spraying [150]. By adjusting for 
example the overheating of the melt, the distance from jet to nozzle, nozzle to substrate and 
the jet velocity or the time of flight, possible reactions with the atmosphere or the 
solidification can be tailored [151-153]. Spray compaction allows near net shaped production 
of parts free from macro segregations but contains certain porosity or entrapped gases which 
may be closed by subsequent thermomechanical treatments. The removal of the substrate by 
machining and the high material losses arising from overspraying or bounce-off have to be 
considered when choosing this technique [151]. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.4.1 (a) Photograph of the experimental laser setup utilised in this work and (b) schematic sketch of the 
laser remelting principle. 
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3.6. Continuous casting  
Continuous casting is a continuous / semi-continuous casting process for metals (e.g. Iron-, 
Cu- and Al-alloys) already developed in the 19
th
 century to reduce the technical effort over 
die-casting [154-156]. Products are mainly cast into rectangular or round shape in e.g. 
vertical-, bowtype- or even horizontal continuous casters [154-156]. The continuous casting 
process can be described as followed (Fig. 3.6.1a): Molten metal is flows from a ladle in an 
open container, the so termed tundish. From the tundish the melt flows through a dip tube into 
an oscillating water-cooled mould (primary cooling) where it partially solidifies from outside 
to inside until the ingot leaves the mould whereupon it is transported away and sprayed with 
water (secondary cooling) for subsequent cooling. Contacting melt with the mould will 
immediately form a solid shell while the core often remains liquid for several meters after 
leaving the mould (Fig. 3.6.1b) [156]. The thin shell formed is susceptible for breaking and 
often caused bursting of the slab during development of continuous casters [156], thus 
requires distinct control of cooling and transportation speed. However, the possibility to 
control the solidification in continuous casting is a great advantage, especially towards 
material production inhering constitutes of different formation kinetics such liquid metallurgy 
 
Fig. 3.5.1 Photograph illustrating the spray compaction process [149]. 
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synthesized composites. The development of a continuous caster for innovative HMS 
production is described in detail in chapter 6.4. 
 
 
Fig. 3.6.1 Schematic sketch of (a) the principle setup of a continuous caster and (b) the region of solidification in 
detail. 
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4 Characterisation 
 
4.1. Metallography and image analysis 
Cross sections of samples for microstructural analyses were prepared by grinding on diamond 
discs (Struers MD-Piano) in ascending granulation and polishing with standard 
metallographic techniques. Cross and vertical sections were investigated using optical 
microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). Solid 
samples were analysed by OM (Zeiss Axiophot 1) and SEM in secondary electron mode (SE) 
and backscatter electron contrast (BSE) in a Jeol JSM 6500F, a Zeiss 1540XB or a Zeiss 
Merlin equipped with field emission guns and eventually etched with 1 % Nital. For phase 
analyses, electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD; OIM software v.7; 0.05 – 0.1 μm step size) 
and X-ray diffraction (XRD, Seifert Type ID3003, cobalt radiation, Meteor0D – energy 
dispersive point detector, 2 mm beam diameter) was used. The Pawley method and Rietveld 
analyses were used to fit peaks of specific phases to the measured XRD (database Bruker 
Topas V5.0 software; MAUD Version 2.53). For analyses of residues and slags analysis the 
material was crushed and sieved to a grain size < 90 µm and subsequently analysed by XRD 
(Philips PW1830, cobalt radiation, proportional detector PW1711). Samples for transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM; Jeol-2200FS) analyses were prepared by a lift out technique in a 
focused ion beam system (FIB; FEI Helios Nanolab 600i). Particle sizes, aspect ratios and 
fractions were measured on cross-sectional areas (500 µm × 375 µm) by processing 
backscatter electron contrast (BSE) images in the ImageJ software (1.46j). 
 
4.2. Elastic modulus measurements 
The quantitative value of E is somewhat dependent on the measurement technique, as E can 
be determined via static or dynamic testing methods. Static measurements obtained from e.g. 
the elastic proportion of a tensile stress-strain curve tend to be lower than values determined 
by dynamic measurement techniques and might also vary if the measurement was made in 
tension or compression [157]. In this study, the E was measured by a dynamic testing method, 
with a GrindoSonic Mk5 “Industrial” by on the basis of flexural oscillation (sonic excitation) 
[158, 159] on rectangular samples (50 mm × 20 mm or smaller) and round bars (Ø 8 mm × 50 
mm) in normal direction of the sample. Dimensions and mass was ascertained as following: 
every sample was measured with micrometre screws on 3 points (outside - mid - outside) to 
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ensure that deviations from plane parallelism lie within following restrictions (length, width < 
0.1 mm, thickness < 0.05 mm). Surface roughness of samples was permitted only below Ra < 
0.3 µm, without the presence of surface defects such as macro pores or cracks. The mass of 
samples was determined with a micro scale to the accuracy of 10
-3
 g. Samples were placed on 
foam pads (distance of pads to the sample sides previously determined) seated on a measuring 
table with mounted microphone in the middle of the table under the sample (Fig. 4.2.1). 
Samples were subsequently sonic excited utilising a small hammer. Determined dimensions 
and resonance frequencies were filled in the GENEMOD software for calculation of E, 
presuming a Poisson’s ratio of around 0.3 (default value).  
 
4.3. Density measurements and tensile tests 
Volumetric mass density (ρbulk; mass dividing by volume) was determined by measuring mass 
and dimensions on rectangular and cylindrical samples as aforementioned. By these 
measurements, the density of bulk material with pores and inner defects was determined. The 
material density without porosity (ρflakes) was performed utilising flakes (up to 10 cm
3
) 
collected from lathing in a gas displacement pycnometer (Archimedes technique) under Ar 
atmosphere with a Micromeritics Accupyc 1330 (accuracy 0.03%) shown in Fig. 4.3.1. Here, 
flakes were added to a vessel (Ø 13 mm, 30 mm high) sitting in the probing chamber, which 
was following sealed by a screw cap and subsequently flooded with Ar gas. The average 
material density was determined after measuring the pressure of the sample chamber upon Ar 
flooding and automatic discharging for 10 times.  
 
Fig. 4.2.1 Photograph of the experimental setup for sonic excitement Young’s modulus measurements 
(GrindoSonic Mk5 “Industrial”). 
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Tensile testing was performed on different kinds of dog-bone shaped samples (‘large’: gauge 
length 20; ‘small’ gauge length 5 mm) at an initial strain rate of 10–3 s–1. Samples were cut by 
spark erosion along normal direction out of the middle of a bar, or out of a sheet metal. 
Traditional tensile tests were performed for the larger samples; the smaller samples were 
grinded plane parallel on a grinding table (> grit 1000) with diamond discs and sprayed with 
varnish to map the strain via digital image correlation (software Aramis V6.3.0). Fig. 4.3.2 
shows the ‘small’ sample on top of the picture and the ‘large’ sample beneath. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.3.1 Photograph of the gas pycnometer utilised for density measurements (Micromeritics Accupyc 1330; 
Archimedes technique). 
 
Fig. 4.3.2 Photograph of the ‘small’ (top) and ‘large’ (bottom) dog-bone shaped tensile samples utilised in this 
work. 
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5 Alloy design 
HMSs stand out with improved physical properties but typically suffer from deteriorated 
mechanical performance compared to alloys without particulates. Borides typically fulfil the 
criteria, listed in chapter 1, required for the HMS design. The pseudo-binary eutectic Fe – 
TiB2 system was extensively studied due to several factors (cf. chapter 1.8) but, however, is 
associated with the formation of coarse primary TiB2 particles above ~ 12 vol.% particle 
content, controlling its mechanical performance [21, 132, 133]. Other than influencing TiB2s’ 
morphology [86, 88, 89], physical and mechanical properties might be altered by the design of 
different matrices. The multitude of possible equilibrium and non-equilibrium phase 
transformations, exploitable by alloying in steels, leads to a vast array of microstructures and 
corresponding mechanical property profiles [6, 7, 29, 160-162]. Therefore the effect of C 
(chapter 5.1) and Mn (chapter 5.2) alloying to hypo- and hypereutectic Fe – TiB2 alloys was 
studied. HMSs’ embrittlement may not be bypassed with conventional casting processes, thus 
the need for alternative particles arises. A screening of physical properties of other borides 
(chapter 8) reveals possibly applicable alternative systems for HMS design. However, 
thermodynamic and kinetic data for these systems is often lacking and their impact on HMSs’ 
co-deformation mostly unknown. Therefore a bulk quasi-combinatorial screening was carried 
out investigating alternative Fe – boride systems (chapter 5.3). However, if sufficiently high 
particle content is required, but the formation of coarse primary particles is not avoidable, a 
combination of particles might be utilised to improve HMSs’ co-deformation. The possibility 
of combining different particle types was studied and is discussed in chapter 5.4. 
 Chapter 5.2 and chapter 5.3 are based on recent publications [21, 163] and passages 
are partially quoted verbatim. 
 
5.1. Carbon additions to Fe – Ti – B based high modulus steels 
Introduction and objective 
Among the multitude of alloying elements available, C appears a favourable HMS matrix 
materials as it is readily available, of low costs and represents in combination with iron the 
basis of steel in its simplest form [29, 164]. The syntheses Fe – TiB2 HMS from Fe – B – Ti 
melts requires certain Ti excess in to prevent the formation of a continuous brittle Fe2B 
network [21, 86-89]. Additional C alloying however will result in the formation TiC particles 
besides TiB2 due to the high affinity of Ti for C [29]. Studying the effect of C alloying on the 
matrix of Fe – TiB2 based HMS therefore requires a stoichiometric ratio of B to Ti. 
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 An experimental approach was carried out to study the effect of C (0.4 wt.%) addition 
on morphology, distribution and size of TiB2 particles formed in-situ during solidification of 
Fe – TiB2 based melts in stoichiometric hypo- and hypereutectic concentrations. The derived 
knowledge aims at contributing to the development of guidelines for the mechanism-based 
alloy design of HMS. 
 
Experimental procedures 
The alloys investigated in this study are of the base composition Fe – 4.13Ti – 1.87B – 0.4C 
and Fe – 8.65Ti – 3.91B – 0.4 C corresponding to stoichiometric Fe – Ti – B alloys with 10 
vol.% TiB2 (hypo-eutectic) and 20 vol.% TiB2 (hyper-eutectic) plus additionally 0.4 wt.% C, 
respectively. Nuggets (~ 30 g) were molten in an Arc melter (four times flipping upside down 
and remelting for thoroughly homogenisation, Ar 800 mbar) on a water-cooled copper plate 
and subsequently cut in half by spark erosion for microscopic analyses. Values of wet 
chemical analyses are listed in Table 5.1.1. Cross-sections were prepared and analysed by 
SEM and phases analysed by XRD utilizing powder samples according to the procedure 
described in chapter 4.1. 
 
Results 
Microstructures of the Fe – Ti – B – C alloys in as-cast state are compiled in Fig. 5.1.1 in BSE 
contrast and different magnifications. The hypo-eutectic alloy (Fig. 5.1.1a) shows, embedded 
in the matrix (light grey), homogeneously distributed dark grey particles of irregular edgy 
morphology (< 5 µm in diameter), with smaller stick shaped or irregular formed particles 
around them. Between these ‘particle islands’, particle free areas can be observed. The hyper-
eutectic alloy (Fig. 5.1.1b) shows large elongated dark grey particles with a size width 
between 10 µm and 40 µm and a length of 50 µm to 100 µm in the matrix (light grey). 
Besides that, particles (triangular to square shaped) slightly lighter in contrast below 5 µm
2
 
can be spotted. Both kinds of particles partially reveal cracks inside them. Additionally, an 
Table 5.1.1 Target and actual chemical compositions determined by wet chemical analysis of all the investigated 
alloys in wt.% (Fe as balance). 
Target values (wt. %) Actual values (wt.%) 
Fe – 4.13Ti – 1.87B – 0.4C Fe – 4.28Ti – 1.96B – 0.46C 
Fe – 8.65Ti – 3.91B – 0.4C Fe – (9.49 –10.10)Ti – (5.49–5.63)B – (0.51–0.52)C 
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additional phase network can be seen, exemplary bordered by the dashed black line in Fig. 
5.1.1b. Eutectic particles seem to be absent. 
 XRD spectra (black) and the Rietveld fits for phase analyses and quantifications are 
plotted in Fig. 5.1.2. The data plotted in Fig. 5.1.2a corresponds to the hypo-eutectic alloy, 
whereas the data in Fig. 5.1.2b corresponds to the hyper-eutectic alloy. For both alloys, ferrite 
(red), TiB2 (green) TiC (orange) could be assigned. The hypo-eutectic alloy additionally 
reveals Fe3B (cyan) and the hyper-eutectic alloy Fe2B (blue). 
 Fig. 5.1.3 shows the results of the phase identification by EBSD in colour coded phase 
maps. Here, the EBSD image quality data in grey scale is superimposed with Fe α (red) and 
TiB2 (green), TiC (yellow) and Fe3B (cyan) for both compositions. In the hyper-eutectic alloy 
(Fig. 5.1.3b), besides the Fe2B structure, interestingly a continuous Fe3B phase network was 
identified. The image quality additionally indicates an abnormally small matrix grain size in 
both alloys. 
 
Fig. 5.1.1 SEM micrographs (backscatter electron contrast, cross-sections) of stoichiometric Fe – TiB2 alloys 
with C addition in (a) hypo- and (b) hyper-eutectic composition. The upper picture shows an overview of the 
microstructure, the picture below a picture in higher magnification. All compositions in wt.%. 
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Discussion 
The effect of C addition on stoichiometric Fe – Ti – B alloys results in greatly changed 
microstructures and particles compared to the pseudobinary Fe – TiB2 system. Lacking 
thermodynamic data of the quaternary Fe – Ti – B – C systems hampers the evaluation of 
phase precipitation in both alloys. The precipitation of eutectic TiB2 particles in hypo-eutectic 
composition indicates a possibly existing eutectic composition for this quaternary system (Fig. 
5.1.1a). The absence of eutectic TiB2 particles in hyper-eutectic composition (Fig. 5.1.1b), 
however, leaves large particle free areas behind as exemplarily marked by dashed white lines. 
Here, the eutectic TiB2 composition might not be reached due to prevalence of non-
equilibrium conditions (large cooling rates) obtained for small arc melts (nuggets) on water 
 
Fig. 5.1.2 XRD spectra (black) and fitting results (Fe α in red, TiB2 in green, TiC in yellow, Fe2B in blue and 
Fe3B in cyan) of the (a) hypo- and (b) hyper-eutectic stoichiometric Fe – TiB2 alloys with C addition. 
 
Fig. 5.1.3 EBSD phase maps with image quality superimposed in grey scale of the (a) hypo- and (b) 
hypereutectic Fe – TiB2 alloys with C addition, with Fe α in red, TiB2 in green, TiC in yellow, Fe2B in blue and 
Fe3B in cyan. 
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cooled copper plates. C addition might be associated with a shift of the eutectic point, leaving 
behind particle free spots [86]. In the hyper-eutectic alloy, bordering continuous networks of 
both Fe2B and Fe3B were verified by EBSD (Fig. 5.1.3), but are not distinguishable by visual 
observations in BSE contrast (Fig. 5.1.1) or XRD (Fig. 5.1.2), possibly due to small mean 
atomic number differences and peak overlaps, respectively. The formation of both TiB2 and 
TiC indicates a competition of B and C for Ti. As not all alloyed B may be bond to Ti, 
remaining B consequently results in the formation of FexB phases (Fig. 5.1.3). Solute B in the 
matrix might also explain the unusual small matrix grain size revealed by the image quality in 
Fig. 5.1.3, which is possibly related to the solute drag effect [165] as also found elsewhere [21, 
166]. C seems to be mostly bond in TiC particles as no other C containing phases were 
obtained either by XRD (Fig. 5.1.2) or EBSD (Fig. 5.1.3). Partial bonding of C by the other 
borides or the matrix is also conceivable and might explain - besides the effect of large 
undercooling - the abnormal shape of TiB2.  
 These experiments indicate that C cannot be sufficiently utilised for matrix tailoring in 
Fe – TiB2 based HMS due to the inevitably co-existence of TiB2 and TiC. However, the high 
affinity of Ti for C, N or O [29] might be utilised in industrial production, which does not 
allow the use of high purity iron grades. Here, impurities might be bond to Ti and thus create 
additional particle phases which can contribute to improve materials’ physical performance. 
The effect of deliberately produced co-existing TiB2 and TiC and the resulting physical and 
mechanical performance was studied in chapter 5.4. 
 
Summary and conclusion 
The effect C addition (0.4 wt.%) on microstructure and phase constitution in Fe – TiB2 HMS 
in stoichiometric hypo- and hypereutectic concentrations was systematically studied. The 
microstructures were found to be highly sensitive to C addition resulting in a variety of 
different phases, giving first insights in the complex formation of particles in the Fe – Ti – B – 
C system to design the next generation lightweight structural materials. Following 
conclusions can be drawn: 
(1) C alloying of a stoichiometric Fe – TiB2 alloys resulted in the formation of both TiB2 
and TiC besides Fe2B and Fe3B. Reaction kinetics is complex and TiB2 and TiC seem 
to be competing for Ti. 
(2) It is likely that shape change of the traditional hexagonal shaped TiB2 to more 
rectangular morphology (especially in the hypereutectic case) is related to C alloying 
and accelerated solidification kinetics related to the processing. 
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(3) The high affinity of Ti to C and other elements might be deliberately utilised to create 
composites e.g. Fe – TiB2 – TiC HMS, sufficiently with high particle content but 
without the formation of primary particles. 
 
5.2. Manganese additions to Fe – Ti – B based high modulus steels 
Introduction and objective 
Among the multitude of alloying elements available, Mn appears favourable – at least as a 
starting point – for HMS matrix design, as it is cost effective, has only slight (and beneficial) 
effects on the TiB2 microstructure [89], and allows to achieve a wide range of matrix 
constitutions [3, 160, 161, 167]. Low concentrations (below ~ 5 wt.% Mn) typically lead to 
solid solution strengthened α. Intermediate concentrations (~ 10 wt.% Mn) result in α’ and ε 
martensite, which can be coupled with the formation of reverted γ during subsequent 
intercritical tempering, as it is used in medium Mn steels. Above Mn concentrations of ~ 20 
wt.% retained γ matrices with decreasing stacking-fault energy (SFE) is obtained, which is 
utilised for TRIP and TWIP phenomena in high Mn steels [168, 169]. 
 However, such changes in constitution are typically associated with a E decrease of 
the matrix [10, 12], and thus the E/ρ increase achieved by the implementation of TiB2 may be 
alleviated or even fully compensated. This highlights the need of establishing a balance 
between the mechanical and physical materials’ performance.  
 
This work is concerned with investigating liquid metallurgy synthesised Fe – TiB2 based 
HMS in hypo- and hyper-eutectic concentrations with Mn additions between 0 and 30 wt.%. 
Microstructure, mechanical and physical properties were analysed in order to determine HMS 
with improved properties for optimised co-deformation processes. 
 
Experimental procedure 
Production of samples 
The alloys probed in this study are of the base composition Fe – 4.61 Ti – 1.78 B and Fe – 
10.10 Ti – 3.86 B (wt.%), corresponding to 10 vol.% (hypo-eutectic) and 20 vol.% (hyper-
eutectic) TiB2, respectively [86]. Minor Ti excess over the exact stoichiometric composition 
required for TiB2 was chosen in order to suppress formation of Fe borides [123]. 600 g 
charges were synthesised by VIM (16 kW heating power, 10 kHz) in sintered MgO crucibles 
and 800 mbar Ar atmosphere. 10, 20 and 30 wt.% Mn, respectively, were added to the above 
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listed compositions to achieve the targeted variation in matrix constitution. The chemical 
compositions of the alloys in this study (target / actual values by wet chemical analysis) are 
listed in Table 5.2.1. The cast rectangular 20 mm thick blocks were then hot rolled (air 
atmosphere) at 1100 °C to 2.5 mm thick and ~ 500 mm long sheets, followed by reheating up 
to 1100 °C and water quenching. The alloys without Mn additions as well as those containing 
20 and 30 wt.% Mn were investigated in the as-quenched state. The alloys containing 10 Mn 
were also subsequently annealed in air at 600 °C, 650 °C and 700 °C for 8 h, respectively, 
followed by water quenching. Scales were removed from the surfaces by low pressure, fine 
grit sand-blasting and samples for characterisation were cut by spark erosion. 
 
Characterisation 
Cross sections plane perpendicular to the rolling direction were prepared and analysed by 
SEM, EBSD, XRD and Image J as described in chapter 4.1. E, ρ (flakes) and tensile tests 
(small dog-bone shaped samples) were measured according to methods described in chapter 
4.2 and chapter 4.3.  
 
Results 
Alloys without Mn additions 
Microstructures of the hypo- and hyper-eutectic Fe – TiB2 alloys (both in the as-quenched 
state) are compiled in Fig. 5.2.1, at different magnification. The matrix (bright) of the hypo-
eutectic alloy (Fig. 5.2.1a) contains homogeneously distributed eutectic TiB2 particles (dark) 
of irregular morphology, as well as sharp-edged elongated particles of about 1 µm width and 
an average aspect ratio of about two. The total TiB2 fraction is about 9 vol.% in good 
Table 5.2.1 Target and actual chemical compositions determined by wet chemical analysis of all alloys of this 
study in wt.% (Fe as balance). 
Target values (wt.%) Actual values (wt.%) 
Ti B Mn Ti B Mn 
4.61 1.78 0 4.67 1.59 < 0.01 
4.61 1.78 10 4.62 1.67 9.88 
4.61 1.78 20 4.49 1.80 20.30 
4.61 1.78 30 4.59 1.82 29.90 
10.10 3.86 0 9.43 3.74 < 0.01 
10.10 3.86 10 9.86 3.80 10.20 
10.10 3.86 20 9.49 3.72 20.10 
10.10 3.86 30 9.65 3.60 30.20 
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agreement with the targeted value (10 vol.%). The hyper-eutectic alloy (Fig. 5.2.1b) contains 
12.2 vol.% of large primary particles of angular morphology (average diameter 8.5 µm; aspect 
ratio of 1.75) and 7.3 vol.% eutectic particle fraction of irregular morphology. 
 Fig. 5.2.2 shows the results of the phase identification in colour coded EBSD phase 
maps. Here we superimposed the EBSD image quality data in grey scale with Fe α (orange) 
and TiB2 (green) for both, the hypo-eutectic and hyper-eutectic alloys. The measurements 
confirmed the sole existence of Fe α (matrix) and TiB2. Interestingly, the image quality data 
suggests the matrix in the hypo-eutectic alloy to be of abnormally small grain size (below 1 
µm). 
 
Fig. 5.2.1 SEM images (backscatter electron contrast) of the microstructures obtained for the as-quenched 
condition of (a) hypo- and (b) hyper-eutectic the Fe – TiB2 – 0 Mn alloys. All compositions in wt.%. 
 
Fig. 5.2.2 EBSD phase maps with image quality superimposed in grey scale of the as-quenched (a) hypo- and (b) 
hypereutectic Fe – TiB2 – 0 Mn alloys, with Fe α in orange and TiB2 in green. All compositions in wt.%. 
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 Tensile testing results of both alloys are shown as engineering stress / strain curves in 
Fig. 5.2.3, together with E and ρ values. The hypo-eutectic Fe – TiB2 alloy exhibits around 
490 MPa UTS, 48 % TE, E 225 GPa and ρ 7.56 g cm–3. The hyper-eutectic alloy with the 
higher particle fraction showed improved physical properties (E 253 GPa, ρ 7.6 g cm–3), 
higher strength, but reduced ductility (UTS 610 MPa, TE 15 %). 
 
Alloys with 10 wt.% Mn additions 
Image analyses (not shown here) revealed that the addition of 10 wt.% Mn did not affect 
particle fractions and morphology of both hypo- and hyper-eutectic Fe – TiB2 based alloys. 
As shown in Fig. 5.2.4, the matrix in the as-quenched state was identified by EBSD analysis 
as Fe α (red), and the irregular lath microstructures revealed by the image quality data allows 
to conclude it to consist of α´ martensite. Additional tempering led to the formation of 
austenite γ (blue) and ε-martensite (yellow) with decreasing content for increased temperature. 
After tempering at 600 and 650 °C, both γ and ε-martensite are finely distributed and appear 
needle-shaped parallel to the laths of the martensitic matrix, and the respective volume 
fractions are slightly higher in the hyper-eutectic alloys with a maximum of about 20 vol.% 
each of γ and ε-martensite. It should be noted that both the metastable γ and ε-martensite can 
be easily transformed during metallographic preparation; the images in Fig. 5.2.4 are thus 
shown for revealing their morphology only, while their fractions were determined by the less 
 
Fig. 5.2.3 Engineering stress-strain plots of the (a) hypo- and (b) hypereutectic Fe – TiB2 – 0 Mn alloys with 
corresponding Young’s modulus E and mass density ρ. All compositions in wt.%. 
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preparation-sensitive XRD analysis method. After annealing at 700 °C the matrices of both 
alloys are again similar in appearance as the as-quenched microstructures. 
 Fig. 5.2.5 shows corresponding results of the mechanical and physical properties. 
Tensile data for the as-quenched materials is plotted in red, those of samples annealed at 
600 °C, 650 °C and 700 °C are plotted in green, magenta and cyan, respectively. 
Corresponding E and r are illustrated in the identical colours in bold next to the stress-strain 
 
Fig. 5.2.4 EBSD phase maps with image quality superimposed in grey scale of the (a) hypo- and (b) 
hypereutectic as-quenched and heat-treated Fe – TiB2 – 10 Mn alloys, with Fe α in red,TiB2 in green, ε-
martensite in yellow and γ in blue. Inset of ε-martensite and γ phase contents derived from XRD measurements 
of samples heat-treated at 600 °C, 650 °C and 700 °C for 8 h in Ar atmosphere. All compositions in wt.%. 
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curves. The addition of 10 wt.% Mn to hypo-eutectic alloys led to a pronounced strengthening 
(UTS between 860 MPa and 910 MPa), less ductility (TE about 20 %) and reduced E and ρ 
(about 210 GPa and 7.45 g cm
-3
, respectively). These values were only little affected by the 
tempering treatments: merely after annealing at 600 and 650 °C - where also the highest 
fractions of γ and ε-martensite were found in the matrix - both, YS and E are very slightly 
reduced. The same trend applies for the hyper-eutectic materials, only that the effects of the 
addition of 10 wt.% Mn are even more pronounced: While UTS reaches values above 1000 
MPa, TE is drastically reduced to less than 3 %. E is lowered to less than 240 GPa (with again 
a minimum for tempering treatments resulting in high fraction of γ and ε-martensite) while ρ 
stays almost constant. 
 
Alloys with 20 and 30 wt.% additions 
The additions of 20 and 30 wt.% Mn did not affect particle fractions and morphology of both 
hypo- and hyper-eutectic Fe – TiB2 based alloys. However, as shown in Fig. 5.2.6, the 
matrices are now fully austenitic, except for the hyper-eutectic alloy with 20 wt.% Mn, which 
consist mainly of ε-martensite. 
This altered matrix constitution led to severe changes in the mechanical performance and 
physical properties of the materials (Fig. 5.2.7). While ρ values are similar to those obtained 
for alloys containing 0 and 10 wt.% Mn, the hypo-eutectic alloys (Fig. 5.2.7a) are further 
strengthened and embrittled by Mn concentrations when raised from 10 to 20 wt.% [170, 171]. 
 
Fig. 5.2.5 Colour coded engineering stress-strain plots of the (a) hypo- and (b) hypereutectic Fe – TiB2 – 10 Mn 
alloys with corresponding Young’s modulus E and mass density ρ. As-quenched conditions are plotted red. 
Samples annealed in Ar atmosphere for 8 h at 600 °C, 650 °C and 700 °C are plotted in green, magenta and cyan 
respectively. All compositions in wt.%. 
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However, for alloys with 30 wt.% Mn, both, strength and ductility assume values similar to 
those obtained without any Mn additions (Fig. 5.2.3). E is reduced to 202 GPa for the fully 
austenitic material (30 wt.% Mn), and with 193 GPa lowest for the 20 wt.% Mn alloy whose 
matrix consists predominantly of ε-martensitic. The hyper-eutectic alloys (Fig. 5.2.7b) show 
similar behaviour: The strengthening and embrittlement induced by the 10 wt.% Mn additions 
are redeemed, and both 20 and 30 wt.% Mn containing alloys show similar behaviour than 
 
Fig. 5.2.6 EBSD phase maps with image quality superimposed in grey scale of the (a) hypo- and (b) hyper-
eutectic Fe – TiB2 – 20 Mn and – 30 Mn alloys, with Fe γ in blue,TiB2 in green, ε-martensite in yellow. All 
compositions in wt.%. 
 
Fig. 5.2.7 Colour coded engineering stress-strain plots of the (a) hypo- and (b) hypereutectic Fe – TiB2 – 20 Mn 
(orange) and – 30 Mn (blue) alloys with corresponding E and ρ. All compositions in wt.%. 
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those without Mn. E is reduced, again with the lowest values (211 GPa) for the 20 wt.% Mn 
containing material. Respective ρ values of all alloys are similar to those for 0 Mn and 10 
wt.% Mn containing materials. 
 
Discussion 
The results clearly show that the matrix constitution of Fe – TiB2 based HMS can be altered 
by Mn additions. All matrix-microstructures investigated are similar to those obtained for 
binary Fe – Mn alloys [172, 173], i.e. they are ferritic without the addition of Mn, α´ 
martensitic with 10 wt.% Mn (plus reverted austenite and ε-martensite after intercritical 
tempering [174, 175]), and ε-martensitic and austenitic with 20 and 30 wt.% Mn, respectively 
(Fig. 5.2.2, Fig. 5.2.4, Fig. 5.2.6). The addition of Ti (chosen to suppress the formation of 
Fe2B [123]), however, counteracts the effects of Mn, as it reduces the stability of austenite 
and reduces its SFE [29, 176]. It thus affects the reversion kinetics for the materials with 10 
wt.% Mn during intercritical annealing and promotes the formation of ε-martensite (which 
can be for this system regarded as a transitional phase between α´ martensite and austenite) 
for materials containing 20 wt.% Mn. This and similar phenomena was also reported 
elsewhere [177]. Consequently, these effects were found to be greater for hyper-eutectic 
alloys, where the amount of excess Ti is larger than that in hypo-eutectic alloys. 
 TiB2 fractions and morphologies for both, hypo- and hyper-eutectic alloys were not 
affected by the addition of Mn, in agreement with previous observations [89]. Also, no 
interaction between the TiB2 particles with the formation of multiphase microstructures could 
be observed, i.e. no specific new phases were located preferentially at their interface with the 
matrix or in their vicinity in reach of bulk diffusion. The effects of stress concentration at the 
particle-matrix interface during co-deformation on the deformation and transformation 
behaviour of the matrix (such as twinning or formation of martensite, TRIP / TWIP effects) 
are the subject of future investigations, but was also reported for other multiphase materials 
elsewhere [178]. 
 However, our recent results allow to systematically evaluate the effects of different 
matrix constitution on the mechanical and physical properties in view of their suitability for 
lightweight design. This is shown in Fig. 5.2.8, where all material properties which are 
essential for evaluating a material's suitability for weight reduction in construction and design, 
i.e. elastic stiffness, mass density, yield strength and tensile elongation, are summarised. 
It is clearly visible that the particle fraction is dominating the materials’ performance: Hypo-
eutectic alloys (empty squares) with lower TiB2 fractions show greater ductility at slightly 
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lower strength, whereas hyper-eutectic alloys (filled squares) with their higher TiB2 fractions 
exhibit larger E/ρ ratios but decreased mechanical properties. However, within these groups, 
strong deviations solely caused by differing matrix constitutions are notable. As the density 
was almost unaffected by the Mn additions, this effect is attributed to changed stiffness of the 
matrix and differing co-deformation phenomena: (i) Hyper-eutectic alloys without Mn 
addition exhibit the largest E/ρ ratios and best mechanical performance. This is in good 
agreement with previous findings that distortion of the ferritic lattice by defects such as solute 
atoms or grain and lath boundaries lowers its stiffness [12], and that austenite and especially 
ε-martensite have lower E values than ferrite. This loss in stiffness is not compensated for by 
improved mechanical performance; the higher strength achieved by additions of 10 wt.% Mn 
results in strong embrittlement, while the inherently high ductility of the austenitic matrix 
achieved by Mn additions of 20 and 30 wt.% could not be utilised to achieve values higher 
than without any Mn additions. The same trend can be observed for hypo-eutectic alloys (ii): 
High Mn concentrations (20 wt.% and 30 wt.%) are not attractive as higher production costs 
and the deteriorated E/ρ ratio is not compensated by increased strength and ductility. The 
stiffness of alloys containing 10 wt.% Mn, however, only exhibited a slight decrease. When 
no tempering as applied (and neither γ and ε-martensite were formed), the mechanical 
performance is equal to established high strength dual phase steel [179], but at improved 
 
Fig. 5.2.8 Comprehensive colour-coded plot of specific modulus (E/ρ) versus yield strength (YS) times total 
elongation (TE) of all hypo- (unfilled squares) and hyper-eutectic (filled squares) alloys analysed and a 
conventional DP800 alloy (grey circle) [179]. All compositions in wt.%. 
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physical properties. The performance can be further fostered by lowering the Mn 
concentrations below 10 wt.% (thus avoiding the risk of undesired formation of γ and ε), 
addition of Ni for toughness, and Cr for solid solution strengthening and raise of E. Such soft 
martensitic matrices, which can be further combined with the above mentioned particle 
modifications, appear to represent an ideal pathway for increasing the overall performance of 
Fe – TiB2 based HMS as next generation lightweight materials.  
 
Summary and conclusions 
We systematically studied the effects of matrix composition and phase constitution on 
microstructure, physical- and mechanical properties in Fe–TiB2 High-Modulus-Steels (HMS) 
in hypo- and hypereutectic concentration with Mn additions between 0 and 30 wt.%. Thus a 
broad spectrum of matrix microstructures such as α, α’, γ and ε-martensite and phase-mixtures 
resulting in widely varying material properties was created enabling us to extract guidelines 
for the efficient and mechanism-oriented design of next generation lightweight structural 
materials. We draw the following conclusions: 
 
(1) Matrix constitution caused by Mn additions to Fe – TiB2 based materials is resulting in 
lower Young’s modulus E compared to Fe – TiB2 materials without any Mn addition. 
No mass density change was obtained for the studied range of Mn additions. 
(2) Coarse primary TiB2 particulates are the controlling mechanism in the 
micromechanical co-deformation process of hyper-eutectic alloys, thus leading to 
drastically reduced ductility compared to hypo-eutectic Fe – TiB2 alloys. 
(3) Addition of 10 wt.% Mn resulted in α’ microstructures and α’, γ and ε-martensite 
phase-mixtures after intercritical annealing leading to drastically increased yield 
strength. Thus the elastic stiffness E is only slightly reduced but the matrix is 
massively strengthened and toughened, whereas hyper-eutectic alloys suffered from 
detrimental embrittlement. 
(4) Use of higher Mn additions (20 wt.% Mn and 30 wt.% Mn) is not attractive as higher 
production costs and the deteriorated specific modulus E/ρ ratio are not compensated 
for by increased strength and ductility. 
(5) All hypo-eutectic Fe – TiB2 High-Modulus-Steels reached mechanical properties that 
are competitive to conventional DP800 steels, but with enhanced physical properties, 
thus endorsing Fe – TiB2 competitive as competitive candidate alloys for lightweight 
structural design solutions.  
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5.3. Alternative Fe – B based high modulus steel systems  
Introduction and objective 
Compared to the more thoroughly studied Fe – TiB2 based HMS, alternative alloy systems 
may offer more effective boride particles (so that lower particle fractions are required for the 
same gain in properties), and / or improved boride microstructures even with established 
alloying and processing routes (allowing for improved mechanical performance at similar 
particle fractions). Identifying the most suitable Fe – B – X system for the design of HMS 
from existing literature alone is difficult though, for the following reasons: (i) The 
thermodynamics of the Fe-rich corners of ternary Fe – B – X systems are often not fully 
understood, thus making it difficult to reliably predict which phases are stable for a specific 
alloy composition and temperature [47]. (ii) Depending on the alloy system, a multitude of 
equilibrium phases has been reported with often closely spaced compositional ranges. In the 
Fe – B – Cr system for example, 9 binary and 6 ternary borides have been reported, not even 
counting metastable phases which are out of thermodynamic equilibrium [180]. (iii) Apart 
from the difficulties in predicting the formation of specific phases, data concerning their 
intrinsic properties (such as E and ρ) is rather scarce. Additionally, almost no information 
exists on what kind of particle microstructures (i.e. morphology, size and dispersion of the 
borides) will result for different processing conditions. Hence the prediction of the physical 
and mechanical performance of such an HMS alloy, i.e. its specific modulus, strength and 
ductility, is virtually impossible. 
 An experimental approach, i.e. screening the constitution, microstructure, mechanical 
and physical properties of ternary Fe – B – X systems, on the other hand, is extremely time 
consuming in view of the large number of possible alloy compositions and thermomechanical 
processing parameters, even with novel high throughput bulk metallurgical techniques [181]. 
Thin film combinatorial techniques may be substantially faster, but the correlation lengths of 
the property-dominating microstructural features (grain size, crystallographic texture, 
precipitate dispersion and topology etc.) typically exceed the dimensions accessible in thin 
films. It is therefore of high interest to use an alternative experimental strategy to efficiently 
obtain insight into which ternary Fe – B – X system has the highest potential for future HMS 
alloy design. 
 The aim of this study is to evaluate Fe – B – X alloy systems for the design of stiff, 
light, strong and ductile HMS. In view of the above listed difficulties with identifying the 
most suitable system exclusively from literature data, we follow here a property driven 
approach, i.e. first producing material based on the available data, then evaluate its 
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mechanical and physical properties, followed by investigation of microstructure and 
constitution. This allows us to efficiently provide first insights into the underlying 
microstructural reasons for different types of material behaviour, and to successfully identify 
the most promising alloy systems for conducting more detailed follow-up studies. 
 The boride forming elements Ti (as a reference case) , zirconium (Zr), hafnium (Hf), 
vanadium (V), niobium (Nb), tantalum (Ta), chromium (Cr), molybdenum (Mo) and tungsten 
(W) were selected as compositional variables for this study. It is well known that diborides of 
the type MB2 have a great potential as effective high-stiffness phases, as they assume a 
hexagonal lattice of the type P6/mmc, whose close crystallographic packing typically ensures 
high E values [48, 53]. For the systems Fe –B – Ti, Fe –B – Zr and Fe –B – Hf the formation 
of such MB2 has been experimentally reported [121], while for example in the case of the Fe 
– B – Cr system borides of the type M2B are more likely to be expected [180]. However, as 
noted above, as no clear and comparable information exists for the exact thermodynamics of 
any of the Fe – B – X systems studied here, we chose in this first evaluation step to keep the 
X/B ratio fixed at 1:2, in order to allow – at least from a stoichiometric standpoint – for the 
formation of MB2 type borides. All alloys were synthesised and processed by standard liquid 
metallurgical techniques, and subsequently analysed regarding their mechanical and physical 
properties (i.e. E, ρ, YS, TE) as well their microstructure and constitution. The results aim at 
representing the basis to identify the most suitable systems for alloy design of novel HMS, 
whose alloy composition and thermomechanical parameters can be most effectively studied 
and refined further by using established high throughput bulk metallurgical techniques [181-
184]. 
 
Experimental procedure 
All alloys of this study are of the composition Fe – 10 B – 5 X (at.%; X = Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, 
Ta, Cr, Mo, W). This represents a hypo-eutectic concentration for the reference alloy with Ti, 
which is an optimum benchmark for judging the performance of the other material systems, as 
it does not undergo strong embrittlement through the formation of coarse primary particles, 
and represents the current state of the art in HMS design. Charges of ~ 600g where 
synthesized by Arc melting pure materials (> 99.99%) in an Argon atmosphere on a water-
cooled copper (Cu) hearth and subsequently cast in a cylindrical Cu mould with 20 mm 
internal diameter. The chemical compositions (target and actual values determined by wet 
chemical analysis) are listed in Table 5.3.1. Compositional scatter indicates inhomogeneities 
probably caused by density-induced separation (floating or sinking) of boride phases formed 
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prior to complete solidification. The cast rods were then lathed to 18 mm diameter and hot 
swaged at 1100 °C to 10 mm diameter followed by air cooling to room temperature. Lathing 
was utilised to produce cylindrical samples of 9 mm diameter and 45 mm in length for 
subsequent analysis. 
Cross sections plane perpendicular to the swaging direction were prepared and analysed by 
SEM and XRD as described in chapter 4.1. E, ρ (geometrical: ρbulk; flakes: ρflakes) and tensile 
tests (small dog-bone shaped samples) were measured according to methods described chapter 
4.2 and chapter 4.3.  
 
Results 
Physical and mechanical properties 
The E and ρ data obtained for the Fe – 10 B – 5 X alloys are plotted in Fig. 5.3.1. In the as-
cast state (Fig. 5.3.1a), the Mo alloyed samples exhibited with 221 GPa the lowest E values 
(black rhombi), and the Nb alloyed material with 246 GPa the highest ones. The bulk mass 
density ρbulk (blue circles) was found to be lowest for the Ti alloyed materials (7.38 g cm
-3
) 
and highest for Ta-alloyed samples (8.28 g cm
-3). The ρflakes values (empty red circles) were 
almost identical to the ρbulk data except for Nb, Ta and W alloyed materials, where the ρflakes 
was about 0.15 g cm
-3
 larger than the respective ρbulk values. After swaging (Fig. 5.3.1b) both 
ρ and E changed substantially. With 227 GPa the lowest E was measured for the W alloyed 
samples, and with 246 GPa the highest for the Zr alloyed material. Similar to the as-cast state, 
ρbulk was measured lowest for the Ti alloyed samples (7.40 g cm
-3
) and highest for Ta alloyed 
samples (8.33 g cm
-3
). The differences between ρflakes and ρbulk values are now slightly larger. 
As ρbulk represents the more realistic mass density values (i.e. those relevant for a 
Table 5.3.1 Target and actual chemical compositions (at.%) determined by wet chemical analyses of all alloys of 
this study in at.% (Fe as balance). Compositional scatter indicates inhomogeneities probably caused by density-
induced separation (floating or sinking) of formed boride phases prior to solidification. 
Target values (at.%) Actual values (at.%) 
Fe – 10B – 5Ti Fe – 11.5B – 5.1Ti 
Fe – 10B – 5Zr Fe – 10.9B – 4.7Zr 
Fe – 10B – 5Hf Fe – (10.2-10.3)B – (5.1-5.4)Hf 
Fe – 10B – 5V Fe – (9.3-10.6)B – (4.3-4.8)V 
Fe – 10B – 5Nb Fe – 10.4B – (5.0-5.2)Nb 
Fe – 10B – 5Ta Fe – 9.6B – 4.9Ta 
Fe – 10B – 5Cr Fe – 10.5B – 5.2Cr 
Fe – 10B – 5Mo Fe – 9.7B – 4.2Mo 
Fe – 10B – 5W Fe  – 9.7B – (2.6-2.7)W 
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manufactured, load bearing machine component) because it includes also possible internal 
defects such as pores and cracks, we base all the following evaluations on the ρbulk values, as 
well as on the E values obtained after swaging of the materials for the same reason. 
In Fig. 5.3.2 the determined E values of all alloys after swaging are plotted as function of the 
inverse ρbulk data (i.e. specific volume). It becomes clear that the Cr, V, Ti, Nb and especially 
Zr alloyed materials have higher specific modulus (positioned in the upper right corner) than 
those alloyed with Hf, Mo, Ta and W (bottom left). 
 The corresponding mechanical performance of all materials in the as-swaged state is 
shown in Fig. 5.3.3 as representative engineering stress-strain curves obtained by tensile 
 
Fig. 5.3.1 Mean average Young’s modulus (E) and mass density (ρ) measured on bulk cylindrical samples 
(dividing mass by volume, ρbulk) and lathed flakes (Archimedes technique; ρflakes) for the different alloys in as-
cast (a) and as-swaged condition (b). 
 
Fig. 5.3.2 Young’s modulus (E) as function of the inverse ρbulk data (i.e. specific volume) of the different alloys 
in as-swaged condition. Materials with a high specific modulus (stiffness/density ratio) are found in the upper 
right, with a low the specific modulus in the lower left corner, respectively. 
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testing. UTS, YS and especially TE values vary greatly between the different Fe – 10 B – 5 X 
alloys. The highest YS was obtained for Mo and W alloyed samples (about 650 MPa), but 
they fail brittle without noticeable plastic deformation and the TE values are below 3 %. The 
reference Ti alloyed material exhibits with about 30 % the largest TE values at intermediate 
YS (about 420 MPa) and UTS (about 580 MPa). All other alloys show TE values between 
about 5 and 20 % at YS values in the range of 300 and 450 MPa. Interestingly, the Zr alloyed 
material with the highest specific modulus is the plastically softest one of all tested materials 
(YS 300 MPa), yet, it is not the most ductile (TE 13 %) alloy. 
This surprising observation underlines the relevance of testing both physical and mechanical 
 
Fig. 5.3.3 Engineering stress-strain plots from tensile testing of the different alloys in as-swaged condition. 
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performance to evaluate a given alloy system. The mechanical performance of all alloys is 
summarised in Fig. 5.3.4, where the YS of all materials is plotted as a function of their 
respective TE values. A typical inverse strength/ductility relationship can be observed, with 
the Cr and Ti alloyed material representing positive (i.e. more strong and ductile), the Zr 
alloyed material negative exceptions (i.e. more soft and brittle). 
 
Microstructure and constitution 
Fig. 5.3.5 shows SEM micrographs of the microstructures of all alloys in as-swaged condition 
in backscatter electron contrast at identical magnification. While in all Fe – 10 B – 5 X 
materials a roughly comparable fraction of particles is found, their contrast, size distribution 
and morphology varies substantially between the different alloys. The particles are 
homogeneously distributed for Ti, Hf, Ta and Cr alloyed samples, whereas in Zr and V 
alloyed samples clustering occurs, and Nb, Mo and W alloyed samples show partly 
interconnected networks. In the reference Ti alloyed samples hexagonal and irregular shaped 
black particles of about 2 – 3 µm in diameter can be observed, as it is well known from hypo-
eutectic Fe – TiB2 HMS. Zr-alloyed samples exhibit sharp-edged and elongated light grey 
particles with about 5 – 10 µm in length and less than 2 µm wide, as well as lower amounts of 
irregular but rounded dark grey particles. In Hf-alloyed samples similar spiky reinforcements 
in bright contrast with a length from 3 to 10 µm and a width of around 1 µm appear. V and Cr 
 
Fig. 5.3.4 Yield strength (YS) as a function of total elongation (TE) of the different alloys in as-swaged 
condition. Materials with high mechanical performance are found in the upper right, with a low the strength and 
ductility in the lower left corner, respectively. 
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alloyed materials exhibit dark grey, spherical particles with a diameter below 4 µm, yet, the V 
alloyed samples contain additionally a lower number of smaller and black ellipsoidal particles 
below 1 µm in width. In Nb alloyed samples bright particles of both larger hexagonal 
(diameter > 5 µm) and lamellar (eutectic) morphology can be observed. As similar contrast 
and bimodal size distribution is found for the Ta alloyed materials, but without the lamellar 
appearance of the smaller particles. With both Mo and W alloyed materials the particles are 
also of bright contrast, but of much smaller size (diameter < 0.5 µm). In the Mo alloyed 
samples the particles are partially arranged as lamellae, in the W alloyed materials they appear 
predominantly on matrix grain boundaries. 
 Fig. 5.3.6 compiles XRD spectra of all Fe – 10 B – 5 X alloys (in black) together with 
the fitting results for the given phases (red, green, cyan and pink, respectively) identified 
within the ferritic Fe matrix (blue; lattice parameter a of 0.278 nm determined by the Pawley 
fit). Pawley analyses of the phases and their lattice parameters obtained besides the matrix 
 
Fig. 5.3.5 SEM micrographs (backscatter electron contrast, cross sections) of the different alloys in as-swaged 
condition. 
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phase are listed in Table 5.3.2. The XRD investigation identified the particles within Ti, Zr 
and Hf alloyed samples as TiB2, ZrB2 and HfB2, respectively (all of hexagonal lattice type), in 
agreement with literature data [121]. Within the V, Nb, Ta and Cr alloyed samples, borides of 
the tetragonal M2B structures with similar lattice parameters could be identified. In the V 
alloyed sample, hexagonal MB2 phase could identified (most probably VB2), which likely 
corresponds to the smaller number of darker particles found in the SEM images (Fig. 5.3.5). 
Ternary NbFeB and TaFeB borides (both hexagonal structure, similar lattice parameters) were 
identified in the Nb and Ta alloyed materials, respectively. A similar MMB-type phase 
(FeWB), but with orthorhombic structure, was found in the W alloyed sample, as well as 
 
Fig. 5.3.6 Measured XRD spectra and fitting results of the different alloys in as-swaged conditions. 
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Table 5.3.2 Space groups, lattice parameters (a, b, c) and fitted peak positions (2θ; Pawely fit) of all phases 
detected in the materials of this study. 
Phase Space 
group 
a (Ǻ) b (Ǻ) c (Ǻ) 2θ / ° 
Ferrite Im-3m 2.866 - - 52.4; 77.2; 99.7; 123.9 
TiB2 P6/mmm 3.026 - 3.223 
32.2; 39.9; 52.2; 67.4; 72.5; 81.3; 81.5; 86.1; 94.9; 
108.4; 112.7; 123.2; 128.3; 129.1 
ZrB2 P6/mmm 3.156 - 3.527 
29.4; 38.2; 48.9; 61.0; 69.1; 74.3; 76.8; 81.8; 89.2; 
99.0; 99.1; 111.8; 120.0 
HfB2 P6/mmm 3.129 - 3.470 
29.9; 38.5; 49.5; 62.1; 69.7; 75.5; 77.7; 82.6; 90.3; 
100.7; 101.3; 113.8; 114.5; 121.7 
VB2 P6/mmm 2.866 - 3.013 
34.5; 42.2; 55.7; 72.9; 77.2; 87.5; 88.0; 92.2; 102.4; 
119.0; 125.9 
MoB2 P6/mmm 2.970 - 3.138 
33.128; 40.694; 53.441; 69.524; 74.063; 83.567; 
83.800; 88.122; 97.456; 112.062; 117.577; 128.128 
NbFeB P-62m 6.000 - 3.199 
19.8; 32.5; 34.7; 38.3; 40.3; 48.3; 52.7; 54.2; 62.2; 
64.6; 68.0; 71.6; 71.9; 73.2; 76.7; 78.7; 82.1; 82.4; 
85.8; 87.0; 92.3; 96.0; 97.2; 99.2; 104.2; 106.4; 
109.7; 113.3; 113.6; 114.1; 117.8; 118.8; 125.0; 
125.8; 126.9; 129.66; 130.1 
TaFeB P-62m 5.977 - 3.187 
19.9; 32.6; 34.8; 38.5; 40.4; 48.5; 52.9; 54.4; 62.5; 
64.9; 68.3; 71.9; 72.2; 73.5; 77.1; 79.0; 82.5; 82.8; 
86.2; 87.5; 92.8; 96.5; 97.7; 99.7; 104.7; 107.0; 
110.3; 114.0; 114.3; 114.7; 118.5; 119.5; 125.9; 
126.7; 127.8; 130.6 
FeWB Pnma 5.820 3.162 6.807 
23.3; 30.5; 35.4; 35.8; 36.4; 39.1; 40.7; 47.7;  49.1; 
49.4; 50.1; 51.9; 57.3; 58.1; 59.1; 60.0; 61.2; 63.4; 
64.1; 66.4; 67.7; 68.9; 70.1; 73.9; 74.7; 75.0; 75.9; 
76.1; 77.2; 77.9; 79.9; 80.2; 82.2; 83.9; 84.0; 84.4; 
84.9; 85.2; 87.2; 88.1; 88.7; 89.9; 91.3; 93.0; 93.1; 
93.8; 94.1; 95.7; 97.9; 98.1; 101.1; 101.8; 102.3; 
102.4; 103.1; 103.9; 104.1; 106.8; 106.9; 108.0; 
108.6; 112.1; 112.5; 113.3; 115.5; 115.6; 116.7; 
116.8; 117.9; 118.4; 118.6; 119.5; 121.5; 122.3; 
123.4; 126.3; 128.2; 128.3; 128.8; 129.0 
M2B I4/mcm 
5.107  – 
5.127 
- 
4.227 – 
4.255 
28.6; 40.8; 49.7; 52.6; 58.3; 59.1 66.2; 67.0; 80.8; 
83.1; 87.8; 88.5; 95.5; 95.7; 97.1; 102.6; 109.1; 
114.4; 116.7; 122.4; 124.8; 125.6; 125.9; 127.6 
M3B P42/n 
8.626 – 
8.639 
- 
4.296 – 
4.297 
23.9; 26.9; 29.5; 34.1; 34.2; 36.3; 38.3; 42.2; 44.0; 
45.7; 49.0; 49.2; 50.7; 50.8; 52.2; 52.4; 55.3; 55.3; 
55.4; 56.8; 56.9; 58.2; 61.1; 61.2; 62.6; 63.8; 64.0; 
67.9; 68.1; 69.3; 71.8; 72.0; 73.2; 73.3; 74.4; 74.6; 
76.9; 77.0; 77.1; 78.6; 79.5; 79.8; 82.0; 82.3; 83.2; 
83.4; 83.5; 84.6; 86.9; 87.3; 88.2; 88.3; 88.5; 89.7; 
92.0; 93.1; 93.4; 94.3; 94.4; 96.8; 96.9; 97.1; 98.1; 
98.2; 98.4; 99.3; 99.6; 101.8; 101.9; 102.1; 103.1; 
103.2; 104.3; 108.3; 108.5; 109.5; 109.8; 112.1; 
112.8; 113.5; 113.6; 113.8; 114.1; 115.0; 115.5; 
117.5; 117.6; 117.7; 117.9; 118.2; 119.0; 119.1; 
119.6; 120.8; 123.3; 123.7; 124.0; 125.2; 125.6; 
126.3; 126.4; 127.0; 129.4; 129.8; 131.0; 131.2; 131.4 
Mo2FeB2 P4/mbm 5.760 - 3.139 
25.4; 33.1; 36.2; 40.6; 42.2; 49.9; 52.1; 53.4; 58.8; 
63.1; 68.1; 69.2; 69.4; 75.3; 76.8; 77.8; 79.6; 80.9; 
82.4; 83.7; 86.2; 88.0; 89.0; 91.7; 92.0; 97.3; 97.6; 
101.9; 104.7; 106.0; 111.6; 113.5; 114.6; 114.9; 
117.5; 118.0; 121.2; 122.9; 123.9; 124.1; 127.9; 
129.8; 130.9 
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peaks indicating the presence of a tetragonal M3B phase. The latter type was also found in the 
Mo alloyed sample, additional to hexagonal MoB2 and tetragonal Mo2FeB2. 
 
Discussion 
Microstructure – property relationships of the different Fe – B – X alloys 
We successfully screened the stiffness, density, strength and ductility of Fe – 10 B – 5 X 
alloys (at.%; X = Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, W ) after liquid metallurgy synthesis and 
thermo-mechanical processing. Our results allow for the first time to systematically evaluate 
and compare their microstructures and resultant properties, and thus to gain a first insight into 
their applicability for the alloy design of novel generations of lightweight structural materials. 
The reference Ti alloyed material contained about 10 vol.% of TiB2 in a ferritic Fe matrix (Fig. 
5.3.5 and Fig. 5.3.6), which – as the resultant properties (specific modulus ~ 31 GPa g cm−3; 
YS 420 MPa; UTS 570 MPa; TE 30 %; Fig. 5.3.2 and Fig. 5.3.4) – are in excellent agreement 
with previous findings [126, 185]. The other Fe – B – X systems with identical X/B ratio, 
synthesis and processing, however, exhibit a wide range of differing particle microstructures 
(in also ferritic matrices; Fig. 5.3.5 and Fig. 5.3.6), and consequently drastically varying 
physical and mechanical properties (Fig. 5.3.1 and Fig. 5.3.3). 
 The Zr alloyed samples showed with 32.5 GPa g
–1
 cm
 3
 the highest specific modulus 
of all materials studied here (Fig. 5.3.2). It is even exceeding that of the reference material 
with TiB2, despite the lower effectiveness of the major particle constituent ZrB2 (ρ 6.1 g cm
-3
, 
E 498 to 638 GPa [50]; resulting in a specific modulus of about 82 GPa g
–1
 cm
 3
 to 105 GPa 
g
–1
 cm
 3
 compared to 125 GPa g
–1
 cm
 3
 for TiB2 [48]). The particles additionally observed in 
the same microstructure are most likely Fe-rich M2B borides [41, 118] (whose amount was 
too small to be detected by XRD analysis), which typically exhibit an even lower specific 
modulus (e.g. Fe2B: ρ 7.15 g cm
−3
, E 290 GPa [45]), and thus also are most probably not 
responsible for the increased specific modulus of the Zr alloyed material. However, a 
pronounced increase in E from 233 GPa in the as-cast state to 245 GPa after swaging could be 
observed (without changes in ρ; Fig. 5.3.1). This observation indicates that swaging has 
promoted alignment of the spiky ZrB2 particles along the longitudinal axis of the material, 
resulting in increased stiffness along this direction (anisotropic properties). The associated 
highly localised stress around the spiky ZrB2 particulates, however, possibly initiates cracking 
[81, 88], which would explain the observed lower ductility compared to the Ti alloyed 
samples with its polygonal and round particle morphology (Fig. 5.3.3 and Fig. 5.3.4). 
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 By contrast, the V alloyed samples were stronger but less ductile than the Ti alloyed 
reference material, which can be attributed to the higher volume fraction of boride particles, 
which could be identified as VB2 and M2B. While the available data for E and ρ of VB2 
scatters considerably (ρ ranging from 4.61 to 5.28 g cm−3 [50]; experimentally determined E 
267 GPa [47]; theoretically predicted E 562 GPa [186]), they suggest that its specific modulus 
is most probably smaller than that of TiB2. As a result, despite the higher fraction of boride 
particles, the V alloyed materials exhibit a specific modulus on a similar level as the Ti 
alloyed samples, but at reduced mechanical performance. 
 The Cr alloyed materials exhibit a similar property profile as the V alloyed samples, 
yet with slightly better mechanical performance and minimally decreased specific modulus. 
Here only M2B type borides were identified in accord with literature data [180, 187]. 
However, the generally beneficial effect of Cr on E [10] may have compensated for the 
absence of typically stiffer MB2 type borides in this case, i.e. it is likely that Cr2B (or Cr-rich 
M2B) is more effective than Fe2B , which is to be confirmed by future investigations (for 
example by targeted nano-indentation experiments as shown in [89]). 
 Nb alloyed material exhibited with 245 GPa almost as high E values as the best 
performing Zr alloyed samples. Due to the scarcity of information about the intrinsic 
properties of the detected phases (ρ of hexagonal FeNbB 7.84 g cm-3 [187, 188]) it remains 
unclear whether the high specific modulus of the Nb alloyed material is caused by the type or 
rather the higher volume fraction of the boride phases formed. Their rather detrimental 
morphology (Fig. 5.3.5), however, most probably accounts for the pronounced embrittlement 
observed for this alloy. 
 The remaining Mo, Hf, and Ta alloyed materials all exhibited less favourable 
properties than the above discussed alloy systems. Hf additions resulted in HfB2 borides of a 
spiky morphology as for the Zr alloyed material, but nevertheless a much lower specific 
modulus at similar mechanical performance. Mo and W additions, on the other hand, led to 
favourable, i.e. very fine and spherical particle morphology of multiple types of phases, but 
were brittle and, especially for W, extremely ineffective in increasing the specific modulus. 
 
Consequences for alloy design of HMS 
In order to evaluate the different Fe – 10 B – 5 X alloys with regard to their suitability for 
alloy design of lightweight structural materials, their respective key properties E, ρ YS and 
TE are summarised in Fig. 5.3.7. Optimum lightweight performance is represented by a 
simultaneously high specific modulus, YS and TE. Consequently, respective alloy 
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compositions are located in the upper right corner of this modified Ashby map. Four Fe – B – 
X systems can be readily identified as potential candidates, i.e. those containing Zr, V, Cr, and, 
as already known, Ti. Within that group, an inverse relationship between mechanical 
performance and specific modulus applies, just as for strength vs. ductility (Fig. 5.3.4) and 
stiffness vs. density (Fig. 5.3.2). 
 This is related to the microstructures with the key parameters being phase type 
(stiffness and density), morphology, size and fraction (assuming strong particle – matrix 
bonding, which our results showed no adverse indications of). Thus effective yet coarse and 
spiky particulates of high fraction, for example, are improving the stiffness/density ratio, but 
at the same time they are deteriorating the plastic mechanical performance. Especially Zr 
alloyed materials exhibit superior but most probably anisotropic physical properties due to the 
alignment of the elongated ZrB2 particles through the thermomechanical processing, but at the 
price of reduced ductility. However, this phenomenon can also be exploited and rendered 
beneficial by matching this particle alignment with the loading direction (preferably in the 
elastic regime) of a specific part as commonly done in fibre reinforced composite applications 
[189]. One pathway to achieve isotropic properties of Fe – B – Zr based HMS could be 
spheroidisation of ZrB2 by additional alloying elements, similar in effect to spheroidisation of 
graphite flakes in grey cast Fe alloys by e.g. by magnesium additions [29]. Alternatively, 
increased solidification rates during synthesis (for example utilising selective laser deposition 
as in 3D printing or spray compaction) could be utilised, which has been successfully 
 
Fig. 5.3.7 Modified Ashby map summarising the key material parameters for lightweight performance, i.e. 
specific modulus (Young’s modulus E divided by ρbulk data) as a function of their mechanical performance 
(Yield strength YS multiplied with tensile elongation TE). Materials with optimum property combinations are 
located in the upper right corner. 
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demonstrated on Fe - Ti - B alloys to result in nano-sized homogeneously distributed particles 
and superior property combinations [87]. However, as these measures will most likely 
improve the mechanical performance, the stiffness might be reduced compared to Fe – TiB2 
based HMS due to the lower efficiency of ZrB2. Our results also reveal Fe – B – Cr alloys as 
another extremely interesting candidate for future HMS design. Their physical and 
mechanical performance is close to those of Ti-alloyed materials, but with much cheaper alloy 
composition. Future investigations are aiming at clarifying how higher Cr and B additions and 
different Cr/B ratios (to match the specific modulus TiB2 based HMS) affect the 
microstructure and properties of Fe – B – Cr alloys. 
 Another promising pathway of balancing physical and mechanical properties is to add 
more than one boride forming element to Fe – B based alloys. This could be a successful 
design strategy to circumvent the observed embrittlement by the formation of coarse primary 
particles [88, 185] despite the associated higher particle volume fraction compared to those 
studied here (about 10 vol.%). For example, an alloy of the composition Fe – 20 B – 5 Ti – 5 
Zr (or Cr; all in at.%) might open a thermodynamic state where both pseudo-binary Fe – TiB2 
and Fe – ZrB2 systems stay below their eutectic concentrations (about 12 vol.% of each MB2 
phase). Should the now quaternary composition allow for these phenomena, the resultant 
fraction of about 10 vol.% each of TiB2 and of ZrB2 – both then of small and mechanically 
compliant eutectic morphology – could thus lead to greatly improved mechanical performance 
over an alloy containing a similar fraction (20 vol.%) of either only TiB2 or ZrB2 containing 
both their respective primary and eutectic boride particles. In a similar manner, rather than 
combining two boride forming elements, it appears also feasible to replace a given fraction of 
B for example with C. All these phenomena are the subject of ongoing investigations, as are 
the influences of additional alloying elements for altering the matrix constitution and 
microstructure. 
 
Summary and conclusions 
We systematically screened the mechanical, physical and microstructural properties of nine 
Fe – 10 B – 5 X alloy systems (at.%; X = Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, W), all synthesised 
and processed by standard liquid metallurgical techniques. As precise knowledge about the 
forming boride phases and their intrinsic properties is rather incomplete, we chose to follow a 
property driven approach in order to identify the most suitable systems for the alloy design of 
metal matrix composite steels as next generation lightweight materials. From the obtained 
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stiffness, density and tensile data, as well as their relation to type, size, morphology and 
dispersion of the formed boride particles, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
(1) The Fe – B – Ti alloy, containing ~ 10 vol.% of TiB2 in a ferritic Fe matrix, represents 
with a specific modulus  of ~ 31 GPa g
–1
 cm
3
, yield strength of ~ 420 MPa, ultimate 
tensile strength of ~ 570 MPa and ~ 30 % tensile elongation the reference HMS 
material, in excellent agreement with literature data. 
(2) The other Fe – B – X systems exhibited widely differing microstructures of different 
boride phases and mixes thereof, ranging from spiky MB2 to spherical M2B and 
lamellar borides of more complex morphologies and composition. Both density and 
stiffness were affected by thermomechanical treatments, up to about 0.2 g cm
–3
 and 10 
GPa, respectively, depending on the alloy system. 
(3) The property profile of the alloys fall into two groups: Zr, Nb, Cr and V alloyed 
samples exhibited a specific modulus similar or better than the Ti-alloyed samples but 
at reduced mechanical performance, or the other way around, respectively. Mo, Hf, Ta 
and W alloyed systems, on the other hand, neither reached a high stiffness/density 
ratio, nor high strength and ductility, despite partly favourable boride microstructures 
and fractions. 
(4) Based on these findings Cr and Zr were identified as the most promising boride 
forming elements for HMS alloy design. Cr, as its high fraction of M2B borides of 
spherical morphology allows achieving an almost similar stiffness/density ratio and 
mechanical performance as Ti alloyed materials, but at greatly reduced alloying costs. 
Zr alloyed materials on the other hand were softer and less ductile than the reference 
material, but the alignment of spiky ZrB2 particles during swaging led to a much 
higher – though most probably anisotropic – specific modulus. 
(5) Future investigations are concerned with further iterating the ideal ratio and fraction of 
Cr and B using bulk metallurgical high throughput techniques. Further interest lies in 
examining and exploiting the anisotropic properties observed for Zr alloyed materials, 
and, most importantly, the possibility to combine different boride forming elements 
for balancing conflicting mechanical and physical properties. This might also be 
achieved by controlling the solidification kinetics and by utilising additional alloying 
elements to further improve the property profile of HMS. 
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5.4. Particle combination in Fe – B based high modulus steel systems 
Short introduction and objective 
Coarse particles are often associated to be the controlling mechanism for premature MMC 
embrittlement. To realise sufficiently high particle contents in the Fe – B – Ti ideally without 
the formation of coarse primary TiB2 particles, the combination of different particle kinds 
only seems reasonable particularly in respect to the alternative Fe – B based systems studied 
(chapter 5.3). The combination of hard phases sometimes occurs naturally, e.g. Fe2B forms by 
limiting the Ti excess in Fe – B – Ti melts. Fe2B is less effective than TiB2 and forms a 
continuous network (Fig. 6.1.1) and is therefore usually unwanted. However, Fe2B can be 
spherodised by thermomechanical treatments and thus contribute to the increased materials’ 
physical performance (Fig. 6.3.8). The combination of different types of particles, which may 
not occur naturally as side products to an intended particle formation, requires thermodynamic 
and kinetic knowledge to distinguish the kind and formation of particles. As this knowledge is 
often lacking, experiments have to be conducted. 
 The Fe – Ti – B – C system, already addressed in chapter 5.1, offers the possibility to 
form highly efficient TiC (E 110.2 GPa cm
-3
, ρ ~ 4.9 g cm-3 [59, 190]) parallel to TiB2. From 
physical properties alone, TiC seems a suitable candidate to be combined with TiB2, however 
its interaction with the matrix remains unclear. 
 An experimental study was carried out investigating the effect of C addition on Fe – Ti 
– B melts, for parallel creation of TiB2 and TiC. Microstructure, physical and mechanical 
properties were analysed in order to determine HMS with improved properties for optimised 
co-deformation processes. 
 
Experimental procedure 
The alloy probed in this study is of the targeted base composition Fe –9.9 Ti – 2.24 B – 1.24 
C (wt.%), equivalent to ~ 10 vol.% TiB2 and TiC each (~ 20 vol.% total). The actual 
composition by wet chemical analyses was determined being Fe – 9.57Ti – 2.24B – 0.94C 
(wt.%). A charge of ~ 600 g was synthesised by vacuum induction melting (VIM; 16 kW 
heating power, 10 kHz) in sintered MgO crucibles under 800 mbar argon (Ar) atmosphere and 
cast in a cylindrical Cu mould with 20 mm internal diameter. The bar was subsequently 
swaged at 1100 °C down to a diameter of 10 mm. A piece of 50 mm was removed and lathed 
down to 8 mm in diameter for the subsequent analyses. 
 Cross sections plane perpendicular to the swaging direction were prepared and 
analysed by SEM and XRD as described in chapter 4.1. E, ρ (flakes) and tensile tests (small 
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dog-bone shaped samples) were measured according to methods described in chapter 4.2 and 
chapter 4.3.  
 
Results 
Fig. 5.4.1a shows the as-swaged microstructure of the Fe – Ti – B – C alloy in backscatter 
electron contrast. Particle fraction was determined between 21 vol.% – 23 vol.%. Larger 
partially clustered and banded particles (black; < 5 µm in diameter) of irregular shape are 
surrounded by large areas smaller slightly elongated and rounded particles (< 2 µm in 
diameter) of equal contrast. Particle clusters are bordered by a several µm thick particle free 
layers. Furthermore, particle free spots in areas with smaller particles can be spotted. The 
inset shows that larger particles are of varying contrast, indicating two types of particles. Fig. 
5.4.1b shows a colour coded EBSD map. Here image quality data in grey scale is 
superimposed with Fe α (red), TiC (yellow) and TiB2 (green). TiC appears to partially layer 
the slightly smaller TiB2 of lower content. Small rounded particles were identified as TiB2. 
The corresponding engineering stress-strain curve plotted in Fig. 5.4.1c reveals an UTS of 
around 550 MPa at 7 % TE. E was measured to be 244 GPa and ρ is 7.12 g cm-3.  
 
Discussion 
The results clearly show that both TiB2 and TiC can be precipitated parallel in an iron-based 
matrix by in-situ syntheses of Fe – Ti – B – C alloys. Here, the excess of Ti successfully 
prevents the formation of Fe2B, other than in experiments without Ti excess (chapter 5.1), but 
consumes the majority of C to form TiC besides TiB2. Fig. 5.4.1a (inset) shows particles in 
diverging contrast, indicating different particle kinds (TiB2 and TiC), which is validated by 
EBSD (Fig. 5.4.1b). Moreover, particle free spots were obtained which might be related to the 
non-equilibrium solidification kinetics (10 K s
-1
) [86] obtained after casting in a water-cooled 
Cu moulds. This phenomenon might be especially amplified by prevailing C triggering the 
solidification kinetics [29] as particle free spots were also obtained in other experiments with 
C addition (chapter 5.1). TiB2 and TiC appear to be slightly rounded, possibly due to the 
thermomechanical processing performed [21]. The particle fraction between 21 vol.% and 23 
vol.% is exceeding the calculated particle fraction (~ 20 vol.%) slightly, probably related to 
the overall slight Ti excess in the alloy. The EBSD map (Fig. 5.4.1b) indicates a slightly 
higher fraction of TiC (yellow) than TiB2 (green), contrary to the design of the experiment (~ 
10 vol.% TiB2, ~ 10 vol.% TiC). This indicates that precipitation of TiC and TiB2 in the 
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ferritic matrix is competing, and TiC possibly precipitates at earlier stage [191-193]. Even 
though TiC has a lower specific modulus than TiB2, in this experiment with a total particle 
fraction slightly above 20 vol.% (TiB2 and TiC), the physical properties appear to be on a 
similar level as experiments performed with ~ 20 vol.% TiB2 (cf. Fig. 5.4.1c and Fig. 5.2.3). 
 
Fig. 5.4.1 (a) SEM micrographs (backscatter electron contrast, cross-sections) of the Fe – Ti – B – C alloy with 
Ti excess. The inset shows an area in higher magnification. (b) Colour coded EBSD phase maps with image 
quality superimposed in grey scale, with Fe α in red, TiB2 in green, TiC in yellow. (c) Engineering stress-strain 
plot with corresponding Young’s modulus (E) and density (ρ).  
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Here, the initially designed Fe – 10 vol.% TiB2 – 10 vol.% TiC HMS reaches a specific 
modulus of 34.3 GPa / g cm
-3
, which is only slightly lower than 35.7 GPa/ g cm
-3
 obtained for 
a Fe – 20 vol.% TiB2 HMS (cf. Fig. 5.2.3). Even though the UTS of the Fe – TiB2 – TiC HMS 
is on the same level as a Fe – 20 vol.% TiB2 HMS (Fig. 5.2.3), its TE is halved, which could 
be related to the banded and partially agglomerated TiB2 and TiC particles obtained (Fig. 
5.4.1a). Improved mechanical properties could be by obtained by influencing distribution and 
size of particles by controlling the solidification kinetics (cf. chapter 6.1 and chapter 6.2). 
 
Summary and conclusions 
We systematically studied the effects of C addition on microstructure, phase constitution, 
physical- and mechanical properties in Fe – TiB2 HMS in hypo- and hypereutectic 
concentration with Ti excess to create a Fe – TiB2 – TiC HMS via in-situ liquid metallurgy 
syntheses. By combination of TiC with TiB2 a highly stiff HMS with a particle content around 
20 vol.%, but without precipitation of coarse primary TiB2 particulates was created. By 
particle combination HMS for optimized co-deformation processes can be designed. The 
following conclusions can be drawn: 
 
(1) C alloying of Fe – TiB2 based materials is resulting in the  in-situ formation of Fe – 
TiB2 – TiC composites. Young’s modulus and density obtained is slightly lower 
compared to a HMS with 20 vol.% TiB2. 
(2) The precipitation of coarse primary TiB2 particulates was avoided by the competing 
in-situ formation of TiB2 and TiC. 
(3) TiB2 and TiC seem to agglomerate, layer and form banded microstructures, possibly 
being the controlling mechanism in HMSs’ co-deformation, leading to the halved 
ductility compared to hyper-eutectic Fe – TiB2 alloys. 
(4) Further thermodynamic and kinetic understanding is needed to improve the 
microstructure and mechanical performance of the relatively unexplored Fe – Ti – B – 
C systems. 
(5) Particle combination offers great potential preventing precipitation of primarily 
precipitated particles and might possibly be combined with alternative particles 
obtained in a previous study (chapter 5.3) for further optimised co-deformation 
processes. 
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6 Synthesis 
HMS are other than conventional steels, (i) not readily producible via liquid metallurgy routes 
and (ii) additionally associated with high production costs due to the extensive alloying 
required. These points are described in more detail below. 
  (i) Production of HMS is not well established due to phenomena such as separation or 
clustering of particles during synthesis or solidification causing heterogenic physical and 
mechanical material properties [15]. Particles such as borides often precipitate from the 
homogeneous liquid phase, are thermodynamically stable solidification products, but typically 
cannot be refined via established dissolution procedures, as applied for example to carbides in 
tool steels or intermetallic phases in Al alloys [194]. Particles’ morphology can be changed 
e.g. by alloying [89] or by adjusting the solidification kinetics creating nano-sized particles 
[86]. In metallurgy, a nucleus might be formed at the migratory solidification front between 
liquid and solid and grows into the solidified material. By increasing the solidification rate, a 
fine-grained microstructure can be created or, in case of e.g. a Fe – TiB2 HMS, tiny particles. 
Solidification experiments (chapter 6.1 and chapter 6.2) were carried out to optimise co-
deformation of HMSs. 
 (ii) Outreaching from lab-scale synthesis towards mass-production, efficiency, pricing 
and throughput become more important. The production of Fe – TiB2 HMS requires elevated 
quantities of Ti; e.g. a fraction of 15 vol.% TiB2 requires around 7 wt.% of Ti. As Ti is among 
all structural metals one of the most costly [2], other particle forming elements are - at least 
from a cost perspective - favoured. Approaches to reduce the content of costly alloy elements 
for the HMS production are e.g. the substitution of Ti with lower priced boride forming 
elements (chapter 5.3) or the combination with other particles (chapter 5.4). However, 
alternative borides for HMS design might not fulfil selection criteria discussed in chapter 1 
and be less ‘effective’ than TiB2 (E/ρ 125 GPa g cm
-3
). The cost compensation reached by 
utilizing lower priced boride forming elements, might be countervailed by a higher particle 
fraction required (higher alloying content) to reach identical physical properties. Even tough 
with alternative boride forming systems similar material properties can be designed, alloying 
content and costs are still high. 
Methods for low-cost and mass compatible synthesis of composite steels are described in 
detail in chapter 6.3, chapter 6.4 and chapter 6.5. 
Chapter 6.2, chapter 6.3 and chapter 6.5 are based on recent publications [41, 87, 113] 
and passages partially quoted verbatim. 
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6.1. Laser remelting of Fe – B based high modulus steels 
Short introduction and objective 
Refining of boride particles requires high solidification rates starting from the liquid phase, 
which can be achieved by spray compaction as discussed beforehand, or e.g. by partial 
remelting of HMS via a high energy laser beam. Here, solidification rates up to 10
10
 K s
-1
 can 
be reached due to the interplay of the small melt pool with the large surface area of the 
material combined with sufficient heat transfer to the surrounding material [148]. Depending 
on the power density, materials’ thermal conduction coefficient and stored heat, the area of 
remolten material can be controlled [148]. Possible feeding speeds up to several m/min allows 
through-welds or surface treatments at low cost [148]. 
 An experimental study was carried out to investigate the effects of rapid solidification 
on microstructure and phase formation after laser remelting in Fe – B based alloys. 
Microstructure and mechanical properties were analysed in order to validate laser remelting as 
suitable particle design technique.  
 
Experimental procedure 
Alloys probed in this study are of the base composition Fe – 10B – 5X (at.%; X = Ti, Zr, V, 
Cr) taken from ingots utilized in other experiments (chapter 5.3). Ingots produced by Arc 
melting syntheses and casting into water-cooled copper (Cu) moulds were subsequently 
swaged in rods with 10 mm diameter. Parts of these rods were separated in 2 – 3 mm thick 
slices parallel to their normal direction. These slices were subsequently placed and clamped 
on a moving table in the machine setup shown in Fig. 3.4.1a and laser treated. The Zr-alloyed 
material was welded through with 1300 W at 0.6 m/min feeding speed, resulting in a material 
with strong surface irregulations. All other materials were therefore treated with a laser power 
of 800 W at 0.6 m/min feeding speed to remelt only half of the material thickness. After 
finishing one side, the material was flipped and the other side treated. Laser treatment was 
performed by movement of a laser beam along sheets’ normal direction for 30 mm. After each 
pass, the material was gradually moved 0.5 mm sideways to further treat the sample across its 
width. After each pass remelting was paused letting the material cool down to room 
temperature. Laser-treated samples were spark eroded or grinded plane parallel along samples’ 
normal direction ensuring sufficient surface quality for subsequently performed tensile tests. 
 Cross sections perpendicular to the normal direction were prepared and analysed by 
SEM, and Image J as described in chapter 4.1. Tensile tests were performed on small dog-
bone shaped samples according to methods described in chapter 4.3.  
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Results 
Cross sections of the Fe – B – X alloys after swaging in laser remolten state are compiled in 
BSE micrographs in Fig. 6.1.1; insets show marked areas in higher magnification. The Zr 
alloyed sample shows small islands of irregular morphology (< 0.5 µm in diameter; inset) 
surrounded by grains with differing contrasts. Ti-, V-, Cr- alloyed samples show rounded 
structures with an average diameter of 2 – 3 µm, surrounded by ultra-fine phase networks 
(insets). The micrograph of the Ti-alloyed sample shows a multitude of round and partially 
agglomerated black particles (~ 10 vol.%), most likely TiB2, with an average diameter of 0.05 
µm. In V- and Cr- alloyed samples some individual black spots can be obtained. 
Fig. 6.1.2 shows the corresponding engineering stress-strain curves of the samples used. Here, 
the curve for the Ti-alloyed samples is plotted in black, the Zr-alloyed in red, the V-alloyed in 
green and the Cr-alloyed in orange. Colours are corresponding to the colours used in chapter 
5.3 as the identical wrought materials were used. The tensile graphs reveal in case of Zr-, V- 
and Cr-alloyed samples an UTS of up to 1300 MPa and YS up to 800 MPa, but suffer from 
dramatically reduced TE about 2 % and brittle failure. The Ti-alloyed sample shows lower YS 
of around 300 MPa and an UTS of around 800 MPa with a TE of 3 %. 
 
Fig. 6.1.1 SEM micrographs (backscatter electron contrast, cross-sections) of (a) Fe – 10B – 5Ti, (b) Fe – 10B – 
5Zr, (c) Fe – 10B – 5V, (d) Fe – 10B – 5 Cr alloys after laser remelting. Insets show an area of higher 
magnification. All concentrations in at.%. 
(b)
1 µm1 µm
Ti
Fe – 10B – 5X / at.% swaged and laser re-molten
Zr
V Cr
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Discussion 
As-swaged Fe – 10B – 5X (at.%; X = Ti, Zr, V, Cr) alloys were successfully laser remolten 
(cf. chapter 5.3). The results allow the evaluation and comparism of microstructures and 
mechanical properties to gain insight into the application area of laser treatments of novel 
lightweight structural materials. 
 Tiny black particles obtained in Ti-alloyed material (Fig. 6.1.1) indicate successful 
laser-remelting of TiB2 particles as their content of ~ 10 vol.% corresponds to the TiB2 
content obtained in the base material (Fig. 5.3.5). Pores in the laser treated material cannot be 
excluded, as they would appear in BSE micrographs also as black spots, but should 
consequently also appear in Zr-,V- and Cr-alloyed samples, which is not the case. However, 
the distinct initiation of particles e.g. utilising atmospheric reactions, partially reactive gases 
together with the Ar carrier gas might be beneficial for materials mechanical properties [113] 
(chapter 6.5). From micrographs of Zr-, V- and Cr-alloyed samples no clear distinction of 
boride phases can be made. The in the base material prevailing M2B type phases (Fig. 5.3.6) 
were possibly remolten and formed again, or suppressed due to the rapid solidification 
kinetics in laser remelting, as their original morphology and size is changed (Fig. 5.3.5). 
 Ti-, V-, and Cr-alloyed samples (Fig. 6.2.1) reveal continuous phase networks similar 
to Fe2B networks obtained in other experiments (Fig. 5.1.2, Fig. 6.3.8). The formation of 
these M2B type compounds is highly likely due to the stoichiometric composition of B and X 
(X = Ti, Zr, Cr, V) as also observed elsewhere [41, 163]. The absence of the phase networks 
 
Fig. 6.1.2 Engineering stress-strain plots of the laser remolten alloys Fe – 10B – 5(Ti, black; Zr, red; V, green; 
Cr, orange). 
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in the Zr-alloyed material might be related to the rapid solidification kinetics and / or 
concentration inhomogeneities in the material. The formation of phase networks obtained in 
Ti-, V-, and Cr-alloyed samples might also contribute to the massively increased UTS and YS 
(cf. Fig. 6.2.2 and Fig. 5.3.3) and the severe material embrittlement, additionally supported by 
the rigorous solidification kinetics causing increased residual stresses in the materials. To 
improve materials’ mechanical properties, the chemical composition might be changed 
towards excess of Ti, Zr, Cr and V over B to prevent - if possible - the formation of M2B type 
compounds or apply subsequent thermomechanical processing to break up and spherodise the 
continuous phase networks [41]. 
 
Summary and conclusions 
We systematically studied the effects of laser remelting on microstructure, phase constitution 
and mechanical properties in Fe – 10B – 5X at.% (X = Ti, Zr, V, Cr) HMS. Laser remelting 
was utilized to refine and redistribute already existing particles in HMS, in order to identify 
laser remelting as possible pathway to design particle morphologies. Following conclusions 
can be drawn: 
(1) Initial microstructures of Fe – B – X alloys were successfully laser remolten, creating 
drastically changed microstructures. The formation of phase network and possibly 
increased residual stresses obtained after high cooling rates seem to control the 
micromechanical co-deformation processes, thus leading to strongly increased UTS 
but drastically reduced ductility compared to the initial alloys (cf. chapter 5.3). 
(2) Rapid solidification kinetics after laser remelting allows - depending on utilized laser 
setup; cf. chapter 3.4 - partial or complete redistribution and design of particles 
morphology throughout the material or only in edge layers, creating in case of the Fe – 
B – Ti alloy similar microstructures as obtained by spray compaction (chapter 6.2) 
[87]. 
(3) In the Fe – B – Ti alloy, particles with an average diameter below 0.05 µm can be 
observed, indicating untapped potential of laser remelting for remelting of other highly 
stable and high melting compounds such as oxides or nitrides. 
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6.2. Spray compaction of Fe – Ti – B based high modulus steels 
Short introduction and objective 
The precipitation of nano-sized TiB2 particles requires solidification rates where conventional 
casting reaches its limitations. In continuous casting e.g. it is possible to reach solidification 
rates of about 5 – 10 K s–1 [195], similar to those measured for 20 mm thick casts produced by 
vacuum induction melting or arc melting [86]. To further increase the solidification rates, 
ingots’ cross-sections have to be reduced [88] down to µm thick ribbons or splats foils 
produced via melt spinning or a splat cooler respectively, reaching cooling rates about 10
5
 – 
10
8
 K s
-1
 [86, 196]. Utilising these processes, ultra-fine particles can be precipitated from the 
liquid or even suppressed, creating metallic glass [86]. However, these methods are hardly 
utilizable in conventional steel production and mostly designed for academic interest. A 
method capable of rapid solidification rates combined with mass compatibility is required. 
Spray compaction is the optimum synthesis technique to achieve the desired massive 
microstructure refinement of the composite material. This method is an industrially 
established liquid metallurgy synthesis technique capable of high volume production at very 
fast solidification kinetics. Here the alloy is molten (we used rods of the cast reference 
material) and semi-continuously sprayed on a substrate, while the micro-metric droplets 
solidify extremely quickly (with about 10
4
 K s
–1
 in the upper temperature regime [197]) and 
compact into a bulk material.  
 We have now developed a new combined alloy and synthesis concept which makes it 
possible to overcome this trade-off between excellent physical properties and detrimental 
mechanical performance. Our approach combines the in-situ formation of nano-scale TiB2 
particle through accelerated solidification kinetics, with a mass compatible production setup. 
The nanostructured Fe – TiB2 HMS is of dramatically improved strength compared to 
conventional steel composites without sacrificing ductility, while exhibiting a higher 
stiffness/density ratio than any of the currently used high performance materials. 
 
Experimental procedure 
Syntheses and processing 
The alloys probed in this study are of the base composition Fe – 6.38 Ti – 2.4 B (wt.%), 
corresponding around 13 vol.% TiB2 [121]. A charge of 4 kg based on pure metals were 
molten in a vacuum induction furnace under argon (Ar) atmosphere and cast into a cylindrical 
copper mould of 30 mm internal diameter, with a cooling rate of about 10 K s
–1
. The reference 
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material was subsequently cut into several pieces along the long side. For the spray-forming, a 
200 mm long section (about 1.15 kg) was remolten under Ar (melt temperature about 1550 °C, 
i.e. 150 °C above the liquidus temperature) and sprayed with 20 bar Ar pressure and a 
deposition rate of about 72 kg h
–1
 onto a rotating tube (low C steel, 90 mm outer diameter, 
sandblasted surface, positioned 140 mm below the spray nozzle). The machine setup is 
explained in detail in chapter 3.5. The spray-forming process exhibits three differing cooling 
rates, i.e. during flight of the droplets, during impact and on the substrate. In the upper 
temperature regime, relevant for the solidification and thus for the formation and growth of 
the TiB2 particles from the liquid during the first two solidification phases, the cooling rate is 
in the order of 10
4
 K s
-1
 [197]. Subsequent to the deposition the tube-substrate was removed 
by lathing, leaving a ring of about 20 mm width and 8 mm thickness. An 80 mm long section 
of the spray-deposited ring was hot rolled together with a section of the as-cast billet 
(machined to identical cross-section as the sprayed ring) to a thickness of 2 mm at 1100 °C 
and cooled at air to room temperature. 
 
Characterisation 
Cross sections of the conventional HMS were prepared and analysed by SEM and EBSD as 
described in chapter 4.1. The nano-structured HMS was characterised by TEM on samples 
prepared with a FIB as explained chapter 4.1. E, ρ (flakes) and tensile tests (small dog-bone 
shaped samples) were measured according to methods described in chapter 4.2 and chapter 
4.3.  
 
Results 
After the primary synthesis (Fig. 1.3.1) the conventionally produced HMS (Fig. 6.2.1a) 
exhibits a typical as-cast microstructure [86] with about 15 vol.% of TiB2 particles of irregular 
shape and size (1 – 15 μm in diameter) and number density of about 0.06 μm–2 evenly 
dispersed in a ferritic matrix with a typical widely irregular α-Fe grain size distribution. The 
spray formed material (Fig. 6.2.1b) exhibits microstructural features on a nano-metric scale. 
Only few pores can be observed, and the fine grained ferritic matrix contains a high number 
of darker features of irregular morphology, corresponding to TiB2 particles as well as 
metastable phases. 
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 After hot rolling (Fig. 6.2.2), the microstructure of the conventionally produced HMS 
remains virtually unchanged, with only slight spheroidisation of the TiB2 particles and 
recrystallization of the ferritic matrix to a grain size of about 15 μm. The rapidly solidified 
spray formed material, on the other hand, remains nano-structured (Fig. 6.2.2b) with a ferritic 
matrix grain size of about 400 nm. Furthermore, no metastable phase could be detected 
anymore, but a high number density (12.87 μm–2) of extremely small (about 50 – 200 nm in 
diameter) and spherical TiB2 particles of similar volume fraction as the conventional material. 
High resolution characterisation reveals that some of the TiB2 particles appear as clusters, 
possibly as an effect of sympathetic nucleation, and contain Fe-rich inclusions. 
 
Fig. 6.2.1 Microstructure characterisation results as SEM BSE images of High Modulus Steels after the primary 
synthesis by (a) conventional casting and (b) spray forming. 
(a) conventional HMS (as cast) (b) nano-structured HMS (as deposited)
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 The very efficient nano-structuring achieved by the rapid solidification in the spray 
formed material translates into an extremely favourable property profile (Fig. 6.2.3a). 
Compared to the conventionally produced reference material, both the YS and UTS are about 
doubled without sacrificing TE, reaching the mechanical property level of advanced high 
strength dual-phase steels [3, 167], yet at 5 % reduced ρand 13 % higher E. The pronounced 
strengthening is not only caused by the refined particles, which are now small enough to 
effectively interact with dislocations as the carriers of plastic deformation, but also through 
the severe reduction of the matrix grain size (Hall-Petch effect). The latter mechanism is 
especially important as it has the advantage of improving the materials strength without 
 
Fig. 6.2.2 Microstructure characterisation results as SEM BSE and STEM BF images of High Modulus Steels 
after hot rolling for (a) conventional casting and (b) spray-forming. The effective nano-structuring of both 
particles and matrix through spray-forming is evident. 
(a) conventional HMS (hot rolled) (b) nano-structured HMS (hot rolled)
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lowering its impact toughness [194]. Strengthening of conventional Fe – TiB2 composites 
through additional plastic deformation such as cold rolling is difficult, as the larger particles 
easily fracture in the process and thus the material embrittles. 
 
Discussion 
Despite the comparatively lean alloy composition and simple synthesis suitable for mass 
production, the property profile of the here presented nano-structured HMS is superbly suited 
to open novel pathways for lightweight design. Fig. 6.2.3b summarises all material properties 
[161, 198-203] which are essential for evaluating a material's suitability for weight reduction 
[2]. The map reveals that all other high performance materials cover a wide range of 
mechanical properties, yet have a very similar stiffness/density ratio. The nano-structured 
High Modulus Steel, on the other hand, has not only excellent mechanical properties, but its 
about 25 % increased specific modulus offers up to now entirely untapped potential for 
realising weight critical applications: The energy efficiency of a wind turbine for example can 
be increased as the stiffer material offers a higher resistance against buckling and thus the 
tower can be build higher. The drive shaft and rotors located at the top can be lightened at 
identical elastic and plastic deflections, saving material and effort for installation as well as 
increasing their performance. 
 The property profile of nano-structured HMS can be even further improved in the 
future, as alloying additions can be utilised to increase its strength (e.g. via small amounts of 
 
Fig. 6.2.3 (a) Tensile testing results and physical properties of conventional and novel High Modulus Steels. (b) 
Materials property map of all key factors for lightweight design showing the unique property profile of nano-
structured High Modulus Steels. Values for the other materials taken from [161, 198-203]. 
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other precipitating phases) and enable functional properties such as increased corrosion 
resistance (e.g. Cr and Mo additions). Interestingly, these materials are also ideally suited for 
the rapidly growing field of additive manufacturing of near-net shaped parts, as the high 
cooling rates of the commonly used Laser-based 3D-printing devices should enable to achieve 
similar microstructures as in our spray-forming process, [151, 204]. Nano-structured HMS 
thus opens a wide spectrum of novel pathways towards the next generation of materials for 
lightweight design: stiff and of low density, but strong and ductile, while lean and cost 
effective. 
 
6.3. Reduction of titanium oxides for Fe – Ti – B based high modulus steels 
Introduction and objective 
Instead of using expensive metallic Ti, it seems favourable to utilise the possibility to reduce 
much more cost-effective Ti oxides by suitable elements such as Al [205]. The feasibility of 
such an in-situ synthesis procedure has been demonstrated by Anal et al. [135], who produced 
Fe – TiB2 composites by the aluminothermic reduction of blue dust (mainly Fe2O3), titanium 
dioxide (TiO2), boron trioxide (B2O3) and Al powder in a quasi self-propagating high-
temperature synthesis (SHS) setup. The fabricated composites contained comparatively high 
TiB2 fractions (about 35 vol.%, as the focus was on wear resistance) and the aluminothermic 
reduction only took place under oxygen (O) atmospheres [23]. 
 For volume steel production, however, it appears to be more favourable to let such 
reduction processes of Ti oxides take place within Fe-based melts (prior to the casting, i.e. 
without O present), into which the reaction partners are injected by filler wires, which is a 
common procedure in steel production [206]. It can be expected, however, that the kinetics 
and extent of the reaction – and thus the final composition, microstructure and properties of 
such produced HMS – strongly depend on the chosen parameters such as the type 
(thermodynamic stability) and shape (grit size etc.) of the Ti oxide. Furthermore, the formed 
oxide particles may not only be disregarded and disposed of as slags, but could be regarded as 
attractive candidates to implement into the steel and thus further improve the physical 
properties of novel HMS. 
 Reaction kinetics and synthesis products of the in-situ reduction of titanium oxides by 
Al within Fe – B based melts were investigated, with the aim of identifying the optimum 
synthesis procedure for an alternative, cost effective liquid metallurgical synthesis of Fe – 
TiB2 based HMS. 
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Experimental procedure 
Synthesis 
Synthesis were performed according to the following consecutive reaction (6.1) [135]: 
𝐹𝑒(𝑙) + 𝐵(𝑙) +  𝐴𝑙(𝑠,𝑙) + 𝑇𝑖𝑂𝑥(𝑠) →  𝐹𝑒(𝑙) + 𝐵(𝑙) + 𝑇𝑖(𝑙) + 𝐴𝑙2𝑂3(𝑠) → 𝐹𝑒(𝑠) + 𝑇𝑖𝐵2(𝑠) + 𝐴𝑙2𝑂3(𝑠) (6.1) 
The indice (l) stands for the element in liquid and (s) for the solid state respectively. As a 
consequence of the coupled reduction of Ti oxides and oxidation of Al to Al2O3, Ti becomes 
available for the formation of TiB2 during solidification. Three types of Ti oxides, i.e. TiO2, 
TiO and TiO1.83 (non-stoichiometric Ti dioxide; a pre-production step of TiO2), were injected 
into the Fe – B melts. The oxidising element Al was either premixed with the Ti oxides or 
molten together with the Fe – B melt, resulting in six Ti oxide/Al combinations. For all 
experiments the amounts of Fe, B and Ti (within the Ti oxides) were calculated to obtain 10 
vol.% TiB2 after the reaction is complete, i.e. in the cast ingot. Thereto Al was added 
stoichiometrically to consume all oxygen (O) released from the reduced Ti oxides, resulting in 
slightly different melt volumes and respective TiB2 fractions (9.4 vol.% TiB2 for experiments 
with TiO2; 9.5 with TiO1.83:, 9.7 with TiO). 
 Syntheses were performed by melting ~ 600 g charges of Fe – B and Fe – B - Al, 
respectively, in sintered Al2O3 crucibles in a vacuum induction furnace (16 kW heating power, 
10 kHz, 800 mbar argon (Ar) atmosphere). The Ti oxides and pre-mixtures of Ti oxides with 
Al were inserted as powders (grain size 40µm – 90µm) in Fe-tubes (internal diameter 17 mm, 
wall thickness 0.3 mm). The pre-mixtures of Ti oxides with Al (99.7% purity; grain size 32 
µm – 100 µm) were obtained by ball milling (3 times for 2 min at 400 rpm in a Fritsch 
pulverisette 7 premium under Ar atmosphere, using 8 stainless steel balls of 10 mm diameter). 
After insertion of the powder-filled tubes, the melt was held for 5 min and then cast into water 
cooled copper moulds with an internal diameter of 20 mm. 
 
Characterisation 
Cross sections plane perpendicular to the swaging direction were prepared and analysed by 
SEM, EBSD and XRD on powder samples as described in chapter 4.1. Phase quantification 
could be not solely conducted by EBSD due to the widely differing morphology, sizes and 
hardness (inducing surface reliefs and shadowing effects) of the different constituents. Thus 
only the ferrite was quantified by EBSD, while the TiB2 fractions were determined by image 
analysis software (ImageJ 1.46r) on SEM micrographs in BSE contrast of samples etched in 
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1% Nital solution. The only remaining phase in the cast ingot Fe2B was determined by 
subtracting the fractions of TiB2 from those of ferrite, respectively. E, ρ (flakes) and tensile 
tests (small dog-bone shaped samples) were measured according to methods described in 
chapter 4.2 and chapter 4.3. Residues left in the crucible after melting were analysed by wet 
chemical analysis and XRD. 
 
Results 
Reactions during synthesis 
Fig. 6.3.1 shows a schematic sketch of the general progression of reaction intensity and the 
temperature change during the casting experiments which were assessed visually. In general, 
reaction characteristics after tube insertion seemed not to alter greatly, but reaction starting 
time and intensity varied strongly for the different Ti oxides/Al combinations. After tube-
insertion a slight decrease of the melt temperature followed by a minor temperature increase 
linked to a minor reaction could be observed. This was followed by a moderate delay time (> 
60 s) with a slight melt temperature increase. The subsequent strong exothermic reaction was 
connected to a major melt temperature increase. After subsiding reaction the melting 
temperature decreased slightly. 
 Experiments with TiO2 and TiO1.83 combined with Al in the melt were typically 
coupled to formation of strong smoke during reaction. Compact low density reaction products 
quickly floated to the melt surface or got stirred to the crucible walls, leaving only a thin 
 
Fig. 6.3.1 Schematic illustration of the qualitative development of the reaction intensity and melt temperature for 
the synthesis of high modulus steels by utilising the aluminothermic reduction of Ti oxides. 
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reaction layer on the melt surface. For corresponding experiments with TiO no reaction was 
visually noticeable. Experiments with premixed Al and Ti-oxides showed slightly stronger 
reactions, without any formation of smoke. The highest melting temperature was noticed in 
case of TiO premixed with Al. The low density reaction products appeared to have coarser 
and less compact appearance than those formed in experiments with pre-molten Al. The 
reaction procedures do not allow the distinction of a clear trend for the influence of Al 
location on the reaction kinetics. 
 
Chemical analysis of the reaction products 
The chemical compositions of the cast ingots are plotted in Fig. 6.3.2. Experiments performed 
with Al in the melt are plotted in Fig. 6.3.2a, whereas experiments with premixed Al are 
plotted in Fig. 6.3.2b. The calculated nominal composition is represented by the left columns 
 
Fig. 6.3.2 Chemical composition of the cast ingots (at.%, Fe as balance) for experiments performed with Al in 
the melt (a) and for Al premixed with the Ti oxides (b). Calculated amounts are shown in the left columns, actual 
values determined by wet chemical analysis in the right columns, respectively. 
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and the actual composition by the right columns. Ti is shown in white, B in light grey, Al in 
dark grey and O in black. The different Ti/O ratios of the three Ti oxides result in slightly 
varying Al2O3 contents for the pre-calculated ingots. Furthermore it should be noted that the 
given values in at.% are based on a different mass balance, as the calculated compositions do 
not consider losses, such as crucible residues as well as vapour and fume losses observed 
during the experiment. 
The actual compositions of the cast ingots for experiments performed with Al in the melt 
differ substantially from the target values (Fig. 6.3.2a). The Ti concentrations decrease from 
TiO2 towards TiO, whereas B follows a contrary trend. The corresponding Al concentrations 
are in case of TiO2 and TiO1.83 roughly around 2.5 at.%, whereas TiO contains with 0.3 at.% 
Al a much lesser content. The experiments performed with premixed Al (Fig. 6.3.2b) show a 
slightly increasing trend of Ti concentrations from TiO2 to TiO up to 3.8 at.% and a contrary 
trend for the B concentrations. The B concentrations of both Al locations are in the same 
order of magnitude with about 9.0 – 9.7 at.%, only with TiO and Al in the melt slightly higher 
values are reached (10.9 at.%). In all cases the corresponding amounts of Ti do not reach the 
stoichiometric values required to completely consume all B by the formation of TiB2. Al 
concentrations measured in the cast ingot do not alter greatly from TiO2 to TiO, but slightly 
increase from 0.3 to 0.5 at.%. It is noticeable that the cast ingot Al concentrations in Fig. 
6.3.2a of TiO2 (2.0 at.%) and TiO (2.7 at.%) are much higher than those found in all other 
experiments. 
For both Al locations (pre-mixed and in the melt) only traces of O (below 0.1 at.%) 
could be verified in the cast ingots (Fig. 6.3.2). In order to clarify the reasons for the absence, 
analyses of the crucible residues (photographs in Fig. 6.3.3) were performed by XRD (Fig. 
6.3.4). The major constituent is Al2O3 (red), accompanied by varying amounts of Ti2O3 
(green), Fe2TiO5 (blue), and small traces of various Fe and Ti compounds (grey). The residues 
formed in experiments with Al in the melt were compact and sticking to the crucible walls 
(Fig. 6.3.3a-b). The residue for TiO was mainly of metallic nature (Fig. 6.3.3c) and no XRD 
analysis could be performed, as it could not be separated from the Al2O3 crucible. 
Experiments performed with premixed Al led in general to coarser, frothy residues (Fig. 
6.3.3e-f) and in case of TiO2 to sintered pillars, which in shape and size resemble the original 
oxide / Al powder column inserted in the melt. Not considered here and most probably 
negligible is the possible evaporation of alloying elements during the comparatively long 
holding times. 
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Fig. 6.3.3 Photographs of residues left in the crucibles after casting from the different experiments, varying from 
apparently ceramic content stuck to the crucible walls (a, b), to sintered pillars (d), mostly metallic residue (c) 
and frothy structures (e, f). 
 
Fig. 6.3.4 Colour coded pie charts derived from XRD measurements of the residues in the crucibles after casting 
from the different experiments. Al2O3 is plotted in red, Ti2O3 in green, Fe2TiO5 in blue and traces of Fe, Fe2Ti, 
TiB2 and FeO are shown in light grey. The mainly metallic residue from experiments performed with TiO and Al 
in the melt could not be reliably analysed with XRD (strong adhesion to the crucible). 
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Microstructure of the as-cast ingots 
Phase identification is exemplified on a cast ingot sample obtained from the experiment 
performed with TiO1.83 premixed with Al. As can be seen on the colour-coded EBSD phase 
map with image quality data superimposed in grey scale (Fig. 6.3.5), small polygonal particles 
of TiB2 (green) and clusters of Fe2B (blue) are randomly distributed throughout the ferritic Fe 
(red) matrix. As Fe2B most probably stems from a ternary eutectic reaction (Liquid  g Fe + 
Fe2B + TiB2), small amounts of TiB2 can be found within the networks of Fe2B. XRD 
measurements (not shown) confirmed these findings and additionally identified trace amounts 
of Al2O3 and Ti-oxides (below about 2 vol.%). 
 The different microstructures obtained from the six Ti oxide/Al combinations are 
shown in direct comparison in the SEM BSE micrographs of Fig. 6.3.6. TiB2 appears in black 
and Fe2B in bright grey. Al2O3 could not be located by SEM investigations. Microstructures 
formed at experiments with Al in the melt Fig. 6.3.6(a-c) seem to have a decreasing TiB2 
particle content from TiO2 to TiO. In case of TiO only few small individual TiB2 particles are 
found. The morphology of TiB2 particles varies from hexagonal shape to round or elongated 
particulates. The particles formed with TiO2 and TiO1.83 are typically bigger (< Ø 5 µm) than 
those formed with TiO. By contrast, microstructures formed in experiments with premixed Al, 
as shown in Fig. 6.3.6(d-f), seem to have an increasing TiB2 particle content from TiO2 to TiO. 
The TiB2 particles in Fig. 6.3.6d are more angular shaped than the more spiky / plate like TiB2 
morphology observed in Fig. 6.3.6e and Fig. 6.3.6f. No clear statement about the Fe2B 
development can be given due to the strongly deformed matrix and different etching effect. 
Phase quantification results of the six experiments are shown in Fig. 6.3.7. Calculated 
amounts of TiB2 are shown in black squares, measured contents of TiB2 and Fe2B in half-
filled squares and black triangles, respectively, while the average density values are plotted as 
empty circles. For experiments performed with Al in the melt (Fig. 6.3.7a), the highest TiB2  
 
Fig. 6.3.5 EBSD phase map with image quality superimposed in grey scale of the cast ingot after inserting 
TiO1.83 premixed with Al into a Fe - B melt, with Fe α in red, TiB2 in green and the Fe2B in blue. 
50 µm
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Fig. 6.3.6 SEM images (backscatter electron contrast, cross sections) showing the microstructures of the cast 
ingots for the different experiments. 
 
Fig. 6.3.7 Overview of the particle contents and density of the cast ingots for experiments performed with Al in 
the melt (a) and for Al premixed with the Ti oxides (b). 
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content (~ 3.8 vol.%) was found for the experiment performed with TiO1.83. By contrast, the 
TiB2 content in the experiments performed with TiO was only ~ 0.6 vol.%. The Fe2B phase 
shows an increasing trend from ~ 12 vol.% up to ~ 20 vol.% from TiO2 to TiO. The highest 
mass density was found for experiments with TiO1.83 (7.63 g cm
-3
), while experiments using 
TiO (7.59 g cm
-3
) and TiO2 (7.50 g cm
-3
) are less dense. The TiB2 content in the cast ingot of 
experiments performed with premixed Al (Fig. 7b) increases from TiO2 to TiO (4.5 to 7.5 
vol.%). Correspondingly the Fe2B content decreases from TiO2 to TiO as well as the mass 
density. In both Fig. 6.3.7a and Fig. 6.3.7b the actual TiB2 content is lower than the target 
content. The actual TiB2 contents in Fig. 6.3.7a are lower than those in Fig. 6.3.7b. 
 
Discussion 
Fe – TiB2 based high modulus steels could be successfully produced by utilising the 
aluminothermic reduction of Ti oxides in Fe – B melts. The observed extent of the TiB2 
formation, however, varied strongly between the six different Ti oxide/Al combinations 
studied (Fig. 6.3.6 and Fig. 6.3.7). The first of the two consecutive reactions of equation (6.1), 
i.e. the reduction of Ti oxide by the formation of Al2O3 (solid in the melt due to its high 
melting point [207]), can be regarded as the most critical step in the synthesis procedure: once 
sufficient metallic Ti is available in the melt, the desired compound TiB2 forms subsequently 
during solidification [86, 125, 208]. The standard free energy change, i.e. the thermodynamic 
driving force, associated with the first reaction step (for 1800 K, based on literature data and 
equations from [209]) yielded values of about –115 kJ per mol TiO2 and about –10 kJ per 
mole TiO, respectively. For TiO1.83 no according literature data was available, but as 
deviations from the stoichiometric composition generally lower the thermodynamic stability 
of TiO2 [210], it is reasonable to assume that the respective standard free energy change for 
reactions with TiO1.83 lies between that of values for TiO2 and TiO. However, the assumption 
that a higher driving force alone (here TiO2 > TiO1.83 > TiO) facilitates the reduction of the Ti 
oxides, and thus directly translates into higher fractions of TiB2 in the cast material, holds 
only vaguely true for experiments in which the Al was present in the melt, while with 
premixed Al even the opposite trend can be observed (Fig. 6.3.7). Incomplete reduction of the 
Ti oxides can take place as (i) transformation to Ti and O but only of a part of the Ti oxide, 
and / or (ii) transformation into metastable oxides such as Ti2O3 or Fe2TiO5 as found in the 
ceramic residues (Fig. 6.3.4). The formation of the latter, though, could also be affected by 
reactions of the melt with the furnace atmosphere (possible presence of small O quantities in 
the large VIM furnace) during casting. 
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 Together with the uncertainty of the literature data for the aforementioned calculation 
of the driving forces, this highlights the relevance of additional factors as e.g. inhibition layers 
on the injected powders (such as hydride shells around the Ti oxides or pre-oxidation of Al), 
which can have a significant influence on the activation energy and kinetics of the 
aluminothermic reaction. The initial cooling effect (before the exothermic aluminothermic 
reaction begins, Fig. 6.3.1) induced by the insertion of the tube could be further minimised by 
reducing their size down to filler wires (i.e. increasing the ratio between melt / tube volume), 
as a high melt temperature represents another beneficial factor for the activation energy and 
reaction kinetics. Another influencing factor which needs to be considered in future 
experiments is the superheating of the melt as a consequence of the exothermic 
aluminothermic reaction, as the melt temperature will also alter the cooling rate of the cast 
ingot and thus its resultant microstructure. 
 As all these factors are difficult to assess and control, the best setup regarding the type 
of Ti oxide and location of the Al needs to be carefully optimised for the actual process 
conditions (e.g. melt temperature, holding times, filler wire thickness, powder grit sizes, 
milling parameters etc.). In our experimental setup TiO yielded in the highest TiB2 fraction 
when premixed with Al, but the lowest one when Al was already present in the melt. TiO2 and 
TiO1.83, on the other hand, were equally effective irrespective of the Al location. As TiO1.83 
yielded slightly higher TiB2 values and is the most cost effective of the used oxide compounds 
it comes out as the best choice among all studied Ti-oxides when aiming at a robust synthesis 
of HMS via in-situ reduction processes. The premixing of Al with the Ti oxides is an 
additional effort, but appears to have a positive effect in general, as respective experiments 
led to higher TiB2 fractions (Fig. 6.3.6 and Fig. 6.3.7) and shorter delay times after tube 
insertion (Fig. 6.3.1). However, opposed to experiments with Al in the melt, here the oxides 
did not form a loose floating slag, but rather an agglomerated, skeleton-like grid (best 
observed in the case of TiO2, Fig. 6.3.3d), similar to phenomena observed by Sarangi et al 
[211]. Such agglomerates – formed as a result of the premixing and compaction of Al powder 
in the tube – are not only unfavourable as they could get carried into the cast ingot, but also 
because they can trap TiB2 in the crucible (Fig. 6.3.3 and Fig. 6.3.4) when hyper-eutectic Ti(-
B) concentrations are reached in the agglomerate and TiB2 is thus already locally stable in the 
melt. 
 As a consequence of these phenomena the targeted TiB2 concentrations could not be 
fully reached. Incomplete reduction of the Ti-oxides lowers the Ti content of the melt, and 
consequently, when most Ti is consumed by the formation of TiB2, the excess B leads to the 
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formation of Fe2B according to the Fe–B phase diagram [45, 125, 140, 141, 208, 212, 213] in 
a ternary eutectic reaction, thus possibly containing traces of TiB2 [118]. With a specific 
modulus of about 41 GPa g cm
–3
 [45, 53] Fe2B is not as effective in improving the physical 
properties of HMS as TiB2. On the other hand, the Fe2B networks decorating the grain 
boundaries of the cast ingot (Fig. 6.3.5 and Fig. 6.3.6) can be spherodised, broken-up, and 
homogeneously dispersed by thermomechanical processing [208, 213, 214], improving the 
mechanical properties. This is demonstrated on a HMS (formed by reduction of TiO premixed 
with Al) after hot swaging at 1100 °C (Fig. 6.3.8), which exhibits a favourable microstructure 
and thus a striking balance between mechanical (tensile strength and ductility) and physical 
properties (E and r). 
The physical properties of HMS could be further improved by the implementation of the 
formed oxides (specific modulus of Al2O3 about 102 GPa g cm
–3
 [45, 59, 60]). In a 
conventional discontinuous industrial block casting process though, which our experimental 
setup resembles, the formed oxides float to the top of the melt after reduction of the Ti oxides 
in the pan, and were thus removed with the slags before further processing (Fig. 6.3.9a). 
However, if the reduction zone can be placed directly ahead of the solidification front of a 
continuous casting process, the floatation of the formed oxides may be suppressed (if the 
velocity of the melt flow and the solidification is high enough) they could thus be 
incorporated in a HMS (Fig. 6.3.9b). The design of such a process is the subject of future 
work. In order to overcome the difficult wetting of Al2O3 by Fe [62, 75, 76, 215, 216], other 
reduction partners for Ti oxides such as yttrium or zirconium could be utilised instead. 
 
Fig. 6.3.8 Engineering stress-strain curve, SEM micrograph and physical properties of a high modulus steel 
obtained from inserting TiO1.83 premixed with Al into an Fe - B melt after additional hot swaging of the cast 
ingot at 1100 °C. 
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Additional reduction of B oxides [135] to further reduce production costs is feasible, but as it 
would greatly increase the amount of oxides, it appears favourable to perform this in an 
additional step and not in parallel with the reduction of Ti oxides. 
 
Summary and conclusions 
We studied an alternative and cost-effective route for the liquid metallurgy synthesis of Fe – 
TiB2 high modulus steels. By utilising the aluminothermic reduction of Ti oxides instead of 
alloying costly metallic Ti, stiff and low density steels with about 10 vol.% TiB2 were 
produced. TiO2, TiO1.83 and TiO were injected into Fe – B melts. The reduction partner Al 
was either premixed with the Ti oxide powders or added to the melt prior to the Ti oxide 
 
Fig. 6.3.9 Schematic sketches of possible synthesis and casting procedures for high modulus steels by utilising 
the in-situ reduction of Ti oxides: In a discontinuous setup as used for our experiments (a) the (Al-) oxide 
particles formed after insertion of the Ti oxide (step 1) quickly float to the top of the melt forming a slag (step 2) 
and after casting (step 3) remain in the crucible (step 4). In a continuous setup (b) the Ti oxides can be inserted 
directly ahead of the solidification front. Thus the continuous flow of the base melt into the tundish suppresses 
floatation of the low-density (Al-) oxide particles, ensuring their homogeneous distribution, and making them 
available for further improving the property profile of high modulus steels. 
(a) discontinuous process (b) continuous process
step 1 step 2
step 3 step 4
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insertion. Reaction kinetics, formation of slags and cast microstructures of the high modulus 
steels varied greatly depending on the type of Ti oxide type and location of Al. The following 
conclusions can be drawn: 
(1) The TiB2 content formed in the cast HMS appears to depend mainly on the activation 
energy and reaction kinetics rather than on the respective driving force of the 
aluminothermic reduction of the different Ti oxides. Influencing factors on the latter 
are, amongst others, the melt temperature, the undercooling induced by tube insertion 
(and thus by the tube / melt dimensions) and the powder grain size and surface 
conditions, which need to be carefully adapted and controlled for the respective 
synthesis process. 
(2) The slags formed as a consequence of the aluminothermic reduction consisted mainly 
of Al2O3, together with Ti2O3 and traces of Fe, Fe2Ti, TiB2 and FeO, with varying 
fractions depending on the type of Ti oxide and Al location. With Al already present in 
the melt the slags floated and agglomerated at the crucible walls, while with premixed 
Al they formed more compact aggregates, which acted as traps for TiB2. 
(3) While premixing Al with the Ti oxides represents and additional processing step, 
respective experiments consistently yielded larger TiB2 fractions than those where Al 
was present in the melt. TiO resulted in the highest TiB2 content when it was premixed 
with Al (7.5 vol.%, close to the targeted fraction of 9.7 vol.%), but the lowest (0.6 
vol.%) with Al in the melt. Both TiO2 and TiO1.83 showed to be less susceptible to the 
Al location. In view of the slightly higher TiB2 values and even lower priceTiO1.83 can 
be regarded as the most suitable Ti oxide. 
(4) Incomplete reduction of the Ti oxides consequently led to excess B concentration in 
the melt and thus to the pronounced formation of Fe2B in the cast HMS. While it is not 
as effective as TiB2, it can be evenly dispersed in the HMS matrix via 
thermomechanical treatments. Hot swaging at 1100 °C of a HMS produced by 
injecting TiO premixed with Al led to about 550 MPa ultimate tensile strength and 20 
% ductility, at a density of 7.49 g cm–3 and a Young’s modulus of 235 GPa. 
(5) Only traces of Al2O3 were found in the cast HMS due to the floatation and 
agglomeration of the slags in our discontinuous melting and casting setup. Future 
work is concerned with utilising such reaction products to improve the property profile 
of HMS, which requires the development of a continuous casting process with filler 
wire injection close to the solidification front. For that purpose, other redox partners as 
Al may be chosen to influence the melt/oxide interaction. 
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6.4. Development of a continuous caster for efficient high modulus steel production 
Short introduction and objective 
Continuous casting is a highly efficient casting technique compared to traditional block 
casting as it allows higher output rates and little material losses [155]. A discontinuously 
produced HMS on industrial scale might face problems such as particle – matrix separation 
[88, 117, 118] or floatation of fast forming low density reaction products [41, 119] due to 
extremely low cooling rates obtained in ingots. Continuous casting allows to control the 
solidification to prevent phenomena mentioned above or even the incorporation of fast 
forming or low density particles. The previously mentioned filling wires (TiOx filled Al wire; 
chapter 6.3) e.g. can be spooled-in a Fe – B – Al melt, close to the solidification front, to 
promote the formation of TiB2 and Al2O3 in the iron melt (cf equation (6.1)). Here, Al2O3 
might be ‘frozen in’ by the solidifying material and thus contribute to improve materials 
physical performance, or even mechanical performance (assuming wetting) as utilised in 
chapter 6.5 to creating an ODS. 
 A continuous caster was developed to investigate the possibility of semi-/ continuous 
casting of Fe – B based melts aiming for a cost-efficient mass compatible process for HMS 
production. For further cost reduction other types of particles such as oxides or nitrides, e.g. 
synthesized by reduction of oxides in filling wires similar to experiments performed in 
chapter 6.3, will be implemented. 
 
Experiments 
The basic setup of a continuous caster is described in chapter 3.6. The setup of an 
experimental scale continuous caster might differ from the setup of an industrial scale 
continuous caster as possibly not all of the controllable parameters (fill level of the mould, 
temperature in mould, melt flow speed etc.) can be controlled in a lab scale experiments due 
to smaller dimensions. The two casting scenarios are distinctly different due to diverging heat 
exchange and sluggish heat flow of hot liquid melt with its surrounding. Cooling rates 
obtained in an industrial scale and lab scale mould might be similar (5 – 10 °C/min) [195], but 
will affect the casting in lab scale greater due to the smaller melt volume. Thus response time 
for unexpected scenarios or adjustments of the solidification section is limited. A billet of e.g. 
200 mm in diameter produced in industrial scale might still be liquid in the middle of the slab 
several meters after leaving the mould, whereas billet with 25 mm in diameter produced in lab 
scale might be totally solidified already in the middle of the mould. 
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 Fig. 6.4.1 shows an overview picture (Fig. 6.4.1a) and a technical drawing (Fig. 
6.4.1b) in isometric representation of the continuous caster developed in-house. Here, 12 kg 
of raw material is placed in a MgO crucible and molten in an induction furnace (50 kW 
heating power, 10 kHz) under constant Ar flow (5 l/min) and subsequently cast into the 
tundish. When casting starts, melt flows out of the crucible placed in the furnace (via a 
pouring spout) in the tundish and is registered by a pyrometer aligned towards the furnace. 
The pyrometer triggers the start of the downforce computer controlled, transporting away first 
the dummy bar and later the hot cast material. The liquid melt flows from the tundish through 
a ceramic tube into a water-cooled Cu mould (primary cooling) with 25 mm inner diameter, 
onto the prior to casting already moving dummy bar, which is constantly transported away 
(indicated by the red arrow in Fig. 6.4.1b) with the downforce. A bold is screwed into the 
head of the dummy bar, which will be infused during casting, to ensure sound contact 
between solidifying melt and the dummy bar during transportation. This method of a lost cast 
head is used to ensure reusability of the dummy bar. The dummy bar / hot billet is guided by 
two directly driven constantly turning contacting rolls with knurled surfaces pressing against 
the billet with a pneumatic pressure of 10 bar, allowing to deal with surface irregulations at 
constant pressure. A secondary cooling (water spray) is applied on the hot billet after leaving 
the mould for further cooling. After a certain length once leaving the downforce, the – still hot 
 
Fig. 6.4.1 (a) Photograph and (b) technical drawing in isometric projection of the developed continuous caster.  
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– billet is manually bend into horizontal direction and transported away on roles. Experiments 
were video recorded for subsequent analyses. 
 
Setup, Calibration and Improvements 
Fig. 6.4.2 shows two technical drawings in full cut of the casting and downforce section of the 
continuous caster. Fig. 6.4.2a shows the initial design of the continuous caster, while Fig. 
6.4.2b shows a version with improved design of the tundish, its ceramic tube and the mould, 
marked by a red dashed line. 
 
Initial design 
In the initial design of the machine (Fig. 6.4.2a), it was required to pre-heat the tundish on a 
gas burner prior to casting. The tundish was heated up to 300 °C by a propane gas burner 
from top and bottom. Pre-heating is necessary for final drying of the sand and to reduce the 
heat loss of the liquid melt to the tundish during casting. After heating, the tundish was moved 
with a crane to the steel section on top of the caster, guiding the tundish in final position. The 
Cu mould sitting below was subsequently moved with a machine slide towards the free end of 
the ceramic tube sitting in the tundish in an end position. Previous experiments showed that 
 
Fig. 6.4.2 Technical drawings in full cut of (a) the initial design of the continuous caster and (b) the improved 
design in the section marked by the red dashed line. 
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an insertion of a chamfered ceramic tube in the Cu mould lead to leaking prior to 
solidification of the melt during casting at the junction point of ceramic tube and mould. To 
ease positioning and to reduce the heat gradient from hot ceramic tube to water-cooled Cu 
mould, a heat shock resistant ceramic plate (sintered SiC) was glued with core gum on the Cu 
mould. Exact positioning of the tundish is still absolutely essential to ensure proper contact 
area from ceramic tube to ceramic plate. To ensure a large contact zone (ring form), the 
ceramic tube plate were chamfered. For further leakproofness, a seal ring (centre diameter 
corresponding to the mould diameter) out of SiC wool was placed between ceramic tube and 
ceramic plate.  
 The tundish design was divided in three sections with decreasing diameter towards the 
ceramic tube. The melt was cast in the upper section, which is angled away from the furnace, 
guiding the melt towards the subjacent round sections. In the upper section, a filter was placed 
to lower melt turbulences and prevent unwanted slags from incorporating with the melt. In the 
lowest section the subsequently supplied filling wire (transferred trough the top ceramic tube; 
Fig. 6.4.1) should dissolve and the filling should react prior to solidification in the Cu mould. 
 To calibrate the machine, a near eutectic grey cast alloy Fe – 3C – 2.5Si was chosen 
due to its low melting point (~ 1250 °C) and viscosity [29]. To guarantee sufficiently long 
castability without premature solidification in the tundish, the melt was overheated to about 
190 °C above the melting temperature. Transportation speed of the dummy bar / hot billet was 
set to 0.45 m/min. The outcome is a billet of around 300 mm, which represents an at least 200 
mm long continuously casted billet, deducting the mould length of 100 mm (Fig. 6.4.3 left). 
After this length, the billet teared off (Fig. 6.4.3 left, top), possibly due to thin billet shell in 
combination with partially premature solidification at ongoing downforce, as the top of the 
billet seems rounded off. The optical micrograph of the microstructure in vertical section (Fig. 
6.4.3 right, top), reveals a dendritic microstructure from the outside to the middle of the billet 
(Fig. 6.4.3 right, bottom). Black dots in normal direction were identified as perlite islands, 
possibly formed due to diverging solidification kinetics in the billet. 
 After successful calibration of the continuous caster for a Fe – C – Si alloy, calibration 
for the HMS production was attempted with a Fe – 1.8B wt.% based alloy for later 
incorporation of the oxide filled wires. The Fe – B based alloy, however, requires diverging 
production parameters, as its liquidus temperature (above 1450 °C) [212] and its viscosity is 
rather high compared to the Fe – C – Si alloy. For first trials slightly (i) higher overheating of 
200 °C and a (ii) lower downforce speed of 0.35 m/min was chosen, to avoid (i) premature 
solidification of the melt on the tundish surface and (ii) tearing-off of the billet. Even though  
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SiC wool was used to seal the ceramic tube / ceramic plate junction partial to complete 
leaking was observed, possibly due to finest inaccuracies when positioning the hot tundish. 
Due to this leaking the concept of pre-heating the tundish and moving it on the caster was 
changed to a permanently connected ceramic tube with pre-heating of the tundish on the 
caster. The ceramic tube and the ceramic plate are permanently glued together with fine MgO 
sand to avoid leaking between ceramic tube and plate. To pre-heat the tundish, it was covered 
with a sheet metal cover and heated with an industrial heating fan (adjusted to 600 °C) 
through a nozzle. With this pre-heating method however, it was not possible to reach similar 
tundish temperatures compared to the gas burner. Thus, a heating cuff (600 W heating power) 
was embedded in the sand in the lowest section of the tundish to realize at least ~ 300 °C in 
the tundish. After several attempts with premature solidification of the melt, most likely in the 
tundish or the ceramic tube, the ceramic tube was also pre-heated with a heating cuff, which 
required a longer dip tube. However, by the longer ceramic tube the control of the 
solidification became even more difficult, thus the tundish-, ceramic tube- and mould section 
were undertaken drastic changes. 
 
Fig. 6.4.3 Photograph (left) of a continuously casted rod of a Fe – 3C – 2.5 Si alloy. Optical micrographs 
(vertical section; right top) of the casting microstructure with various features. The lower right micrograph 
reveals a typical grey cast microstructure with dendrites growing from outside towards the centre. 
25 mm
5 mm
100 µm
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Improved design 
The improved design is shown in the technical drawing in Fig. 6.4.2b. Here the sand in the 
tundish is only divided in two sections: (i) the upper section, which is angled away from the 
furnace, guiding the melt towards the subjacent round sections and (ii) a lower basin type 
section wider in diameter than in the previous setup to realize a large melt bath. In here, also 
the reaction of the provided filling wire will be implemented, at a later stage through the 
upper ceramic tube. A notch of the size of the inner diameter of the mould to the outer 
diameter of the ceramic tube down to the depth of 5 mm, allows direct insertion of a 
drastically shortened ceramic tube. The ceramic tube was glued in the mould with fine MgO 
sand to avoid leakage. The inner part of the ceramic tube (smaller diameter than the inner 
mould diameter) was chamfered inside to the inner diameter of the mould to ensure smooth 
transition from dip tube to mould. Furthermore, a heating cuff was embedded in the sand 
around the ceramic tube in the tundish (Fig. 6.4.2b) to ensure heating at the critical 
intersection from tundish to ceramic tube. To ensure even greater heat intake the tundish was 
subsequently pre-heated in its final position by a gas burner. By this more simplified setup, it 
is aimed to move the solidification zone back into the Cu mould. 
 
Continuation 
A filling wire fed into the continuous casting process will be implemented after successful 
calibration of the continuous caster in improved design. The reaction of simultaneously 
producing TiB2 and Al2O3 via reduction of TiOx (cf. equation (6.1)) is planned to occur in the 
lower part of the tundish in the melt basin for even further cost-efficient HMS syntheses. 
 
Summary and conclusion 
A lab scale continuous caster for semi - / continuous syntheses of Fe – B based HMS was 
developed. The development process was described and major changes outlined, explained 
and illustrated. Continuous casting seems, due to the controllable solidification kinetics of the 
melt, a mass compatible HMS production method, avoiding the problem of particle – matrix 
separation in industrial scale. Following conclusions can be drawn: 
(1) A continuous caster was successfully developed and calibrated with a Fe – C – Si 
alloy resulting in a continuously casted, 300 mm long billet with typical continuously 
produced grey cast microstructure. 
(2) Continuous casting of HMS in lab scale has presented itself difficult due to a limited 
possible reaction scope caused by the small melt mass and large heat losses to the 
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surrounding. The high melting temperature and viscosity of Fe – B based HMS often 
caused clogging and premature solidification in the initial caster design. 
(3) The initial design of the continuous caster provided useful knowledge of continuous 
material production for the improved design of the tundish, ceramic tube and mould 
section of the continuous caster. 
(4) A filling wire fed in the continuous casting process of Fe – B alloys will be 
implemented to create in-situ synthesized HMS via the reduction of cost-efficient 
oxides. 
 
6.5. Liquid metal deposition for the design particle strengthened steels 
Introduction and objective 
The strength of metallic materials can be raised by the implementation of defects into their 
crystal lattice, such as solute foreign atoms, dislocations, grain boundaries or twins, all aimed 
at impeding the movement of dislocations as the carriers of plastic deformation. Hard and 
strong particles in sub-micrometric size are commonly used for precipitation strengthening 
(i.e. acting as obstacles for dislocations), and to increase the number of grain boundaries (i.e. 
refining the grain size; Hall-Petch effect) through enhanced recrystallization during thermo-
mechanical treatments (TMT) [2]. In steels, as the most common high performance structural 
materials, the former process is for example exploited in maraging [217], tool [218] and 
tempered martensitic steels [219], whereas the latter is used for example in grain-refined 
construction [220] and high strength interstitial free steels [65]. Typical particles employed 
for this purpose range from alloy carbides to intermetallic phases and finely dispersed metallic 
copper clusters [29]. All these phases are typically precipitated from homogeneous 
supersaturated matrices such as austenite or martensite in steel by quenching the material 
from temperatures at which they are thermodynamically instable to a lower temperature 
where the precipitate phase becomes stable. This has the advantage that the precipitate size 
and especially dispersion can be easily controlled in the solid state by appropriate TMT 
parameters. However, their limited stability or even instability at elevated temperatures means 
in turn that they can undergo substantial growth or even get dissolved at high service 
temperatures, and thus lose their strengthening effect [2, 29]. This is especially relevant for 
high temperature applications such as energy conversion or reactor vessels, as these 
phenomena limit the lifetime of parts and / or their maximum operational temperature, and 
thus the efficiency of the desired processes [221]. Furthermore, as many of these particles 
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consist of comparatively rare and strategically important alloying elements, such as Mo, Ti or 
Nb, they represent an important cost factor despite their rather small concentration in the bulk 
material. 
 In view of these requirements for the design of such particle strengthened alloys; not 
only for steels but also for Al and Ti based materials, oxides and nitrides have been identified 
as extremely promising candidates for corresponding blends. They mostly consist of cheap 
and readily available elements (e.g. Al2O3) and, more importantly, due to their ionic / covalent 
bonding, are of high strength and stable up to and beyond the liquidus temperature even of Fe 
based metallic matrices (i.e. steels). Furthermore, oxides and nitrides are less susceptible to 
radiation interaction phenomena such as swelling damage occurring in fusion and fission 
reactors [222]. This is exploited in ODS steels, where through the introduction of about 0.5 
wt.% yttria particles into stainless steel matrices, superior creep strength at elevated 
temperatures can be reached [223]. A particle size of a 50 nm and less has been found to be 
ideal, as thus a balance between cutting (if particles are too small) and circumvention (if too 
large) of moving dislocations is struck, thus optimising their strengthening effect [2]. 
 Despite these great advantages over for example conventional tempered martensitic 
steels, though, ODS steels are the only commercially fabricated materials relying on 
strengthening through oxides or nitrides, and they have not found use yet in high temperature 
applications other than fusion reactors [224]. This is due to the substantial efforts associated 
with the production of such materials, particularly related to ensuring homogeneous size and 
dispersion of the particles in the matrix: Oxides and nitrides are not only already formed as 
stable compounds in the liquid phase, but also strongly deviate in rfrom metals (e.g. r of 
Al2O3 3.95 g cm
–3
, vs. Fe 7.85 g cm
–3
and Al 2.71 g cm
–3
, respectively [2]). Thus, whether 
they are injected ex-situ or formed in-situ within the melt, they rapidly float to the top (i.e. 
form a slag) or sink to the bottom of the melt. Even though this macroscopic segregation can 
be reduced by stirring procedures, which become more difficult to employ with increasing 
melt temperatures (e.g. from Al alloys to steel), it is extremely difficult to control the 
particle´s meso- and microscopic dispersion, as even the smallest pre-prepared particles tend 
to form clusters during solidification of the cast ingot [45, 90, 225]. As the mechanical 
properties of the bulk material strongly depends on the particle size and dispersion, these 
phenomena make cost efficient liquid metallurgy production with established casting 
procedures, such as block and strip-casting, not feasible. As a consequence such materials 
have to be produced by powder metallurgy routes, which can ensure optimum size and 
dispersion of oxide and nitride particles, but at the price of numerous and complex processing 
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steps as sketched in Fig. 6.5.1. It thus becomes clear that it is of high interest to develop a 
synthesis route for oxide / nitride strengthened materials which combines the efficiency of 
liquid metallurgy production with the highly controlled particle dispersion of powder 
metallurgy. 
In order to allow for a more effective production of dispersion strengthened metallic materials, 
we propose to utilise the formation of oxides and nitrides during liquid metal deposition. 
Respective techniques range from thin coating processes (e.g. arc, plasma and oxy-fuel 
spraying; deposited thicknesses < 1 mm), to deposition-welding (e.g. by Arc, Laser and 
electronic beam processes; deposited thicknesses < 10 mm), and bulk compaction techniques 
 
Fig. 6.5.1 Process chains for the production of oxide / nitride dispersion strengthened (ODS / NDS) materials 
following via the established methodology. 
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(such as spray-compaction; deposited thickness > 10 mm) [226]. Recently, liquid metal 
deposition techniques have received considerably more interest and corresponding refinement 
of the associated processes for additive manufacturing (AM; mainly performed by Laser-
powder methods [227]). In all these techniques, the presence of the oxygen (O) and nitrogen 
(N), induced either by the base materials or mainly atmospheric contamination, is unwanted, 
as the typically associated deterioration of the mechanical properties is unfavourable for the 
objective of near-net-shape manufacturing of parts or coatings [228, 229]. 
 The principle of the deposition process performed in-house (GMAW) is described in 
detail in chapter 3.3, resulting in a highly porous material with unsatisfactory mechanical 
performance. However, subsequently applied TMTs (such as hot rolling) can effectively break 
up the oxide scales, disperse them in the matrix and close pores, as it is well known from hot 
rolling of non-killed steel [29]. Furthermore, the oxides and also the nitrides may form in a 
metastable crystal structure upon deposition and transformation to the most stable structure at 
elevated temperatures (during TMT and / or annealing). We thus propose to utilise liquid 
metal deposition processes with controlled atmospheric reactions as a basic synthesis step for 
oxide or nitride strengthened metallic materials. The drastically shortened chain of production 
(Fig. 6.5.1, right) renders the proposed route as extremely promising to open novel pathways 
for the alloy design of innovative materials. In this work we exemplify achievable 
microstructures and properties of this novel synthesis route on stainless steel and arc / Laser 
deposition processes, and outline possible future routes for process and material development. 
 
Experimental procedure 
Synthesis and processing 
The feasibility of the proposed approach is exemplarily demonstrated on a commercially 
available stainless steel containing about 18.5 Cr, 11 Ni, 2.5 Mo and less than 0.02 C; all in 
wt.%. Two liquid metal deposition techniques were deployed, the chemical composition of 
the respective base materials are listed in Table 6.5.1: (i) Using a 0.8 mm thick wire (Böhler 
EAS-4-MIG; 1.4430; SG X2CrNiMo 19 12; no fluxes) a block of about 40 mm width, 80 mm 
length and 20 mm thickness was produced by GMAW (5 layers of about 4 weld beads beside 
each other) with an arc-welding machine (Lincoln Electric SP 250-I) on a 10 mm thick 
stainless steel base plate. Deposition was performed using standard welding parameters (wire 
speed 9 m min
–1
; 20 V; welding speed about 5 mm s
–1
), but at air without any shielding gas. It 
is referred to these materials throughout the manuscript as "Arc" samples. (ii) Atomised 
stainless steel 316 L powder (1.4401; X5CrNiMo17 12 2 2; powder size of 30-70 µm) was 
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deposited by nozzle-based Laser Metal Deposition (LMD; Laser power 930 W, speed 10 mm 
s
–1
, offset between deposition passes 875 and 250 µm in y and z direction, respectively) to a 
block of about 30 mm width, 100 mm length and 15 mm thickness on a stainless steel base 
plate of about 5 mm thickness. The powder was transported into the interaction zone of laser 
beam and substrate using Ar as carrier gas (gas flow 3 l min
–1
). However, the additional argon 
gas flow inside the powder feed nozzle was shut off which reduces the shielding of the melt 
pool significantly. It is referred to these materials throughout the manuscript as "Laser" 
samples. Additionally, a reference material of similar chemical composition as the to be 
deposited base materials was produced by vacuum induction melting of a 1 kg charge, and 
casting into a Cu mould of 20 × 20 mm
2
 internal cross section. No particle dispersion 
strengthening is expected in this material. It is referred to these materials throughout the 
manuscript as "Casting" samples. After deposition, the base plates were sawn off, and all 
three materials (Arc, Laser, Casting) were hot rolled under air at 1100 °C to a final thickness 
of 2 mm and cooled at air to room temperature. 
 It should be highlighted that neither the base material represents the optimum for ODS 
materials, nor were the deposition techniques optimised for the synthesis of particle reinforced 
materials. We chose them to prove the feasibility of the approach with readily available 
materials and techniques, and outline future optimisation steps based on the derived results. 
 
Characterisation and Testing 
Microstructures were investigated on cross sections and longitudinal sections, prepared and 
analysed by OM, SEM, EBSD, ImageJ and TEM as described in chapter 4.1. Tensile tests 
were performed with large dog-bone shaped samples according to methods outlined in chapter 
4.3, both at room temperature and at 700 °C (both at air).  
Table 6.5.1 Chemical composition of all materials throughout the different processing steps in wt.%, obtained by 
wet chemical (Fe as balance). 
 Cr Ni Mo Mn Si C O N 
Wire (for Arc) 18.3 11.7 2.57 1.21. 0.74 0.010 0.007 0.004 
Powder (for Laser) 17.7 10.8 2.41 1.18 0.53 0.0196 0.064 0.073 
Arc (as-deposited) 19.1 12.4 2.62 0.93 0.51 0.012 0.01 – 0.14 0.62 
Laser (as-deposited) 18.4 10.7 2.41 0.90 0.34 0.025 0.25 – 0.46 0.077 
Casting (as-cast) 18.2 11.4 2.58 1.21 0.65 0.005 0.020 0.003 
Arc (as-rolled) 17.6 11.8 2.54 1.01 0.59 0.009 0.21 – 0.47 0.56 
Laser (as-rolled) 18.5 10.8 2.40 0.88 0.37 0.019 0.68 – 0.83 0.079 
Casting (as-rolled) 18.3 11.6 2.62 1.18 0.67 0.005 0.06 0.004 
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Results 
Microstructure evolution 
Microstructures of all three materials directly after synthesis are shown in Fig. 6.5.2. Within 
the as-deposited Arc material (Fig. 6.5.2a), OM images (left) reveal several large pores filled 
with slag (several 100 µm in diameter), stemming from irregular overlapping of the weld 
beads due to the manual deposition. Otherwise the material is free of defects (i.e. no cracks), 
but a high density of evenly dispersed small dark features can be observed in the SEM images 
at higher magnification (middle). Typical for as-welded microstructures, the austenitic grains 
are elongated due to the direction of heat flux towards the base plate, and have an average size 
of about 110 µm according to EBSD analysis (right). The as-deposited microstructure of the 
Laser material (Fig. 6.5.2b) is similar, only the number of larger pores is decreased due to the 
automated deposition procedure. Again a large number of evenly dispersed small dark 
features can be observed within the microstructure. The grains are more equated and with 
 
Fig. 6.5.2 Overview of the microstructures directly after synthesis. Left: OM images showing occasionally 
occurring large slag inclusions due to the non-optimised deposition techniques. Middle: SEM images showing 
evidence of particle inclusions and interdendritic segregations. Right: Unique grain colour EBSD maps to 
distinguish grainsizes. 
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about 7 µm in diameter much smaller than those of the Arc material, however, due to the 
more rapid solidification of the much smaller melt pool. The Casting material (Fig. 6.5.2c) is 
largely free of pores and particles, but, as it can be expected from the much slower 
solidification of the comparatively large ingot, the grains size is at more than 300 µm much 
larger than those from both Arc and Laser materials and indications of interdendritic 
segregation can be observed. 
 Compared to the respective base materials (i.e. wire and powder), the deposition 
processes left the C levels virtually unchanged, but raised the O concentration by about one 
order of magnitude (Fig. 6.5.1), i.e. to 0.01 – 0.14 wt.% for the Arc material and up to 0.25 – 
0.46 wt.% for the Laser material. The higher O concentration in the Laser material is not only 
related to the process characteristics, but also to the larger surface area of the powder, thus 
carrying more O with it than the wire (0.064 compared to 0.007 wt.%, respectively). As the 
large scatter of the O concentrations indicates, though, it can not be excluded that the obtained 
values were affected by slag particles, e.g. by a large pore present in the probed volume for 
chemical analysis. Interestingly, the N concentration in the Arc material shows a strong 
increase to 0.62 wt.%, whereas it remains almost unchanged in the Laser material. The 
content of the other alloying elements Cr, Ni and Mo stays constant or slightly increases with 
both deposition techniques, meaning that Fe as balance was preferably evaporated, and the 
levels of Mn and Si dropped by about a third. The O concentration of the Casting material is 
slightly higher and the N concentration lower than of the base materials used for deposition by 
Arc and Laser. 
 SEM images of higher magnification (left in Fig. 6.5.3) revealed the small features 
present in as-deposited materials to be sub-micron sized pores and particles. Most of the 
features on the polished cross sections appear to be re pores, but a major fraction of them 
most probably stem from particles being partly or fully removed from the matrix during 
sample preparation (mechanical polishing). The sample preparation by FIB for TEM analysis, 
on the other hand, did not lead to removal of particles. As can be expected for the as-
deposited microstructures, which are far from thermodynamic equilibrium, the formed 
particles are distributed inhomogeneously both in size and type. As shown in the images on 
the right hand side of Fig. 6.5.3, the particles within Laser and Arc material are complex O-
rich structures consisting of several chemically different compounds (Si-O, Mn-Si-O, Mn-Cr-
O) as determined by EDS analysis in TEM. Only MnCr2O4 could be identified by diffraction 
analysis in the TEM. It should be stressed that sample preparation of such particle reinforced 
materials as well as comprehensive particle identification is complex, and O (and N) 
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quantification need increased effort for example by atom probe tomography [230]. As the 
statistics of such high resolution characterisation are limited, the presence of additional phases 
- such as nitrides in the Arc material - can not be excluded. Within the Casting material, no 
particles could be found, except for very few Mn-oxides, and ceramic residues stemming from 
the crucible material. 
 Quantification results of the sizes of particles within the as-deposited Arc and Laser 
material are compiled in Fig. 6.5.4. The particles in the Arc material (Fig. 6.5.4a) have an 
average diameter of 0.41 µm (minimum 0.18, maximum 1.16 µm without the large slag-filled 
pores), a number density of 0.051 µm
–2
 and a volume fraction of 0.805 %. Within the Laser 
material (Fig. 6.5.4b) the particles are of very similar size, but of a reduced number density 
(0.044 µm
–2
) and lower volume fraction (0.670 %).  
 Hot rolling changes the initial as-synthesised microstructure severely (Fig. 6.5.5). All 
three materials recrystallised to a similar austenitic matrix grain size of 12.5 µm (Arc), 6.7 µm 
(Laser) and 10.6 µm (Casting). The large slag-filled pores in the Arc and Laser material, as  
 
Fig. 6.5.3 Higher resolution images for the materials directly after synthesis by SEM (left) and TEM (STEM 
HAADF; right), showing complex Si- and Mn-rich oxides in the Arc (a) and the Laser material (b). 
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artefacts from the non-optimised deposition techniques (a subject of future investigations), 
were compressed and elongated to slag-lines about 50 µm thick and up to a few millimetres in 
 
Fig. 6.5.4 Quantification results of the particles within Laser and Arc material directly after synthesis. 
 
Fig. 6.5.5 Overview of the microstructures after hot rolling. Left: OM images showing elongated slag lines 
stemming from the non-optimised deposition techniques. Middle: SEM images showing evidence of particle 
inclusions and interdendritic segregations. Right: Unique grain colour EBSD maps to distinguish grain sizes. 
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length. The corresponding chemical composition (Table 6.5.1) stayed virtually unaffected 
compared to the as-deposited state, except for the O concentration, which was roughly 
doubled to 0.21 – 0.47 wt.% for the Arc material and 0.68 – to 0.83 wt.% for the Laser 
material. Characterisation results of the as-rolled microstructures with higher magnification 
(Fig. 6.5.6) revealed an increased number of evenly dispersed particles, which could be 
identified by TEM exclusively as nitrides (type Cr2N) within the Arc material (Fig. 6.5.6a), 
and oxides (type MnCr2O4) in the Laser material (Fig. 6.5.6b). According to the standardless 
quantitative EDS analysis the composition of Cr2N (Fig. 6.5.6a) was determined as  
(79-82)Cr–6N–(7-11)Fe–2V–2Mo–1Mn, whereas MnCr2O4 (Fig. 6.5.6b) was of the 
composition 49O–33Cr–17Mn–1Al (all in at.%). Again, these results should be seen in light 
of the well know difficulties of quantifying the concentration of the light elements N and O by 
EDS. 
 The thermo-mechanical treatment not only changes the type, but also refines the 
particle size from the as-deposited state and increases the number density (Fig. 6.5.7). The 
particles in the Arc material exhibit a larger scatter in diameter. The increased O 
 
Fig. 6.5.6 Higher resolution images for the materials hot rolling by SEM (left) and TEM (STEM HAADF; right). 
(a) Cr2N identified in the Arc material. (b) MnCr2O4 identified in the Laser material. 
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concentrations (Table 6.5.1) correspond to strongly increased fractions of 0.960 vol.% in the 
Laser material, and 2.241 vol.% in the Arc material, which contains less O but more N. Again, 
inadvertent inclusion of slag-lines into the chemical analysis can not be ruled out. 
 
Mechanical properties 
Tensile testing results of all three materials after hot rolling are shown as representative 
engineering stress-strain curves in Fig. 6.5.8. At room temperature (Fig. 6.5.8a) the casting 
material (black solid curve) shows a yield stress (YS) of about 500 MPa, slight work 
hardening to an ultimate tensile stress (UTS) of about 700 MPa and a total elongation (TE) of 
close to 25 %. The Laser material (blue curve) exhibits a slightly lower YS and UTS (600 and 
650 MPa, respectively), and an enlarged TE of about 35 %. The Arc material, on the other 
hand, shows a pronounced strengthening (red curve), raising YS to about 950 MPa, UTS close 
to 1000 MPa and only slightly reducing TE to about 20 %. While a similar strength level 
could be reached by cold rolling (50 % reduction in thickness) the reference Casting material, 
this leads to significant embrittlement. 
 As shown in Fig. 6.5.8b, all materials lose significant strength at 700 °C. The TE 
values remains roughly similar to the room temperature testing results, but the uniform 
elongation is significantly lowered and almost no work hardening can be observed. Both 
Laser (blue) and Casting (solid black) materials exhibit a similar drop of about 300 MPa from 
their room temperature UTS. The strengthening of the Casting material induced through cold 
rolling is fully eliminated (dashed curve), bringing it down to the same level as the hot-rolled 
 
Fig. 6.5.7 Quantification results of the particles within Laser and Arc material after hot rolling. 
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material. The Arc material, on the other hand, retains a UTS of almost 500 MPa and TE of 
about 20 % at this elevated temperature. 
 The deviating elastic regimes of the tensile curves are artefacts from different setting 
behaviour of the materials in the formfitting clamps of the testing machine. The occasionally 
found slag lines within both Arc and Laser materials were formed parallel to the tensile 
direction, and only in the samples used for testing at elevated temperature evidence of their 
influence on the mechanical behaviour could be observed, and then only in the post-necking 
regime. 
 
Discussion 
Evolution of microstructure and mechanical properties of the model alloys 
Our results clearly demonstrate how atmospheric reactions in liquid metal deposition can be 
utilised to effectively synthesise bulk metallic materials reinforced with oxide and / or nitride 
particles of sub-micrometric size and optimum dispersion. Even with a very basic setup such 
as Arc welding of a conventional stainless steel at air followed by hot rolling, more than to 2 
vol.% of Cr2N nitride particles with sub-micrometric size could be evenly dispersed in an 
austenitic matrix. 
 As the as-deposited state with its short flight time of liquid droplets and rapid 
solidification is far away from thermodynamic equilibrium, rather complex oxides of the most 
reactive elements Mn and Si are formed (Fig. 6.5.3) instead of the more stable phases such as 
Cr2O3 [231]. Interestingly, the Arc material not only shows a lower O uptake than the Laser 
 
Fig. 6.5.8 Tensile testing results of all materials at room temperature (a) and 700 °C (b). 
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material, but also contains an order of magnitude higher amount of N (Table 6.5.1), and 
consequently nitrides additional to oxide particles can be observed. Apparently, either the Ar 
used in the Laser synthesis as a carrier gas for the stainless steel powder lowered the N2 
partial pressure of the atmosphere relative to the O2 partial pressure, or the plasma of the Arc 
process contained dissociation of N2 and thus to diffusible N. Even though the standard Gibbs 
free energies of formation for many oxides are much lower than those for nitrides (e.g. ΔG0f at 
1100 K: Cr2O3 -565 kJ mole
–1
 vs. Cr2N -75 kJ mole
–1
 [231]), the higher partial pressure of 
nitrogen in air in the arc process favours nitriding reactions and the higher O2 partial pressure 
in the partially-inert atmosphere in the laser process favours oxidising reactions. Subsequent 
hot rolling, however, leaves the material for a longer time at elevated temperature allowing 
for the formation of more stable particles, i.e. dominantly Cr2N within the Arc material and 
MnCr2O4 within the Laser material (Fig. 6.5.6). It is well known that already the addition of a 
few tenths of percent of Mn to chromia-forming steels leads to the formation of the spinel 
phase (Mn,Cr)3O4 upon oxidation due to the high rate of diffusion of Mn atoms as compared 
to Cr atoms [232-234]. This is for example commonly observed during the service life of 
stainless steel interconnects in solid oxide fuel cells [235, 236], and the formation of MnCr2O4 
in our experiments is therefore not unusual. Further transformations of particle phases could 
possibly be achieved by longer annealing times, but the thermodynamics and kinetics of 
reactions within the bulk material (and not for the better understood surface reactions), with 
the additional factor of deformation energy induced by the thermo-mechanical processing, are 
difficult to predict. While the N level stays roughly constant, the O content of both materials 
is about doubled through the hot rolling, most probably via oxidation of open channels in the 
initially porous bulk sheets. More importantly, though, the size of particles is decreased and 
their number density increased (Fig. 6.5.4 and Fig. 6.5.7) due to conversion of gas trapped in 
pores into oxide particles, as well as breaking-up and dispersion of already formed particles 
(if they have suitable morphology such as shells around initial pores). As more nitrides are 
found in the Arc material after hot rolling compared to the as-deposited state despite similar N 
content, it appears that nitrides additionally precipitate from a supersaturated solid solution 
and not formed exclusively during the flight time of liquid droplets during synthesis. The 
solubility of O and especially N in the solid state strongly depends on the material system, in 
our case increased by the high Cr content of the chosen stainless steel [29]. 
 The achieved fine dispersion of particles is the main factor explaining the drastically 
differing mechanical performance compared to the reference casting material, as they exhibit 
a similar grain size of the austenitic matrix (Fig. 6.5.5). While the lower volume fraction of 
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oxide particles within the Laser material leads to a slight softening and ductilisation, the Arc 
material with its higher concentration of nitride particles shows a high strength level without 
sacrificing ductility (Fig. 6.5.8). Apart from the higher volume fraction, this can be attributed 
to increased hardness of the nitride particles (hardness of Cr2N about 26 GPa) and / or 
differences in residual stresses around the particles (from different thermal expansion 
coefficients of particles and matrix) and interfacial energies. Detailed investigations 
concerning the precise nature of particle – matrix interaction during deformation, however, 
are exceeding the focus of this paper which is concerned with a proof-of-principle of the 
synthesis approach. Nonetheless, the strengthening achieved by the nitrides is not only more 
effective than that achievable by plastic deformation such as cold rolling, but is also retained 
to elevated temperatures (i.e. that is still stronger than the reference material at identical 
temperature), as the small and hard nitride particles appear to strongly decrease the mobility 
of dislocations and internal interfaces. Most probably this strengthening – which allows 
referring to such materials as nitride-dispersion-strengthened (NDS) steels – also translates 
into improved creep life compared to established tempered martensitic steels, due to the 
higher thermodynamic stability of nitrides compared to alloy carbides. The mechanical 
performance of our trial material is not yet on the same level as well-developed and 
established high temperature materials such as ODS steels produced by powder metallurgy 
[99, 105, 222], but the already satisfactory results highlight the yet untapped potential of our 
approach for future alloy design. 
 
Consequences for alloy and process design 
This work is focused on proving the feasibility of our approach to effectively synthesise ODS 
and NDS materials. While only basic material and techniques were used, the obtained results 
allow for identifying critical parameters for the targeted development and optimisation of 
synthesis technology and respective alloy compositions. In this manner not only established 
ODS alloy concepts can be synthesised more effectively, but it allows to open novel pathways 
for the design of structural materials. 
 The type of particles can be effectively controlled by the chemical composition of the 
base materials, i.e. the wire or powder used in the liquid metal deposition process. For 
example Si or Ti can be added to form respective nitrides, while e.g. Y or Al can be used to 
promote the formation of alumina or yttria. As the desired strengthening and / or grain 
refinement is achieved by the oxide and / or nitride particles, the amount of costly and critical 
elements such as Nb, Ta or V required for alloy carbides in high strength steels, can be 
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reduced. Another example for future alloy design possibilities is the development of steels for 
high temperature applications. Here the Cr content can be increased above the maximum level 
of tempered martensitic steels (about 12 wt.%) in order to achieve improved corrosion 
resistance, as no austenitisation for martensitic transformation and carbide precipitation is 
required. However, the proposed approach is not limited to steels, but can also be readily 
transferred to effectively synthesise particle-reinforced non-ferrous systems such as Al, Ti or 
even Mg alloys for high performance lightweight materials. 
 Another factor controlling the type of atmospheric reaction and especially their 
respective kinetics are the respective partial pressures. From a practical perspective, this is 
most easily achievable by controlled O2 and / or N2 additions to inert gases such as Ar. 
Especially O2 appears to be critical, as it leads to violent exothermic reactions, and thus to 
unwanted burn-off of elements and slags, which is most relevant for highly reactive Al, Mg or 
Ti systems. If high C steel matrices are targeted, pronounced loss of C via CO / CO2 
formation could be compensated for by hydrogen additions. As the particles produced in this 
study are small enough to show a pronounced strengthening effect, they are on average still 
large compared to those in ODS steels produced by mechanical alloying (Fig. 6.5.7). Their 
size and also dispersion, however, can be modified via the respective parameters of the 
chosen liquid metal deposition technique: In Arc-processes for example, it is well known that 
the voltage / current settings can be utilised to achieve different characteristic types of metal 
transfer, and thus influence size, flight time and temperature of the liquid metal droplets [226]. 
Other important factors are the interlayer-temperature between the LMD passes (affecting the 
cooling rate), as well as the geometrical build-up and chosen TMT settings (for example 
deposited beads of changing direction, coupled to hot rolling transverse to the plane of 
deposition). 
 The feasibility of bulk liquid metal deposition for the cost effective production of large 
and highly loaded machine components has already been successfully demonstrated, for 
example on cups for high performance water turbines produced by Arc-welding of super-
martensitic steel [237, 238]. A respective setup adapted for the production of ODS and NDS 
materials is sketched in Fig. 6.5.9. In view of the key requirements of low equipment costs, 
high deposition rate and readily controllable atmospheric conditions and metal transfer, Arc-
welding and spray-compaction processes appear most promising for a production chain as 
sketched in Fig. 6.5.1a. Powder processes such as Laser-based setups used in additive 
manufacturing typically offer higher geometrical control and the possibility to manufacture 
near-net shaped parts of precise dimensions, but are generally slower and more expensive. 
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Summary and conclusions 
An effective synthesis of metallic materials reinforced by strong and thermodynamically 
stable particles by liquid metallurgy techniques, applicable for large quantities is 
demonstrated. The approach is based on utilising atmospheric reactions in liquid metal 
deposition, where oxide and nitride particles are formed during synthesis under an oxygen and 
/ or nitrogen containing atmosphere. The rapid solidification of the small liquid zone 
effectively suppresses floatation and clustering of particles, while subsequent thermo-
mechanical treatments break them up, further disperse them and remove porosity. The result 
 
Fig. 6.5.9 Schematic sketch of upscaling the synthesis procedure for ODS / NDS material on an industrial scale. 
Liquid Metal Deposition Unit
• Deposition system (Arc, Laser, 
Spraycompaction etc.) on x/y stage
• Atmospheric chamber (controlling vapour 
pressure of oxygen and / or nitrogen, 
suction of fumes and vapors)
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the interlayer temperature, bead position 
etc.)
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• Wire or powder source
Tundish
• Confining the dimensions of the deposited 
material
• Cooling or heating to control interlayer 
temperature and solidification rate
TMT Unit
• Compaction and removal of porosity
• Breaking up and dispersion of atmospheric 
particles
• Controlling matrix microstructure 
(constitution, grain size etc.) by deformation 
and temperature
ODS / NDS material
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heat
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is an efficient and dramatically shortened production chain compared to established powder 
metallurgy-based procedures. The approach is demonstrated with two commercially available 
deposition techniques, namely Arc-welding and Laser-powder deposition, performed without 
shielding gas but at air, using a conventional stainless steel as a base material. The following 
conclusions can be drawn: 
(1) In the as-deposited state, both Laser and Arc materials show a strong increase in O 
content and contained finely dispersed oxide particles of complex build-up. Within the 
Arc material, and additionally strong increase of the N concentration up to 0.62 wt.% 
and formation of Cr-nitrides was found. 
(2) Hot rolling at 1100 °C at air decreased the average particle size from to about 400 µm 
to 300 µm, and increased their volume fraction and number density. The Arc material 
contained more than 2 vol.% and 0.23 µm
–2
 Cr2N particles, whereas the within the 
Laser material MnCr2O4 particles of roughly half the volume fraction and number 
density were observed. 
(3) While the Laser material showed slightly less strength and increased ductility 
compared to the cast-and hot-rolled reference material, the Arc material showed a 
strong increase in strength without significant embrittlement. This particle-induced 
benefit in strength was retained at 700 °C, whereas strengthening via cold deformation 
of particle-free material did not only lead to pronounced loss in ductility at room 
temperature, but also was fully alleviated at elevated temperature. 
(4) Neither the deposition techniques nor the base materials were optimised for the chosen 
synthesis approach. Strong improvements in particle size and dispersion, as well as to 
avoid unwanted formation of slags, could be achieved by adjusting the deposition 
parameters of the chosen deposition technique, such as the voltage / current setting in 
Arc welding. Key parameters to obtain desired types of particles are the base material 
composition (with designated alloying additions for oxide or nitride phases) and 
partial pressure of the gases in the deposition atmosphere. 
(5) The developed approach allows for opening novel pathways in the design of structural 
materials, especially for high temperature applications. ODS alloys can be synthesised 
more efficiently, bringing them out of their specialised niche and the amounts of costly 
alloying elements in high strength steel concepts can be reduced. The synthesis 
procedure is also transferable to other metallic matrices such as Al and Ti, allowing for 
the volume production of new generations of high performance lightweight materials. 
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7 Summary, Conclusions and Outlook 
The design of composite steels presents a promising pathway to enhance the key parameters 
for structural lightweight materials - strength, stiffness and density, which are typically 
mutually exclusive. Composite steels address all these features but are typically associated 
with a reduced ductility caused by stiff and light, but also brittle particles. These composites 
are traditionally produced via powder metallurgy routes, leading to rather costly niche 
products. The in-situ liquid metallurgy synthesis of composite steels offers potential for cost-
efficient production, but is often not readily controllable and thermodynamic / kinetic data 
lacking. 
 This work is concerned with the design of alloys and in-situ liquid metallurgy 
synthesis methods to optimise performance and production costs of composite steels. The Fe 
– TiB2 system was chosen as a starting point for investigations due to the very effective TiB2 
particles synthesizable in-situ from Fe – B – Ti melts in a pseudo-binary eutectic reaction. To 
improve the mechanical performance of these composites, matrix constitution and particles 
were tailored by alloying additions (C, Mn) and controlled solidification experiments, 
respectively. Novel synthesis techniques were developed and alternative particle / matrix 
systems investigated to open up pathways for the efficient steel composite design. 
 
Through the knowledge gained in this work, the following key conclusions can be drawn: 
 The selection of suitable particles for in-situ liquid metallurgy MMC design requires 
concise knowledge about both matrix and particles. Particles are required to be in-situ 
synthesizable within metallic melts, sufficiently thermodynamically stable and to form 
sound interfaces with the matrix. Borides typically fulfil all of these requirements and 
seem - at least as a starting point - highly suitable for the design of steel composites. 
 The additions of Mn to Fe – TiB2 based composites lead to a vast array of matrix 
microstructures, whereas the addition of C resulted in the formation of TiC besides 
TiB2. Alloying with Mn resulted in reduced E compared to Fe – TiB2 materials 
without Mn alloying, whereas C alloyed materials reached almost equivalent physical 
performance compared to Fe – TiB2 composites. For tuning of the mechanical 
property profile of Fe – TiB2 based composites Mn additions below 10.wt.% might be 
utilised, as higher Mn additions do not compensate the higher production costs due to 
a drastic reduction of materials’ E/ρ. 
 The bulk quasi-combinatorial approach gave first insights into possible alternative Fe 
– B – X systems besides the established Fe – B – Ti system. Two groups of materials 
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can be differentiated: Zr, Nb, Cr and V alloyed materials exhibit similar or better E/ρ 
but reduced mechanical performance compared to Ti-alloyed materials, whereas Hf, 
Ta, Mo and W alloyed systems reveal decreased physical and mechanical performance, 
despite partly favourable microstructures. 
 Particle sizes and morphologies in metallic matrices can be tailored by controlling the 
solidification kinetics of the materials as performed by utilising laser remelting or 
spray compaction. Both approaches led to refined particles on nano-scale level, 
peaking a steel composite with similar mechanical performance as conventional 
advanced high strength steels, but with 25 % higher unidirectional E/ρ. 
 Elevated quantities of costly alloying elements required for the steel composite 
production can be successfully replaced by the redox reaction of cost-efficient metal 
oxides. In Fe – TiB2 based composites the TiB2 yield strongly depends on the 
stoichiometry of TiOx.  
 A lab-scale continuous caster was developed to investigate the mass compatible cost-
efficient production of in-situ synthesized Fe – B based composites. Continuous 
casting seems ideally suited for cost-efficient in-situ liquid metallurgy MMC synthesis 
as solidification kinetics can be precisely controlled. This process might be combined 
with the redox reaction of metal oxides for further cost reduction.  
 Liquid metal deposition opens up a novel pathway in the design of particle 
strengthened structural materials utilising atmospheric reactions. This way oxide / 
nitride strengthened materials can be synthesised more efficiently than traditional 
powder metallurgy approaches and amounts of costly alloy elements can be reduced. 
 
The material category of steel composites is still in aspiring stage, which opens up a wide 
range of material research opportunities, especially into the design or improvement of existing 
or new systems. Alternative systems investigated (cf. chapter 5.3), e.g. the Fe – B – Cr or the 
Fe – B – Zr system seem to be especially interesting as they reveal similar mechanical 
properties to the already established Fe – B – Ti system or extraordinary high E/ρ. The 
formation of M2B-type compounds e.g. Fe2B and Cr2B occurs naturally during solidification 
of Fe – B and Fe – B – Cr alloys, respectively [180]. Composites synthesized with these 
constituents reveal slightly lower mechanical and physical performance compared to Fe – 
TiB2 composites [163], but are, due to their simple syntheses and low-cost alloy elements, 
especially interesting for low-cost steel composite design. The outstanding physical 
performance presented by the Fe – ZrB2 system may possibly be related to the alignment of 
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elongated particles in the matrix after TMTs. Performing solidification experiments within 
this system seems to be a promising pathway to provide first insights into the solidification 
kinetics and thus to understand and control pre-mature embrittlement through unwanted 
precipitation of coarse particulates. Ultra-slow solidification experiments for the Fe – B – Zr 
system reveal the separation of particles and matrix (Fig. 7.1) similar to the Fe – TiB2 system 
[88]. By e.g. slowing down the solidification intentionally, an in-situ synthesized material 
with distinctly different material performance in different areas can be created without the 
need of additional heat treatments, e.g. applicable for highly wear resistant applications such 
as cutting tools. Utilising directional solidification, e.g. zone melting, it might be possible to 
design a material with specifically oriented particles. In this approach, steel composites with 
distinctly oriented material properties could possibly be produced in controlled manner to 
create materials similar to short fibre composites. By increasing the solidification kinetics, on 
the other hand, a spheroidisation of spike shaped ZrB2 particles might be obtained and the 
morphology effect on HMS’ physical and mechanical performance studied. Utilising matrix 
strengthening approaches, e.g. by Cu-, G-Phase precipitates [64, 65, 166], particle 
combinations, e.g. diverging borides, or oxides and nitrides created utilising atmospheric 
reactions (chapter 6.5), the mechanical and physical performance of steel composites might be 
further improved. Innovative synthesis and processing techniques developed (chapter 6) might 
lead the HMS production one step closer towards cost-efficient mass production and might 
also hold the potential to replace costly and intricate production techniques such as e.g. 
powder metallurgy for particle strengthened steels. The material design principles and 
innovative syntheses techniques can also be transferred to other lightweight materials such as 
Al or Ti. 
 
Fig. 7.1 Particle separation (ZrB2 (bright particles) / Fe-matrix (grey)) occurring in a Fe – 13.17Zr – 3.12B 
(wt.%) alloy after remelting and solidification at a heating / cooling rate of 1 °C/min shown in SEM micrographs 
(backscatter electron contrast, cross-section). 
100 µm
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8 Appendix 
This chapter is based on a recent publication [239] and passages quoted verbatim. 
Metal-matrix-composites allow overcoming the specific limitations of metallic and ceramic materials by blending their typically mutually 
exclusive property profiles. Knowledge based design of the composites requires, depending on the desired property profile and application, the 
choice of suitable metallic matrices and particles characterized by their intrinsic properties. In the following table the intrinsic properties (melting 
point, bulk modulus (B), shear modulus (G), Young’s modulus (E), density, hardness, Poisson’s ratio and structure / space group) of different 
types of phases (borides, carbo-borides, carbides, oxides, nitrides and intermetallics) are compiled from literature sources. The reference for each 
value or range of values is listed next to it on the right. Unless specified otherwise, values were assumed to have been determined experimentally 
as specifications are in most cases not given in the listed references. Densities determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) are enclosed in curved 
brackets {}. Theoretically determined values are marked with a star *. Furthermore, the main selection criteria brittleness (expressed by the B/G 
ratio; B/G values below 1.75 are considered to represent ‘more brittle’ compounds [43]) and specific modulus (i.e. the E/density ratio) have been 
derived. If more than one value is given for E and density of a compound, i.e. several values from one reference or diverging values from 
different references, the E/density ratio is given as a range. In case of several values listed for B and G, the determined B/G ratio was chosen 
conservatively using the lowest B and highest G value, respectively. 
 
Borides 
  
          
Legend: * theoretical value; {} XRD; 
                  
Phase Melting point / °C Ref. 
B Bulk 
modulus / 
GPa 
G Shear 
modulus / 
GPa 
Ref. B / G 
E Young's 
modulus / GPa 
Ref. 
Density / g-1 
cm3 
Ref. 
Specific modulus / 
GPa cm3 g-1  
Hardness / 
GPa 
Ref. 
Poisson's 
ratio 
Ref. 
Space group / 
structure 
Ref. 
                  
AlB2 
975 [53] 190* 95* [186] 2.00 244.4* [186] {3.19} [50] 
76.6 - 90.5 
23.6 [50] 0.29* [186] P6/mmm [186] 
                2.9 [240]         P6/mmm [53] 
                2.955 [241]             
                2.7 [58]             
BeB2 
>1970 [53] 215*   [242]       2.32 - 2.48 [53]   31.2 [47]     P6/mmm [53] 
~ 1700 [241]                               
BeB6 
~ 2100 [53]             2.35 / {2.33} [53]   25.3 [47]     P43212 [53] 
2300 [241]                               
CrB 
1515 / 1550+-50 [50]             6.05 [50]   20.9 [50]     Cmcm [53] 
~ 2060 [53]             6.04 / {6.11} [53]   19.2 - 22.9 [243]         
2050 [241]             6.05 / {6.11}     11.8 - 12.7 
[47, 
241] 
        
CrB2 
2280 [53] 239.2* 139.9* [186] 1.71 415.4* [186] [5.6] [50] 
34.0 - 79.6 
17.7 [50] 0.26* [186] P6/mmm [53] 
1960 / 1900 / [50]         211 [50] 5.22 / {5.60} [241] 20.3 - 22.5 [243]     hex (c-32 type) [50] 
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1850+-50 
2200+-50 [241]         210.9 [47] 6.2 [58] 20.6 [241]         
2100 [58]         235.6 [58]     ~ 38.0 [58]             
CrB4 1400 - 1600 [47] 265* 261* [55] 1.02 312* [244]  
    48.0* [55] 0.12* [55]     
Cr3B2 
1960 [50]             6.13 / 6.7 [50]           orthorhombic [50] 
1960 [58]             6.1 [58]               
ErB2 -   137.4* 119.7* [186] 1.15 278.3* [186] -   41.5     0.16* [186] P6/mmm [53] 
Fe2B 
1389 [45] 249.7* 60.2* [46] 4.15 290 [45] 7.15 [45] 
25.7 - 41.4 
13.1+-0.5 [47]     I4/mcm [53] 
1389 [53] 194* 67* [46] 2.90 190* [46] ~ 7.0 [53]             
~ 1390 [50] 331* 152.8* [46] 2.17 184* [46]                 
1410 [47]         284.4 [47]                 
FeB4  
  253* 177* [55] 1.43 475.71* [245] 
 
    24.2* [55]  0.2*  [245]     
  264.73* 197.97* [245]             
GdB2  
  131.2* 113.5* [55] 1.16 264.3* [186]           0.16* [186] P6/mmm [53] 
HfB2 
3100 / 3060 - 
3065 / 3250 +-100 
[50] 260.9* 233* [186] 1.12 538.7* [186] 11.2 [50] 
45.9 - 58.5 
28.4+-4.9 [47] 0.16* [186] hex (c-32 type) [50] 
3250 [47] 215 233 [54] 0.92 514 [54] 11.19 [52] 28.0* [54] 0.12 [54] hex [52] 
3380 [52] 265 - 288* 240 - 273* [54] 
0.97 - 
1.2 
554 - 614* [54] 10.5 / {11.2} 
[53, 
241] 
21.2 - 28.4 [52] 
0.124 - 
0.159* 
[54] P6/mmm [53] 
3250 [53]         530 [52]     28.4 [241] 0.12 [52]     
3250+-100 [241]                             
3250 [58]                 ~ 49.0 [58]             
LaB6 
> 2100 [50]         478.6 [47] {4.72} [50] 
100.5 - 101.5 
27.2 [47]     Pm3m [53] 
2530 [53]             4.714 [53]             
                4.76 / {4.72} [241]             
LuB2  
  178.4* 173.3* [186] 1.03 392.7* [186] {9.656} [47] 
40.2 - 40.7 
    0.13* [186] P6/mmm [53] 
 
              {9.76} [241]             
MgB2 
 
  151.5* 116.4* [186] 1.30 278* [186] 
2.48 - 2.67 / 
{2.63} 
[47] 
105.5 - 112.1 
 
  0.19* [186]     
    120   [242]       
2.62 / 
{2.633} 
[53]             
    151   [242]                       
MnB2 
1988 [47] 220.1* 121.6* [186] 1.81 318.4* [186] {5.344} [47] 
59.3 - 59.6 
16.7+-0.5 [47] 0.31* [186] P6/mmm [53] 
                {5.37} [241]             
MnB4 
2160 [47] 270* 245* [55] 1.10     
 
    41.5* [55]         
                      35.3+-1 [47]         
MoB2 
2100 / 2250+-50 [50] 302.5* 186* [186] 1.63 463.1* [186] {7.78} [241] 
59.4 - 59.5 
11.7 / 12.6 / 
13.5 
[50] 0.24* [186] 
hex. AlB2 
structure 
[50] 
2350 [47]             
{7.78} / 
{7.8} 
[50]         P6/mmm [53] 
MoB4 < ~ 1600 [53] 287* 239* [55] 1.20     4.8 / {4.96} 
[53, 
241] 
  36.7* [55]     P6/mmm [53] 
Mo2B 
2000 / 2165 [50]             
{9.3} / 
{9.31} / 9.26 
[50]   16.3 [50]     
CuAl2 structure;  
c-16 type 
[50] 
                9.1 / {9.31} [241]   24.5 
[47, 
241] 
        
Mo2B5 
decompose to 
MoB2 @ 1600 - 
1650 
[50]         671.8 [47] 7.01 / {7.48} 
[50, 53, 
241] 89.8 - 95.8 
23.0 [47]     rhombohedral [50] 
< ~ 1600 [53]                         R3m [53] 
NbB2 
2900 [50] 286.3* 210.4* [186] 1.36 507* [186] 
6.4 / 6.5 / 6.6 
/ 6.97 / 
{7.21} 
[50] 
70.4 - 105.8 
16.7 / 25.4 [50] 0.2* [186] hex (c-32 type) [50] 
~ 3000 [53]         637.5 [47] 6.6 [53] 25.5 [47]     P6/mmm [53] 
3000 [241]         676.8 [58] 6.97 / {7.00} [47]             
3000 [58]             7.2 [58]             
                ~ 94.0 [58]             
NbB4  
  243* 194* [55] 1.25     
 
    30.4* [55]     P4/mbm [53] 
NiB 
990 [53]             7.13 [53]   15.2 [47]     Cmcm [53] 
                6.5 / {7.13} [241]               
NpB2     206.7* 169.8* [186] 1.22 399.3* [186] -         0.19* [186]     
PrB6 
> 2250 [53]             {4.85} [50]   24.2 [47]         
                4.53 / {4.84} [53]           Pm3m [53] 
PuB2 1825 [47] 207.4* 174.1* [186] 1.19 408.1* [186] {12.674} [47] 31.9 - 36.8 -   0.17* [186]     
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< 1200 [53]             {11.1} [53]         P6/mmm [53] 
                {12.81} [241]             
ScB2 
2250 [53] 243.8* 256.6* [186] 0.95 431* [186] 
3.65 / 
{3.667} 
[47] 
117.4 - 118.1 
17.5+-2.7 [47] 0.11* [186]     
2250 [241]             {3.67} [53]         P6/mmm [53] 
SmB2    
128* 110.8* [186] 1.16 258* [186]           0.16* [186]     
TaB2 
3000 - 3150 [50] 295.8* 191.5* [186] 1.54 370 [50] 11.7 / {12.6} 
[50, 
241] 
20.4 - 40.4 
24.9 / 25.6+-
1.2 / 16.7  
[50] 0.23* [186] hex (c-32 type) [50] 
3037 [47]         472.5* [186] 
12.38 / 
{12.62} 
[47] 19 - 25 [52]     hex [52] 
3040 [52]         265.9 [47] 12.54 [52] 24.5+-0.4 [47]     P6/mmm [53] 
            257 [52]                 
TbB2  
  131.3* 115.4* [186] 1.14 267.8* [186] -         0.16* [186] P6/mmm [53] 
TiB  
              
5.09 / 
{4.565} 
[47]   26.5 - 27.5 [47]     fcc [50] 
                5.09 / 5.26 [53]           F43m [53] 
TiB2 
3225 [49] 240 255 [48] 0.94 565 [48] 4.52 [49] 
81.0 - 129.9 
25.0 [48] 0.108 [48] hex P6/mmm [48] 
2980 / 2900+-80 [50] 250.3* 260.7* [186] 0.96 530 [45] 4.5 [48] 25 - 35 [49] 0.11* [186] hex [49] 
2900 [59] 238 240.4 [44] 0.99 366 [50] 4.5 [45] 
33.3 / 33.0 / 
26.6 / 25.3 
[50] 0.109 / 0.11 [51] hex (c-32 type) [50] 
2790 [47]         581* [186] 
4.5 / 4.52 / 
{4.52} 
[50] 25 - 33 [52]     P6/mmm [53] 
3225 [52]         594* / 569 [51] 4.5 [59] 33.0+-0.6 [47]     hex [52] 
2800 [53]         370 [59] 4.52 [52]         hex [59] 
2980 [58]         529.6 [47] 4.38 [53]             
            551 [52] 4.5 / {4.52} [241]     0.11 [52]     
            529.6 [241] 4.5 [58]             
            535.5 [58]     119 [58]             
TiB4     226* 190* [55] 1.19      
    32.2* [55]         
TmB2     137.5* 120.5* [186] 1.14 279.7* [186]  
        0.16* [186]     
UB2 
2385 [53] 205.5* 209.5* [186] 0.98 469.6 [186] {12.692} [47] 
36.9 - 37.0 
13.6 [50] 0.12* [186] P6/mmm [53] 
                {12.71} [50] 14.8 [47]         
VB 
~ 2250 [53]             5.44 / {5.28} [50] 
  
        
orthorhombic / 
Cmcm 
[50, 53] 
                {5.44} [241]             
VB2 
2040 - 2160 [50] 279.5* 240.9* [186] 1.16 562.2* [186] 
4.61 / 5.28 / 
{5.10} 
[50] 
50.7 - 122.0 
20.4 [50] 0.16* [186] hex (c-32 type) [50] 
~ 2400 [53]         267.7 [47] 5.06 - 5.28 [47] 27.5+-0.1 [47]     P6/mmm [53] 
2400+-50 [241]             4.61 / {5.10} [53]             
2100 [58]             5.28 / {5.10} [241]             
                5.1 [58]             
VB4  
  241* 237* [55] 1.02     
 
    45.2* [55]         
W2B 
2770+-80 [50] 322.5* 164.1* [186] 1.97 420.9* [186] 16 / {10.72} [241] 
24.5 - 39.3 
23.5 [241] 0.28* [186] tetragonal [50] 
                
17.17 / 16 / 
15.98 / 
{16.72} 
[50]             
YB2 
2100 [53] 173.5* 145.3* [186] 1.19 340.8* [186] {3.370} [47] 
101.1 - 117.1 
    0.17* [186] P6/mmm [53] 
                {2.91} [241]             
YbB2  
  153.7* 130.2* [186] 1.18 304.6* [186] 
 
        0.17* [186]     
YbB6 
1538 +-33 [50]             5.45 / {5.56} [50]   25.5 [47]     Pm3m [53] 
> 2000 [47]                               
ZrB 
2922 / 2992 +-50 [50]             5.7 / {6.7} 
[50, 53, 
241] 
  69 - 72 HRA [50]     cubic / Fm3m [50, 53] 
                      35 - 36 [47]         
ZrB2 
3000 [49] 220 225 [54] 0.98 350 [49] 6.1 [49] 
55.6 - 104.8 
22 - 26 [49] 0.13* [186] hex [49] 
2980 / 2990+-50 / 
3040+-50 
[50] 245 243 [54] 1.01 498 - 638 [50] 
{6.09} / 
{6.102} 
[50] 23+-0.9 [54] 0.144 [50] hex (c-32 type) [50] 
2990 [59] 238.6* 231.4* [186] 1.03 524.6* [186] 6.1 [59] 
15.3 / 21.6 / 
87 - 89 HRA 
[50] 0.14 [51] hex [52] 
3200 [47] 238* - 276* 239* - 260* [54] 
0.92 - 
1.15 
343.2 [47] 6.1 [52] 25.3 - 28.0 [52] 0.09 - 0.28 [51] P6/mmm [53] 
3245 [52] 207.6 192.2 [50]   554 / 502 [54] 6.17 / {6.09} [53] 22.1 [241] 
0. 109 / 
0.13 
[54]     
3040 [53]         520* - 555* [54] 6.1 [58] 22.1+-0.2 [47] 0.137 - [54]     
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0.144* 
3060 [58]         350 [59]                 
            500 [52]         0.11 [52]     
            518.5 [58]     ~ 85 [58]             
ZrB4     199*   [55]        
                
      
  
         
Carbo-Borides 
     
  
         
                  Hf2BC     207 150 [246] 1.38 362* [246]                   
Mo2BC 
2800 [53] 313 181 [246] 1.73 466 - 473 [44] 8.71 [53] 
53.5 - 54.3 
    0.26 [44] Cmcm [53] 
    324 185 - 188 [44] 
1.72 - 
1.75     
        
    
    
Nb2BC     259 163 [246] 1.59 404* [246]                   
Ta2BC     286 168 [246] 1.70 421* [246]                   
Ti2BC     208 158 [246] 1.32 378* [246]                   
V2BC     260 178 [246] 1.46 435* [246]                   
W2BC     350 184 [246] 1.90 468* [246]                   
Zr2BC     187 128 [246] 1.46 312* [246]                   
                  
Carbides 
                
                  
B4C 
2350 [45] 247* 200* [55] 1.24 448 [45] 2.52 [49] 
177.8 - 191.1 
37 - 47 [49]     orthorhombic [49] 
2450 [49] 175 (graph)   [247]   450 [49] 2.52 [59] 30 (graph) [247]     orthorombic [59]  
2450 [59]         472* [55] 
2.51 / 2.484 / 
2.47 
[53] 31.7* [55]     R3m [53] 
2450 [53]         450 [59]             
2420 [58]                             
Cr3C2 
1800 [45]         371 [45] 6.74 [45] 
55.0 - 55.8 
17.7 [47]     orthorhombic [50] 
1830 - 1890 [50]         370 @ 449 °C [248] 6.68 - 6.7 [50]         Pnma [53] 
1895 [47]         372.7 [47]                 
~ 1900 [53]                             
1985 [58]                             
Cr4C 1510 [58]                               
Cr7C3 
1782 [53] 311.7* / 309* 143.9* [46] 2.15 371 / 374 [46] 6.9 [53] 
53.8 - 54.2 
18.5 [47]     P31c [53] 
1780 [58]                             
Fe3C   259.2* 119.6* [46] 2.17 177 [249] 7.4 [50] 23.9     0.26 [249]   
HfC 
3000-3900 [45]         317 [45] 12.2 [45] 
24.8 - 23.8 
24.8 - 31.4 [47]       [45] 
3890 [59]         400 [59] 12.3 [59] 26.0 [52]     cubic [59] 
3900 [52]         352.1 [47] 12.76 [52] 29.0+-3.0  [250]     fcc [52] 
3890 [53]         352 [52]             Fm3m [53] 
Mo2C 
2410 [56]         228 [45] 8.9 [45] 
24.8 - 59.9 
14.7+-1.3 [47]     P63/mmc [53] 
2522 [53]         530 @ 390 °C [248] 9.04 / {9.18} [47]             
            533.5 [47]                 
NbC 
1900 [45]         338 [45] 7.6 [45] 
43.2 - 72.7 
 23.0+-3.0  [250]     B1 fm3m [251] 
3613 [47]         492.93 - 549.66 [252] 7.56 / {7.82} [47]         Fm3m [53] 
3600 [53]         338.3 [47] 7.8 [58]             
3775 [58]         540 @ 474 °C [248]                 
            350 - 500 [190]                 
            546 [58]     70.0 [58]             
Nb2C 
3100 [56]             7.86 / {7.85} [47]           Pnma [53] 
3035 [47]             6.7 [58]               
2675 [58]                               
PKD 
    463.1* / 442* 540* [253] 0.82 1013 ± 52.6 [63] 3.51 [63] 
273.6 - 303.6 
70.0 [253] 
0.144 ± 
0.055 
[63] cubic [63] 
    368  397.5 [245]    1185.3 [245]         0.0077 [245]     
SiC 
2200 [49]         480 [49] 3.2 [49] 
117.1 - 158 
20 - 35 [49] 0.17 [60] hex [49] 
2300 [59]   200 [60]   480 
[59, 
60] 
3.21 [59] 32.0 [52] 0.17 [254] hex [59] 
2820 [52]         386.4 [47] 3.21 [52]     0.16 [52] polymorphic [52] 
2750 [58]         427 [254] 3.123 / 3.213 [53]         F43m [53] 
            415 [52] 3.3 [58]             
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            495 [58]     150 [58]             
TaC 
3880 - 3915 [45]         336 [45] 13.9 [45] 
19.7 - 24.2 
18.2 [52]     Fm3m [53] 
3880 [59]         290 [59] 14.5 [59]  16.0+-2.0 [250]     cubic [59] 
3985 [47]         285.4 [47] 14.5 [52]         cubic [52] 
3800 [52]         285 [52]                 
3780 [53]                             
TiC 
3140 [56] 242.2 188.5 [57] 
1.28 
400 [49] 4.93 [49] 
64.8 - 110.2 
 24 - 32 [49] 0.1908 [57] fcc [49] 
3067 [49] 240    [255] 462.9 [57] 4.905* [57] 31.4 [47] 0.17 [248] cubic [59] 
3140 [59]       320 [59] 4.93 [59] 30.0 [52]     cubic [52] 
3100 [52]       451 [52] 4.94 [52]  32+-2.0  [250]     Fm3m   
3150 [53]       451.1 [47] 4.2 [58]             
3250 [58]       450 @ 617 °C [248]                 
          460 [190]                 
          420 [58]     100 [58]             
UC 
2520 [47] 163.6 82.6 [57] 
1.98 
212.1 [57] 
12.97 / 
{13.63} 
[47] 
15.6 - 17.0 
6.9+-1.5 [47] 0.284 [57]     
  
      220.7 [47]      9.5+-1.0  [250]         
VC 
2730 [45]         434 [45] 5.77 [45] 
72.6 - 85.1 
27.5 / 20.4 - 
24.6 / 20.4 / 
92 HRA 
[50] 
0.32 @ 
552 °C 
[248] cubic fm3m [251] 
2810 - 2865 [50]         421.7 [47] 5.36 - 5.81 [50]         B1 fcc [50] 
2648 [47]         420 @ 552 °C [248] 5.1 [58]             
2750 [58]                             
V2C 
2200 [56]             {5.75} [47]               
2187 [47]             5.8 [58]               
2150 [58]                               
WC 
2800-2860 [45] 577   [256] 
  
669 [45] 15.63 [45] 
32.8 - 47.1 
20 - 24 [49] 
0.31 @ 
347 °C 
[248] hex [49] 
2600 [49]       720 [49] 15.7 [49] 21.6 [47]     hex [50] 
2867+-50 / 2870 / 
2900 / 2777 / 
2867 / 2627 
[50]       
519 / 539.8 / 
601.2 / 668.2 / 
706.7 
[50] 
15.60 / 15.63 
/ 15.7 / 
{15.8} 
[50] 
17 / 23.5 / 
18.3 / 18.4 / 
92 HRA 
[50]     Fm3m [53] 
2780 [59]       730 [59] 15.7 [59]         hex [59] 
2785 [53]       696.3 [47] 
15.5 - 15.7 / 
{15.77} 
[47]     
    
    
2777 [58]       700 @ 347 °C [248] 15.7 [58]             
ZrC 
3400 [45] 223.1 169.7 [57] 1.31 359 [45] 6.73 [45] 
28.3 - 83.8 
25.5 / 27.8 - 
34.1 / 21 / 
20.5 / 92.5 
HRA 
[50] 0.197 [57] B1 fcc [50] 
3532+-125 / 3532 
/ 3530 / 3550 / 
3540 / 3175 
[50] 214.2 124 [47] 1.31 406.2 [57] 6.606* [57] 27.0 [52] 0.257 [47] Fm3m [53] 
3420 [53] 
      
  
195.1 / 317.8 / 
337.8 / 479.9 
[50] 
6.9 / {6.661. 
6.73. 6.70. 
6.44} 
[50] 30+-3.0  [250]         
3420 [59]         390 [59] 6.6 [59]         cubic [59] 
3400 [52]         550 @ 505 °C [248] 6.56 [52]         fcc [52] 
3525 [58]         348.1 [47] 6.8 [58]             
            348 [52]                 
            408 [58]     60 [58]             
 
 
 
                 
Oxides 
                 
                  
Al203 
2045 [45] 264.5 156.6 [61] 1.69 379 @ 1090 °C [45] 3.98 [45] 
99.2 - 104.1 
20.7 [62] 0.27 [257] hex [49] 
2046.7+-8 [62] 136.67* 165 [60] 0.83 395.8 [61] 3.97 [62] 18 - 21 [49] 0.13 - 0.45 [62] 
hex. cubic. 
monoclinic 
[62] 
2050 [59] 251.2 163.4 [258] 1.54 410 
[59, 
60] 
3.94 [61] 23.0 [59] 0.254 [61]     
    
  
124.55 - 
347.36 
[62] 
      
3.99 [59]     0.23 [60]     
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186.33 
(single 
crystal) 
[62] 
      
                
B2O3 450 [62]             1.84 [62]               
BaO ~ 1923 [62]             5.72 [62]               
BeO 
2527 [45] 464.29* 
  [59] 
3.29 
190 @ 1090 °C [45] 3.01 [45] 
122.8 - 129.6 
7.8 / 10 / 12.3 
/ 14.9 
[62] 0.36 - 0.38  [62] hex [62] 
2570+-30 [62]   
95.91 - 
100.03 
[62] 372 [61] 3.03 [62]             
2570 [59]   141 [61] 390 [59] 3.01 [59]             
CaO 
2580 [59] 120 74.05 [259] 
1.62 
181 [259] 3.32 [59] 
53.2 - 54.5 
6.0 [62] 0.22 [259] cubic [62] 
2587 [62]   74.0 [62]     3.4 [62] 6.0+-0.8   [250] 0.22 [62]     
2614 [58] 218   [258]                     
CeO2 
2000 [45]   62.47 [62]   185 [45] 7.13 [62] 
25.9 
            
2397 [62]             7.13 [45]             
Ce2O3 
2142+-30 [62] 109* 50.8* [260] 
2.15 
132   6.9 - 7.0 [62] 
18.9 - 19.1 
            
2210                             
Co2O3 894 [62]           
5.18 [62] 
 
            
Cr2O3 2300 [62] 240   [261]       5.21 [62]   29.1 [62]     hex [62] 
FeO 
1368 [62] 154   [262]       5.7 [62]   5.4 [62]     hex. cub. [62] 
    162.7   [263]             5.4+-0.5 [250]      fcc  [262] 
Fe2O3 1562 [62] 99.6 94.8 [258] 1.05 261 [264] 6.51 [62] 40.1 
10.8 / 5 - 6.8 
/ 6.8 - 10.9 / 
9 / 9.9 / 9 - 
10.4 / 3.5 - 
3.8 
[62]     hex. cub. [62] 
HfO2 2810 [58]             9.68 [58]               
MgO 
2800+-13 [62] 156.4 124.3 [61] 1.26 317 @ 1090 °C [45] 3.65 [62] 
68.2 - 88.4 
9.1 - 9.3 / 7.5 
/ 11.2 
[62] 0.36 [62] cubic [62] 
2800 [58] 156.57* 130 [60] 1.20 249.09 [265] 3.58 [45] 11.0+-1.5 [250]         
    155 130.1 [258] 1.19     3.585 [265]             
    
  
77.48 - 
113.76 
[62] 
  
294.7 [61] 3.506 [61]             
2840 [59] 
162.3  
[263] 
  
310 
[59, 
60] 
3.58 [58]     0.17 [60]     
MgO2 2832 [58]                               
MgAl2O3 2135 [58]             3.51 [58]               
MgV2O4 2050 [58]                               
MnO 
1785 [62]             5.18 [62]   5.7 [62]     cubic [62] 
           5.7+-0.8 [250]     
MnO2 847 [62] 34.4           5.026 [62]           tetra. rhom. [62] 
NbO 1937 [58]                               
NbO2 1902 [58]                               
Nb2O3 1772 [62]         134.1 [266]                   
Nb2O5 
1510 [62]             5.98 [62]   7.3 [62]     rhom. [62] 
1512 [58]                               
NiO 1957 [62]             7.45 [62]   4.4 [62]     cubic [62] 
Sc2O3 2405 [62]             3.864 [62]           cubic [62] 
SiO2 
1600-1725   37.02 31.14 [61] 
1.19 
73 [45] 2.66 [45] 
27.4 - 33.1 
    0.17 [62] 
hex - rhom - 
tetra - cub 
[62] 
1720 [62] 36.98*   
[45, 
61]  
72.97 [61] 2.32 - 2.651 [62] 7.5 - 12.3 [62] 0.171 [61]     
1710 [58]           2.203 [61]             
              2.32 [58]             
Sm2O3 ~ 2320 [62] 127.99* 53.1 [61] 2.41 139 [61]           0.319 [61] monoclinic [62] 
Ta2O5 
1877 [62]         179.1 [266] 8.73 [62] 
20.5 
        rhom. [62] 
1785 [58]                             
ThO2 
3300 [62] 69.34* 
98.07 
(303K) 
[62] 0.71 137.3 [62] 10 [62] 
13.7 - 32.0 
9.7 - 10.9 [62] 0.17 [62] cubic [62] 
3220 [59] 178.5 94.2 [61] 1.89 240.4 [61] 9.722 [61]             
3390 [58]         240 [59] 10.05 [59]     0.275 [61]     
            310.4 [58] 9.7 [58] 32 [58]             
TiO 
1737 [62] 270   [255]       4.93 - 5.53 [62]   19.6 [62] 0.28   cubic [62] 
           16.0+-3.5 [250]     
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TiO2 
1855 [62] 210 113.1 [61] 1.86 272 [61] 3.84 - 4.24 [62] 
64.2 - 70.8 
6.0 - 10.7 [62]     tetra. rhom. [62] 
1857 [58] 210.3 113.5 [258] 1.85     4.24 [61]             
    215.2 
113.54 
(single 
crystal) 
[62] 1.90                     
Ti2O3 
2127 [62] 148.9 69.2 [267] 2.15 179.8 [267] 5.02 [267] 
35.8 
    0.299 [267] cubic [267] 
                            hex [62] 
UO2 
2760 [62]         192.9 [61] 10.5 [62] 
17.6 - 18.6 
7.7 - 8.2 [62] 0.302 [61] cubic [62] 
2800 [59] 162 74.1 [61] 2.19 162.8 - 245.18 [62] 10.37 [61]             
2875 [58]             10.97 [59]             
VO2 1545 [62]             4.4 [50]           monoclinic [62] 
V2O3 2376 [62]             4.87 [50]           hex [62] 
WO3 
1470 [62]             7.16 [50]           
tetra. 
monoclinic 
[62] 
1470 [58]                               
Y203 
2450 [59] 148.9+-3 69.2+-2 [267] 2.15 179.8+-4.8 [267] 5.02 [267] 
34.1 - 41.0 
6.8 [62] 0.299 [267] cubic [62] 
    135.7 66.5 [61] 2.04 171.5 [61] 5.03 [61]     0.298 [61]     
    141.5*   [61]   180 [59] 4.5 [59]             
                4.84 [62]             
ZnO 
1975 [62] 134 44 [61] 3.05 199+-2     [62] 
21.2 - 35.9 
1.5 - 3.1 [62] 0.351 [61] 
tet - mono @ 
1170°C 
[268] 
    143.6 45.5 [258] 3.16 119 [61]             hex [62] 
      45.5 [62]                       
ZrO2 
2690 [62] 137.68* 75 [60] 1.84 190 [60] 5.56 [62] 
30.3 - 35.4 
16.6 [62] 0.27 [60] monoclinic [62] 
2700 [58]   77.9 [61]   197 [61] 6.27 [62]         cubic [62] 
                5.75 [58]             
   
   
 
  
         
Nitrides 
 
   
 
  
         
                  
AlN 
2300 [59] 159.9 - 207 126.4 [269] 1.64 350 [59] 3.25 [59] 
90.5 - 110 
        hex [59] 
2375 [58]         350 [47] 3.2 [270]             
          
294.2 - 323.6 / 
343.7  
[58] 3.2 [58]             
            352 [58]     110 [58]             
BC2N     408 445 [55] 0.92 980 [247]       65.2   0.096 [247]   [247] 
BN 2730 [58]             2.1 [58]               
c-BN 
2973   400 405 [55] 0.99 909 [247] 3.45 - 3.48 [63] 
261.2 - 263.5 
48* [55] 0.121 [271] cub (hex) [247] 
    405 400 [271] 1.01 909* [271]     61 (graph) [247] 0.119 [245] cubic [F 4 3m] [63] 
    376 383.67 [44] 
0.98 
[44] 
 921  [245]                 
    415 (graph) 405 [247] 1.02                     
hex-BN                 2.2 [270]               
CrN                       15.4+-0.5 [47]         
HfN 
3385 [52]         341.66 - 355.46 [252] 13.9 [52] 
24.6 - 25.6 
15.7 [47]     fcc [52] 
3225 [58]                  17.0+-2.0  [250]         
NbN 
2300 [47]         483.5 [47] 3.26 [58] 
60 - 148.3 
        cubic [47] 
2330 [58]         195.6 [58]                 
Si3N4 
1900 [45] 290 120 [45] 2.42 295 [60] 3.18 [45] 
66.7 - 92.8 
15.5 [49] 0.29 [60] hex [59] 
1900 [247]   115 [60]   220 [59] 3.2 [58]         hex [49] 
1900 [58]             3.2 - 3.3 [270]             
1900 [59]             3.2 [59]             
TaN 
2700 [52]             14.3 [52]   23.7 [47]     cubic [52] 
3075 [58]             
13.8 / 
{14.36} 
[47]               
TiN 
2930 [45] 295 212.23* [44] 
1.39 
[44] 
600 [45] 5.44 [45] 
46.2 - 115.4 
21.0+-3.0 [250]     cubic [59] 
2950 [59] 320*   [255]   260 [59] 5.4 [59]         fcc [52] 
2950 [47]         251.1 [47] 5.43 / {5.44} [47]             
2950 [52]         445 - 472.06 [252] 5.39 [52]             
2900 [58]             5.2 [58]             
VN 
2050 [47]             6.040 / 6.102 [241]   15.5+-1.5  [250]         
2200 [58]             6 [58]               
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ZrN 
2980 [59]             7.3 [59] 
50 [58] 
18.0+-2.0 [250]     cubic [59] 
2980 [47]             7.29 [52]         fcc [52] 
3950 [52]                             
2950 [58]                             
                  
Intermetallics 
                
                  
Be12Ti 
1593 [53] 117 128 [27] 0.91 282 [27] 2.3 [53] 
122.6 
    0.099 [27] D2b tI26 [27] 
                            P6/mmm [53] 
CoAl 1635 [27] 162 114 [27] 1.42 278 [27]       5.2 
[80Sa
m] 
0.214 [27] B2cP2 [27] 
CoSi2 
1326 [53] 210.1 67.5 [27] 3.11 182.9 [27] 4.94 / {4.95} [47] 
36.9 - 37.0 
5.4 [47] 0.355 [27] Fm3m [53] 
1277 [241]                             
CrSi2 
1475 [53] 172 153.3 [27] 1.12 354.6 [27] 4.91 [53] 
71.1 - 72.1 
6.9 [47] 0.156 [27] P6222 [53] 
1500 +-20 [241]             
4.91 / 
{4.978} 
[47]             
Fe3Al                 {6.648} [47]               
FeAl             261 [27] 5.585 [47] 46.7         B2cP2 [27] 
MoSi2 
2050 [27] 209.7 191.1 [27] 1.10 384   
5.9 - 6.3 / 
{6.24} 
[241] 
60.3 - 71.5 
12.95 - 15.2 [241] 0.151 [27] tet [27, 49] 
2030 [59]         380 [59] 6.2 [59] 6.9 [47]     tet [59] 
2030 [241]         421.7 [241]             I4/mmm [53] 
Ni3Al     173 77.3 [27] 2.24 201.9 [27] {7.293} [47]       0.305 [27]   [27] 
Ni3Fe     180.6 85.5 [27] 2.11 221.4 [27]           0.296 [27]   [27] 
NiAl 1638 [27] 166 70 [27] 2.37 184.1 [27] 5.85   31.5     0.315 [27]   [27] 
TaSi2 
            338 [45] 9.1 [45] 
37.1 - 38.3 
9.8 - 11.8 [47]     P6222 [53] 
                9.1 [53]             
                8.83 / {9.1} [47]             
Ti3Sn     97.5 41.9 [27] 2.33 110 [27]           0.312 [27]   [27] 
TiAl     110 70 [27] 1.57 173 [27] 3.84 / {3.63} [47] 45.1 - 47.7 1.8 [47] 0.234 [27] L10 tP4 [27] 
TiAl3 1375 [27] 105.6 93 [27] 1.14 215.7 [27] 
3.31 / 
{3.371} 
[47] 64.0 - 65.2 6.7 [47] 0.16 [27]   
[27, 
272] 
TiCr2 1550 [27] 159 71 [27] 2.24 184 [27]           0.31 [27] C14. hP12 [27] 
TiSi2 
    148.9 116.7 [27] 1.28 277.8 [27] 4.39 / {4.13} [241] 
59.0 - 69.1 
6.78 [47] 0.189 [27] Fddd [241] 
            258.9 [241] 
4.02 / 
{4.043} 
[47]             
Ti5Si3 2150 [58]             4.2 [58]               
VSi2     166 - 167.2 142 - 147.9 [27] 1.12 331 - 342.6 [27] 
4.34 / 
{4.627} 
[47] 71.5 - 78.9 8.7 - 9.4 [47] 0.158 [27]   [27] 
V5Si3                 5.1 [58]               
WSi2 
2180 [58] 222.4 203.6 [27] 1.09 467.9 [27] 9.25 / [9.857] [47] 
47.5 - 50.6 
10.5 [47] 0.149 [27]   [27] 
                9.25 [58]             
YAl2     89.2 65.5 [27]   158 [27] {3.933} [47] 40.2     0.205 [27] C15 cF24 [27] 
YFe2     97 49.6 [27] 1.36 127 [27]               C15 cF24 [27] 
ZrAl2 1645 [27] 117 93.8 [27] 1.25 222 [27] 
4.42 / 
{4.561} 
[47] 48.7 - 50.2     0.184 [27] C14. HP12 [27] 
ZrAl3 1580 [27] 95.4 - 106.9 85.1 - 90.0 [27] 1.06 201.8 - 205 [27] 
4.11 / 
{4.098} 
[47] 49.1 - 50.0 5.5 [47] 0.185 [27]   [27] 
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